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Skink maiming
Reading the word ‘Skinks’ in this month’s brilliant Total 
War: Warhammer II cover feature took me back to a time 
when I (badly) painted miniatures in my friend’s back 
garden. Creative Assembly continues to bring its grand 
vision of Games Workshop’s fantasy universe to life – check 
out Chris’s feature on p36.

This ended up being the biggest reviews month of 2017 so 
far. Dawn of War III and Prey lead the pack this issue, but 
the surprise winner ends up being the brilliant narrative 
game What Remains of Edith Finch. Enjoy the issue.
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The PC Gamer team
J o h n  S t R i k E
Specialist in
Battlefield, canines

This month
Took some time out of 
designing to write about 
the Swedish Battlefield 
player who sorted his 
weak loadout for him. 
See page 112.

P h i l  S a v a G E
Specialist in
Mugs, recycling

Twitter
@Octaeder

This month
Revisited Medal of Honor: 
Allied Assault. The 
mouths are not as good 
as you remember. 

a n d y  k E l l y
Specialist in
Space, adventure games

Twitter
@ultrabrilliant

This month
Went to EVE Fanfest and 
almost had to fly home 
after someone coined the 
term ‘vsports’.
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Brendan ‘PlayerUnknown’ 
Greene is the man behind 
DayZ: Battle Royale, a 
popular mod-of-a-mod that 
throws players into a brutal 

fight to the death inspired by the book and 
film of the same name. The impressive 
mod led to a job with Sony, where he 
worked on H1Z1, but now Greene has 
created his own game at South Korean 
studio Bluehole. It’s called 
PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds, and  
you have almost certainly heard of it. It’s 
been at the top, or near the top, of the 
Steam charts for weeks, and it has sold 
well over 2 million copies, earning  
Greene and Bluehole a reported $60 
million in revenue.

The game was released through Steam Early 
Access on March 23, attracting a staggering 
89,000 concurrent players. This number has 
grown steadily, with as many as 150,000 
people playing the game at any given time. 
As we go to press, Battlegrounds is the third 
most-played game on Steam after 
behemoths Dota 2 and Counter-Strike: 
Global Offensive. “We’re truly humbled by 

the passionate response from our players,” 
Greene said in a celebratory press release. 
“And as we move to make improvements 
and deliver new content, we will actively 
engage this growing fanbase.”

The game throws a hundred players into 
a large expanse of cities, forests, fields, and 
mountains and gives them one compelling 
objective: don’t die. As the player count 
drops and remaining survivors are forced 
together by a steadily dwindling play area, 
things get incredibly tense. Some players 
prefer to play hide-and-seek, trying to 
outsmart their opponents and survive 
through stealth. Others prefer to load up on 
guns, which spawn randomly on the map, 
and claim their place at the top of the food 
chain. It’s a brilliantly simple idea and 

It’s endearIng to  
see a popular  

game beIng a force  
for good

THE UNSTOPPABLE 
BATTLEGROUNDS

playerunknown’s battlegrounds is an Early Access smash.

T H E  T O P  S T O R Y

If PCG wore uniforms, 
they’d look like this.
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THE MONTH IN PC GAMING
HIgHs & lows

HiGHS
Prey

After the rough PC release of 
Dishonored 2, it’s good to see Arkane’s 
sci-fi shooter running without a hitch.

The Long Dark
Wintermute, the long-awaited story 
mode for Hinterland’s Early Access 
survival game, is finally on its way.

Hearthstone
The recent Journey to Un’Goro 
expansion has given Blizzard’s  
card battler a new lease of life.

Battlegrounds
The easy, rapid transition from the game 

over screen to starting a new match 
makes this a dangerous time-killer.

Full Throttle
Another great remaster from Double 

Fine. Now, how about giving The Dig or 
Sam & Max the same treatment?

LOwS

T H E  T O P  S T O R Y  I  T H E  S P Y  I  D I S C U S S

executed wonderfully, albeit with 
some Early Access jank.

Just causes
As well as releasing updates and bug fixes, 
Bluehole has been using the game’s 
popularity to raise money for charity. 
Hundreds of streamers from the US and 
EU got together to play the game, raising 
$220,000 for Gamers Outreach, an 
organisation “that provides equipment, 
technology, and software to help kids cope 
with treatment inside hospitals”. It’s 
endearing to see a popular game being a 
force for good. Battlegrounds is shaping up 
nicely, and I’m looking forward to seeing 
how it evolves. In the meantime, I’ll be 
hiding in a toilet, pointing my gun at the 
door, hoping nobody finds me. 
Andy Kelly

Voice chat
Battlegrounds is the latest game plagued 
by idiot teens trying to be edgy on voice 

comms. God bless mute.

Alan wake
Remedy’s horror shooter has vanished 

from Steam due to expiring music 
licenses. RIP Alan.

Duke Nukem
Duke’s lame Bulletstorm cameo 

cements him as an embarrassing 
dinosaur. Read Phil’s thoughts on p110.

Vsports
CCP Games is calling its new virtual 

reality game Sparc a ‘vsport’ and we’re 
not on board with that at all.

Andy’s way of playing 
Battlegrounds mostly 

involves cowardice. 
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W
The Spy WaS in danger 
of noT having enough 

maTerial for ThiS 
monTh’S column

church on the northeastern Montana 
prairie is being used to film 
promotional live-action footage for 
an upcoming, but unnamed, game.

What does this mean? Firstly, that 
local newspapers are desperate for 
things to write about. More 
importantly, though, the Tribune 
claims that this mystery game is set 
to release in September. There’s 
already plenty of speculation that it’s 
Red Dead Redemption 2, but the 
sleuths on NeoGAF think Far Cry 5 
is a more likely candidate. Their 
reasoning is slim, but maybe sound: 
(1) some of the film crew were 
French, and (2) a Ubisoft survey from 
early-2015 asked participants to pick 
from a number of possible Far Cry 

settings, including “A Far Cry game in 
the Spaghetti Western style set in the 
late 19th century Americas.”

The Spy’s affliction continues, 
unabated. The Spy has started to 
notice that an unexplored vent no 
longer holds the same sense of 
wonderment. An unviewed microfilm 
no longer feels heavy with the weight 
of sheer possibility. An unused 
pen-that-is-secretly-a-gun no longer 
begs to be fired during a tense 
standoff ahead of a final, action-
packed battle. Rather than employ 

the writer’s favoured techniques of 
moving to a country retreat or buying 
an aga, The Spy recognises that this 
current affliction is most likely a case 
of familiarity breeding contempt. 
Perhaps the answer lies in 
overengineered solutions to mundane 
problems. Stoats are much cheaper 
when bought in bulk, The Spy has 
learned. Can they be remotely piloted 
into the offices of AAA publishers?

The answer is no. And yet, in their 
flailing, a sack of enraged weasels did 
spill out onto The Spy’s keyboard – 
their tiny feet perfectly entering the 
URL for a story detailing BioWare’s 
latest woes. This is in response to 
Mass Effect Andromeda, which 
received harsh criticism for a number 

of issues – some of them 
fair, others exaggerated. 
According to Kotaku, 
which cites four 
anonymous sources, 
BioWare has placed the 
Mass Effect series on 
hiatus, calling into question 
the future of the series.

It’s claimed that 
Andromeda developer 
BioWare Montreal has now 

been turned into a support studio. 
BioWare Montreal was previously 
downsized when employees were 
transferred to EA Motive – also based 
in Montreal, and responsible for Star 
Wars Battlefront II’s campaign. The 
remaining Montreal staff are said to 
be propping up Andromeda’s 
multiplayer, and helping out on a 
new BioWare series, codenamed 
Dylan. We should hear more about 
that at this year’s E3. Now, where’s 
that disinfectant? Spy out. 
The Spy
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This month in… 2007

The Spy shot the 
sheriff, (and also 
the deputy).

w h o  w a t c h e s  t h e  s p y ?

1  “Look at that!” exclaims Tom Francis, 
referring to the opening image of his 

Crysis cover feature. “That’s what a game 
should be about. Punching a speeding car 
so hard that it crashes on your fist.” Ten 
years later, this is still true. Elsewhere in 
Tom’s lengthy preview, Crytek’s Cevat Yerli 
promises us that Crysis’s final act won’t 
have the same dip in quality as Far Cry’s. 
Hindsight, eh?

3  Jim Rossignol explains how gamers 
will save the world, and the answer 

isn’t by arguing about framerates on 
Reddit. Jim’s feature is packed with case 
studies of how researchers and educators 
can utilise games for good, from SimCity 4 
being used to teach urban planning, to 
Duke Nukem helping prove that depression 
and spatial memory are linked to the same 
areas of the brain.

2  He may be a 
famous 

comics man now, 
but in 2007 we 
were getting Kieron 
Gillen to review Hot 
Dog King, a sexist 
fast-food 
management sim. 
It got 29%.

issue
Issue: 176, July 2007

on the cover
Crysis

in the chArts
Umbrella – Rihanna ft 
Jay-Z

riters did well to rebrand an inability 
to do their job properly as a 
harrowing affliction, characterised by 
long bouts of tortured anguish and 
solved by much gin in many tonics. 
Writer’s block is, of course, a total 
lark: a way to make not working 
seem like the hardest work of all. Yet, 
while The Spy is very 
much onto their scheme, 
The Spy is also starting to 
wonder if espionage block 
could be a real thing.

These days, The Spy 
can barely muster up the 
energy to scour the 
blueprints of a deranged 
oligarch’s underwater 
vault, let alone hunt down 
a handful of videogame 
rumours. As such, The Spy was in 
danger of not having enough material 
for this month’s column. Fortunately, 
The Spy has a few tricks to fall back 
on, such as typing ‘Ubisoft rumours’ 
into Google to see what happens. 
Success comes in the form of 
speculation about the next Far Cry, 
which some think will have a Wild 
West theme and be out sooner than 
you might expect. This is all pretty 
speculative, so strap yourself in. 
According to Montana-based 
newspaper The Great Fall Tribune, a 





Samuel: Hitman is seemingly dead, 
lads. Well, at least as dead as Deus Ex 
is – the last episodic game was great, 
but Square Enix took a big 
writedown on IO Interactive and is 
trying to sell them. It’s rather sad, 
because it followed Mass Effect 
apparently being put on hold the 
previous day, following the mixed 
reaction to Andromeda. Who’d have 
thought even two years ago that the 
future of those series would be in 
jeopardy? Do I sound a slither too 
pessimistic here, chaps? Must I check 
myself before I wreck myself? Are 
singleplayer games about to cash in 
their chips?
Phil: No. Although imagine that ‘no’ 
is being elongated and the pitch of 
my voice is raising higher and higher 
until it’s nothing more than a shrill 
squeak, because honestly I just don’t 
know. I don’t think singleplayer 
games are done, but I do wonder if 
the industry is sustainable in its 
current form. I liked Hitman, and I’m 
sad it hasn’t done better, but is a few 
underperforming games a reason to 
condemn all of singleplayer gaming?
Andy: I feel like people have been 
declaring singleplayer games dead or 
dying for like a decade now. But 
despite compelling evidence, like 
Rockstar’s aggressive shift from 
singleplayer DLC to its dedication to 
GTA Online, I’m not sure it’s going to 
happen yet. Even if big hitters like 
Hitman and Deus Ex have been 
underperforming, and the top three 
most-played games on Steam are 
Battlegrounds, Dota 2, and Counter-
Strike, I think there’s still a huge 
number of people who want to play 
games on their own. They just don’t 
seem to be buying the right ones.
Samuel: I think if you’re making a 
big open world game, you’re okay. 
Ghost Recon Wildlands took off, and 
while that was also co-op, the success 
of Fallout 4 shows that people 
definitely want this stuff when 

they’re certain about the value of 
what they’re getting. Also, Doom did 
nicely, didn’t it? It probably doesn’t 
help that Hitman had that weird new 
business model that made it a little 
complex to decipher for people who 
just want to throw money at Steam 
and have a complete game.
Phil: I feel like Hitman was facing an 
uphill battle against the negative 
reaction to its episodic release model. 
All the cinema ads in the world aren’t 
going to help when you get to the 
Steam page and see a ‘Mixed’ rating. 
Hitman eventually won people over 
because it kept being good, but I’m 
sure the damage was already done. 
It’s sad that IO couldn’t treat 
Hitman’s mild, niche success as a 
success. This is something big 
publishers are especially bad at. 
Publishers such as Paradox seem to 
be perfectly happy releasing hardcore 
strategies and old-school RPGs, and 
enjoying the breakout successes 
when they happen.

Andy: Hitman is such a lavish 
production. There’s fine handcrafted 
detail in the levels that 90% of players 
won’t even see. A bit of random 
ceiling in Paris is more ornate and 
detailed than entire levels in other 
games. And I wonder if that 
contributed to its losses. I mean, I 
love it, and it makes for a gorgeous 
game, but maybe if they’d been a bit 
less artistically ambitious the game 
would be in a better place. There’s an 
expectation for ‘AAA’ games to be on 
the cutting edge, but maybe that’s 
ultimately harming them in the long 
run. That luxurious golden ceiling, 
and other details like it, must have 
cost a fortune.
Samuel: Andy and those bloody 
ceilings. Crikey. Maybe it was worth 
cancelling Hitman just so we don’t 
have to listen to him banging on 
about them anymore. 
Phil: If anyone’s had to bang on about 
Hitman, it’s me. And, even despite 
reviewing it seven times, I will still be 
pretty sad if that’s it for the series. I’m 
still not convinced this is a trend, 
though, just some unfortunate 
closures and reshuffles at the start of 
a new financial year. Singleplayer 
gaming has survived the closure of 
numerous game studios over the 
years. They even survived Daikatana. 
I’m pretty sure that they’ll survive 
through the fact that all anybody 
wants to do these days is ship 
Overwatch characters.
Samuel: *rubs knees* Winston and 
Torbjörn. Cor! 

The discussion is over, buT would iT receive mixed reviews on sTeam? 
leT us know aT pcgamer@fuTureneT.com

the future of 
singleplayer 

games
Should we be worried about playing solo?
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P h i l  S a v a g e 
likes multiplayer 
games about 
anthropomorphic 
gorillas.

a n d y  K e l l y 
appreciates the 
ceilings of 
singleplayer 
games. 

S a M U e l 
R O B e R T S
once heard a 
toilet flush in 
multiplayer  
voice chat.

i n f o r m e d  g a m e - t a l k

If Agent 47’s for sale, 
that barcode finally 
has some use.





Not that recalling this cinematic imagery 
is a bad thing. I’m taking in this section of 
the opening mission at a press reveal 
event and, even in a room crowded with 
other people, this version of the battle on 
D-Day is unsettling. Disorientating 
explosions and gunfire never let up 
as lead character Roland ‘Red’ 
Daniels sprints to a Czech hedgehog 
for cover. I woozily watch the carnage 
unfold as a gruff sergeant barks 
orders. Everything looks appropriately 
horrifying, although the whiff of recycling 
past glories of the genre lingers.

Fortunately, the demo skips forward to 
show off some more meaningful changes. 
Daniels is slowly making his way through 
stone bunkers on the top of the Atlantic 
Wall, clearing out rooms of Nazis. There’s 
a noticeably slower pace, considering the 
historically-accurate weapons he uses, 
that gives the action a slither of realism.   

The reduced speed is the first of many 
indicators that you’re no longer 
embodying an army of one. Another 
comes in the moment just after Daniels 
clears out a room and, before moving on, 
has a clip chucked at him by one of his 

squad. It isn’t a cute cinematic touch, but 
a showcase for the larger role your squad 
will play as you now rely on them for 
ammo. Depending on your teammates 
should add vital strategy and depth when 
you’re trapped in a firefight.  

While it’s not shown in the demo, 
another big change is the lack of 
recharging health. Taking a bullet now 
means serious danger. Forget about 
ditching jet packs, super guns and grapple 
hooks, this lack of magical healing powers 
already seems like the boldest move.  

Forest Fire
After Normandy, the story takes you 
through the final years of the war. Your 
squad snakes through Europe, taking in 
the liberation of Paris before pushing into 
Germany. That’s where I get another 
showing of the campaign in Hürtgen 
Forest. Looming trees and winding rivers 
are a welcome backdrop as the squad 
prepare to ambush a gathering of Nazi’s in 
a clearing. The space gives Daniels the 
chance to flank the enemy, a welcome bit 
of width to the linearity of the Normandy 
landing. Unsurprisingly, the mission 

doesn’t go to plan and we see the 
squad dash through the forest as 
artillery bombards the trees, making 
trees splinter and crash around. It’s a 
strong mix of a larger style of 

shootout alongside the blockbuster 
spectacle the series is known for.  

Trudging back to WWII also means 
significant changes for multiplayer. The 
biggest of this is Headquarters, which is a 
place away from the action where you can 
socialise with other players. There’s also a 
new mode called War, where Allied and 
Axis forces clash over specific objectives 
with a narrative focus. Plus, despite the 
historical accuracy in single-player, there 
will also be a co-op Nazi Zombies mode, 
because of course there is.    

World War shooters are finding their 
time in the sun again and Call of Duty: 
WWII will need to prove it’s not a cynical 
throwback trying to capitalise on a trend. 
So far, there are encouraging signs. The 
single-player missions offer evidence of 
meaningful changes, especially in Hürtgen 
Forest, while social mode is a refreshing  
direction for multiplayer. It may be looking 
back, but it feels like a step forward.    
Ben Tyrer

S
top me if you think you’ve heard this one 
before. Soldiers huddle together inside a 
Higgins boat. They’re part of the Allied 
invading forces barrelling towards 

Omaha Beach. An endless wave of bullets attempts 
to repel them as they try to disembark, with bodies 
littering the shore. Yeah, it’s an FPS set in WWII, 
with shades of Saving Private Ryan.   

  

After years of future conflicts, it’s 
time for a history lesson

C a l l  o f  
D u t y :  W W I I

World War shooters  
are finding their time in  
the sun again

release
3 November

Developer
Sledgehammer Games

publisher
Activision

link
www.callofduty.com

n e e d  t o  k n o w

F I R S t 
L o o k

Don’t expect too many stars, 
apart from Josh Duhamel.
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Moody and meditative, words we 
don’t usually associate with CoD.



Your squad is part of the
‘Fighting First’ division.

Being able to use 
flamethrowers is a safe bet.
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Having played for some time during the 
beta, I’m not sure that’s all I want from a 
new Quake. Despite everything it does to 
recapture that late-’90s feel, Quake 
Champions is a modern multiplayer FPS, 
and it comes loaded with everything that 
has come to mean. Instead of a 
server browser, for instance, you 
enter a matchmaking queue that 
tries to place you with similarly-
experienced players.

This is fine. Good matchmaking can 
help ease in new players and ensure that 
the more experienced are still challenged 
by their peers. But I do pine for a time 
when private servers were the norm. A 
good server browser is both a portal to a 
collection of ad-hoc communities and a 
fascinating journey of discovery through 
custom maps, mods and special rulesets. 
Tired of fighting in Quake III Arena? No 
problem, just hop on into a DeFRaG race 
server and show off your bunnyhopping 
and strafejumping.

While I’m griping about modern FPS 
affectations, here’s another: loot crates. 
Quake Champions will reward you with 
them when you level up your account, and 

you can acquire them with in-game 
currency, earned for completing 
challenges. You’ll also be able purchase 
them as real-money microtransactions. 
They’re cosmetic only, but, despite not 
being ‘pay-to-win’, their very presence 
feels incredibly un-Quake.

That’s enough of the ‘old man yells at 
The Cloud’ routine. I’m disappointed that 
FPSes are no longer the fascinating 
ecosystem of old, but that should take 
nothing away from the fact that Quake 
Champions is fast, responsive and 
enjoyable. It looks the part, which is to say 
a mix of Gothic architecture and grungy 
sci-fi. More importantly it feels the part, 
despite the new variations between 
characters, who now each boast their own 
speed, health and armour, as well as their 
own specific ability.

The character traits are a curious 
addition. In some respects it’s typical of a 
modern hero shooter but here they aren’t 
divided into different classes. Because of 
that, and based on what I’ve played, team 
composition doesn’t feel especially 
important. In one team deathmatch, every 
player on my side was Nyx – the 

blue-haired assassin with the 
telefragging phasewalk ability. Sure, 
we lost, but that was more about our 
skill as players. It wasn’t comparable 
to the trouncing I received during an 

ill-advised all-Hanzo attempt in Overwatch.

Team Players
The majority of abilities are simply another 
form of damage, with a cooldown after 
use. The exception is Galena, who places 
an ‘Unholy Totem’ – a deployable item 
that can heal nearby allies. Even this is 
rarely a difference maker in team fights. 
Quake is fast, and its guns hit hard. Having 
a slight armour advantage can give you an 
edge during a one-on-one gunfight using 
basic rifles, but that’s rarely how things 
shake out when you’re in the arena.

I’d like to see Quake Champions 
embrace its newness and take more 
liberties with the classic Quake feel. Right 
now, it’s trying to integrate old-school FPS 
action into a modern multiplayer Skinner 
box of loot crates and levelling. It may be 
Quake, but it’s also a game about earning 
new skins for your lizard man. Which is to 
say: not very Quake at all.
Phil Savage

W
hat do you want from a new Quake 
game? Originally, I thought that my 
answer was an old-school arena shooter 
with twitch combat, breakneck 

traversal, intricate map design, satisfying gun feel 
and big, chunky gibs flying all over the place. And 
the good news is that Quake Champions is all of 
that. It feels like Quake. 

  

A classic FPS in a hero  
shooter wrapper

Q U A K E 
C H A M P I O N S

based on what I’ve played, 
team composItIon doesn’t 
feel especIally Important

release
2017

Developer
id Software/Saber Interactive

publisher
Bethesda Softworks

link
quake.bethesda.net

n e e d  t o  k n o w

p l a y e d  
i t

Weapon, armour and health
pickups factor heavily.
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By law, all hero shooters must have
an anthropomorphic character.



You’re just asking 
to be telefragged.

Ruins of Sarnath is a
new map with a giant eye.
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I
t’s fair to say PC hasn’t been the home of 
the big rhythm action games. Well, aside 
from Audiosurf and more recent indie 
efforts like Thumper, anyway. The likes 

of PaRappa the Rapper and the DS’s Ouendan have 
traditionally turned up on consoles, rather than PC. 
In 2017, though, it’s a very different story. This is a 
successor of sorts to those games, and it’s heading 
our way – that is, if the game can hit its ambitious 
£855k Kickstarter target.

The lengTh and 
lyrical conTenT of 
a song is noT 
predeTermined

p l a y e d  
i t

  

Rhythm action all-stars bring 
this odd-looking curio to PC

P r o j e c t  r a P 
r a b b i t

Project Rap Rabbit (a working title) is a 
hip-hop saga set in 16th century Japan, 
inspired by traditional artwork. “[Keiichi] 
Yano and I were discussing the potential of 
story-driven music games that have 
unique worlds,” says Masaya Matsuura, 
who worked on the PaRappa games, and 
other cult classics like Vib Ribbon and 
UmJammer Lammy. Yano, meanwhile, 
worked on Ouendan, a brilliant DS 
drumming game that’s among the best 
rhythm action games ever. Collectively, 

they’re something of a dream team for 
Project Rap Rabbit, which seems like the 
rhythm action version of crowdfunding 
hits like Broken Age or Pillars of Eternity. 
“It’s something that’s become somewhat 
of a lost art when it comes to music 
games,” says Matsuura.

The project is also inspired by the 
concept of the sort of insufferable rap 
battles you see on the YouTubes, but more 
charming because animals are involved. 
You play Toto-Maru, a farm boy who 
harnesses the power of rap. You select 
keywords in a listening phase, then rap 
them in time with the rhythm to defeat 
your opponents. “The game is designed 
as a rap battle system where paying 
attention to your opponent’s lyrics and 
countering with your own selections 

generates dynamic flow,” says Matsuura. 
“The length and lyrical content of a song is 
not predetermined and will change based 
on player selection and execution.”

The nexT episode
This response system to your opponents 
is where Rap Rabbit looks to push 
Japanese rhythm action forward, rather 
than coasting on the goodwill for the 
better days of PaRappa and company. “A 
true call-and-response system between 
not only the CPU but also with other 
players is something that has not been 
executed well historically with music 
games. Players will need to pay attention 
to their opponent’s status in addition to 
their lyrics to be the most effective. We are 
also planning bonuses based on execution 
that should offer lots of replayability.”

It’s so early on, then, that I can only 
visualise how this will play out – and 
indeed, to come to fruition at all, the 
project is relying on support from people 
who miss the genre’s heyday. There’s no 
doubting the collective talent of the team 
putting this together, though.
Samuel Roberts
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release
2018

Developer
iNiS J/NanaOn-Sha

publisher
PQube

link
www.pqube.co.uk

n e e d  t o  k n o w

This is a mock-up of what 
in-game rapping will look like.





The game now uses a four-button layout 
for strikes – light and heavy punches and 
kicks – plus a button to use an Infinity 
Stone and one to tag in your partner. 
Accessibility is one of the game’s 
main design pillars. Executive 
producer Peter ‘ComboFiend’ Rosas 
stated that the team “expects a lot of 
new players to show up, so however 
long they have they’ll be able to pick up a 
pad, see their favourite hero and have 
fun”. It is possible to mash light punch and 
your character will perform a basic 
combo, for example, while pushing heavy 
punch and kick will unleash a super move. 

For intermediates, everyone now has a 
‘launcher’ combo. Light punch, light kick, 
heavy kick, and then down and heavy 
punch becomes your go-to punish combo 
and sets up the aerial stuff that the MvC 
games are known for. Should you find 
yourself in one of these situations you no 
longer have to sit and take it. Holding the 
tag button will cause a Counter Switch, 
with your partner coming to your aid at 
the cost of some of your super meter.

Before the hardcore start screaming 
about the game being dumbed down, fear 
not: the technical side of things comes 
from elsewhere. Previous MvC games had 
rules as to when you can switch out your 
fighters, but now you’re almost free to do 
it whenever you want. It’s a versatile 
system and one that is going to be what 
brings, as they say, ‘the hype’ during play.

“The Partner Switch mechanic,” says 
Rosas, “is more open than it’s ever been. 
It’s another reason we [went] two-on-two. 
If we tried it with three or four characters 
it’d be completely mind blowing!”

InfInIty and beyond
Infinity Stones are also key to technical 
gameplay. The three in the current build 
– Space, Time and Power – all have two 
uses, one of which you can use whenever 
you want. The Time Stone gives you a 
teleport/dash, Space pulls your opponent 
towards you and Power gives you an 
attack that causes a wall bounce. Once a 
meter has filled up, you can perform an 
Infinity Storm – a momentum-shifting 
power that changes things in a major way 
while the meter depletes. Out of these 

Space is the most interesting as it 
sticks a box around your opponent, 
restricting their movement.

The trick here is whether you use 
the stones to emphasise strengths or 

cover for potential weaknesses. Hulk has a 
hard time getting in on characters who 
can keep him away, but a well-timed use of 
the Time Stone will cover that ground in an 
instant. Then a Hulk with the Power Stone 
is brutal, bouncing you around the screen 
for mega-damaging combos.

What will make or break Marvel vs 
Capcom: Infinite is how these new 
systems flourish outside of the launch 
period. Will skilled players find enough 
flexibility in the new two-on-two battles 
and Infinity Stone systems to allow for 
creative play, and will there be enough in 
the game to encourage newcomers to 
move on from the one-button basics 
before they get bored? The promise of a 
story and arcade mode with the suite of 
multiplayer and training options indicates 
that Capcom are wary not to repeat the 
mistakes it made with Street Fighter V. It 
may have gone through some changes, 
but it’s still very much Marvel, baby.
Andi Hamilton

G
iven the growth of Marvel into a 
colossus, it’s surprising to see a new 
MvC game. You can only imagine how 
much more complicated it is to secure 

the rights to this scrap for the ages, but here we 
are. This time it’s been reworked into a two-on-two 
format, as opposed to three-on-three battles. In 
doing so, there’s been some interesting changes.

  

Hands-on with Capcom’s other 
big fighting game

M a r v e l  
v s  C a p C o M :  
I n f I n I t e

It Is possIble to mash lIght 
punch and your character 
wIll perform a basIc combo

release
September 19

Developer
Capcom

publisher
In-house

link
www.bit.ly/mvcinfinite

n e e d  t o  k n o w

p l a y e d  
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Ryu does battle with series
newcomer Captain Marvel.
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Ultron provides another
robotic threat for Megaman.



Chun-Li remains unimpressed 
with Thor’s kicking technique.
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W
hen Constructor first launched in 1997, it 
already had one cement-covered foot in 
the past. A management game skewering 
’80s Britain with the anarchic, satirical 

humour of Viz, it was simultaneously kitschy and 
surprisingly clever. But with its HD makeover it 
doesn’t feel out of place in the here and now.

Replaying the original necessitates 
dipping into the manual a lot. Despite its 
cartoon presentation, Constructor is a 
fairly elaborate, complex management 
sim, and with no tutorial it can be a lot to 
wrap one’s head around. This isn’t an 
issue in the remastered version. There’s a 
detailed tutorial, complete with John 
Challis, otherwise known as Boycie from 
Only Fools and Horses, as a guide and a 
series of videos that explore some of the 
characters you’ll use to put your foes out 
of business. 

There are quality-of-life improvements 
beyond the tutorial, too. Characters can 
now be directly controlled, instead of only 
being summoned to buildings, and the UI 
has been completely overhauled, making 
things clearer while taking you away from 

the main map less. The increased legibility 
is a massive boon for a game that’s this 
laden with micromanagement. It’s not 
easy juggling tenants and businesses 
when chainsaw-wielding goons might 
attack at any minute.

Renovation woRk
Most noticeable are the visual 
improvements. The distinct, cartoon 
aesthetic has been maintained, but it’s 
been lavished with new art and 
personality, it’s not just a bit of HD polish. 
Plots of land that were once flat and 
featureless are now full of rolling hills, and 
maps have been fleshed out with colourful 
details, from urban junkyards to fields full 
of shitting cows.

Constructor’s renovation is significant, 
but not to the point where it feels like a 
different game. Its humour, gameplay 
systems and style persist, making it 
probably match your memory of the 
original game, though not the ugly reality. 
Playing it is like putting on a pair of 
rose-tinted safety goggles, protecting your 
delicate eyes from the past.
Fraser Brown

ConstruCtor is a 
fairly elaborate 
and Complex 
management sim

p l a y e d  
i t

  

How does the HD remaster 
compare to the original?

C O N S T R U C T O R

You wear a lot of hats when you’re trying 
to get stupidly rich as a slumlord tycoon. 
Manager of a construction firm, real 
estate mogul, mobster – there is no rest 
for the wicked. That means managing 
your employees, erecting resource-
generating businesses, exploiting helpless 
tenants and taking out the competition 
through shady means. Have you ever 
weaponised a hippy before? Or how about 
ghosts? The wacky and challenging 
moment-to-moment gameplay remains 
the same as it was way back in 1997, 
however now it is considerably easier to 
get to grips with. 
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release
Summer

Developer
System 3

publisher
In-house

link
www.system3.com

n e e d  t o  k n o w

Hippy street parties are not
conducive to hard work. 





It’s a bleak
setting.

You can build
cities like this.
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One of the world’s
many dangers.



“You are not great and powerful”, says 
developer Lo-Fi Games. “You don’t have 
more ‘hit points’ than everyone else.” A 
bold stance for a genre where you’re often 
cast as an all-powerful hero. But it’s also 
an exciting one, because RPGs are some 
of the tropiest games around.

Kenshi has been in development 
for almost a decade. The first video 
of the game in action was posted on 
Lo-Fi’s YouTube channel in 2008, but 
it’s nearing a full release after arriving on 
Steam Early Access in 2013. It’s a hugely 
ambitious game, taking place in a 
hand-crafted world that adds up to 870 
square kilometres of space.

Lo-Fi says this is to give players a sense 
of adventure and freedom. Crossing this 
vast landscape, fighting storms, hunger, 
carnivorous wildlife and cannibals should 
feel like a hard-fought journey. And, in 
fitting with the game’s nihilistic tone, the 
size of the world also adds to your feeling 
of insignificance.

When you start a new game, there are 
no objectives, no story to follow. It’s 
completely open-ended, and your 
character’s destiny is determined entirely 

by you. There are lot of ways to play the 
game, whether you want to become a 
settler who builds a city, a farmer who 
grows and harvests food or a wandering 
swordsman who lives only for adventure.

But the unpredictable, dangerous 
world will make your chosen profession 
difficult. Stray into the wrong part of the 
map and there’s a chance you’ll be 
kidnapped by blue-skinned cannibals, tied 
to a post, and eaten.

You can make things easier for yourself 
by choosing a different starting character. 
The default is the Wanderer, who begins 
with 1,000 credits, a rusty sword, and the 
clothes on their back. But start as the 
Wandering Trader and you’ll have a 
packmule loaded with goods to trade.

HARD TIMES
There are some stranger ones too, like the 
Holy Sword, who gets a powerful weapon 
in the knowledge that it’s stolen and 
someone might want it back. And if you 
want to make things harder, you can go for 
Rock Bottom and start with no gear, no 
clothes, no money, and a busted arm.

You view the action through a camera 
floating above the map, moving your 
character, fighting, and interacting by 
pointing and clicking, and I’m 
immediately reminded of Fallout. And 
not just because of the interface, but 

the bleak, dusty, desert-like setting.
However, Kenshi’s world is a lot more 

low-tech. There are buildings, agriculture, 
and primitive technology, but people still 
fight with swords. You can also control 
multiple characters, which means if one is 
captured by slavers or cannibals, you can 
send a team of others in to rescue them.

There’s also a personality and trait 
system as well, meaning that some 
characters won’t behave exactly how you 
want them to, adding yet more 
unpredictability to your adventure. Kenshi 
wants to make your life difficult, but with 
the intention of making every success, 
even minor ones, meaningful.

I don’t know if Lo-Fi will pull this off, but 
I hope it does. It would be a challenge for a 
giant development studio, never mind a 
small indie team. But one thing it isn’t 
short of is cool ideas, and Kenshi is one of 
the freshest, most interesting takes on the 
RPG genre I’ve seen for some time.
Andy Kelly

N
obody cares about you. You aren’t 
special. You don’t matter. You are not 
the centre of the universe. I’m not used 
to games telling me this, but this is 

Kenshi’s whole thing. It’s an RPG set in a brutal 
world that doesn’t give a damn whether you live or 
die, and there’s something strangely compelling 
about that concept.

  

Create your own story in a brutal, 
uncaring world

K E N S H I

there are no objectives, no 
story to follow. it’s 
completely open-ended

release
Out now (Early Access)

Developer
Lo-Fi Games

publisher
In-house

link
www.lofigames.com

n e e d  t o  k n o w

p l a y e d  
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Expect large-scale battles.
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Spectators can view matches 
from different angles.
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This really couldn’t be more
different from EVE Online.



Its enthusiasm for the medium has never 
faltered, and Valkyrie and Gunjack – both 
set in the EVE universe – are some of the 
bestselling VR games released so far. And 
they are pretty good too, because the 
company has poured a good amount of 
time and money into figuring out this 
new technology.

Last year at Fanfest, CCP’s yearly 
celebration of all things EVE in its 
hometown of Reykjavik, Iceland, I 
played a prototype of Sparc called Project 
Arena. I called it an “incredible VR 
experience” and hoped it would become a 
full release. And, likely spurred on by the 
overwhelmingly positive press the demo 
received from almost every outlet that 
covered it, CCP has done exactly that, 
renaming it Sparc and making some 
changes to how it plays.

It’s the first CCP game not set in the 
EVE universe, and they’re calling it a 
‘vsport’, which I’m not sure will catch on. 
That said, it is an accurate way to describe 
the game, because when you play Sparc 
you’re gonna sweat – especially if you’re 
an out of shape games writer who sits on 
his arse all day eating pies.

But what the hell is it? Slip the headset 
on (Vive and Oculus are supported) and 
you’ll find yourself standing in a corridor 
facing another player. In my case, a 
journalist from a rival PC gaming website, 
who starts dancing a jig in an attempt to 
intimidate me. The way the holographic 
avatars perfectly mirror the movements 
of your opponent is really impressive, and 
I respond by dancing a jig of my own. It’s 
like Tron meets West Side Story.

back and forth
Anyway, the match begins and a hovering 
ball appears in front of me. I pluck it out of 
the air with the Oculus Touch controller 
and hurl it at my opponent, who lifts his 
arm and activates a small shield on his 
wrist, deflecting it back at me.

Then he tosses his own ball, which 
bounces off a wall and pings around the 
arena like a ricocheting bullet. I bring up 
my own shield and twat it back, and 
suddenly we find ourselves in an intense 
back-and-forth rally, with the two balls 
bouncing madly around our heads.

I can’t remember who scored the first 
point, but when one person gets hit the 

next round begins, and the first 
person to hit their opponent five 
times wins the match. As I’m playing, 
one of the game’s developers is 
encouraging me to move more, and 

seems a bit frustrated that we’re both 
basically standing still. So I loosen up and 
begin lunging for the ball as it hurtles past 
me, and I soon start to realise why they 
call it a vsport, because I’m bloody 
knackered when the match is over.

Sparc might be the best VR game I’ve 
played. It’s beautifully simple and easy to 
pick up, but at the same time there’s 
genuine skill to second-guessing your 
opponent and angling the ball to send 
them in the wrong direction.

Sparc reminds me of Wii Sports in the 
sense that it’s a perfect game to bundle 
with the hardware to show off its power in 
a fun, accessible way. If someone doesn’t 
get VR, give them a go on Sparc and 
they’ll be sold instantly. Providing they 
can afford a Rift or Vive, which remains 
one of the biggest hurdles in the way of 
the tech becoming more than just 
something for moneyed enthusiasts and 
early adopters.
Andy Kelly

C  CP Games is best known for making 
EVE Online, the infamous space MMO 
that generates incredible stories of 
piracy, espionage, and backstabbing. So it 

might seem strange that it’s turning its attention to 
a fun, accessible VR sports game. But it isn’t really, 
because CCP is one of the most dedicated virtual 
reality developers in the business.

  

Getting sweaty in a new VR game 
from the makers of EVE

S P A R C

I start to realIse why they 
call It a vsport, because I’m 
bloody knackered

release
TBA

Developer
CCP Games

publisher
 In-house

link
www.ccpgames.com

n e e d  t o  k n o w
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Honestly, screenshots will
never do this one justice.
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We’re meant to be playing the beginning of 
Ultima VII: Serpent Isle, one of Vincke’s 
favourites, but with the engine of Original 
Sin II and the ‘anything goes’ philosophy of 
tabletop role-playing. Using a walkthrough 
to refresh his memory, he crafts the 
campaign in less than 30 minutes, 
but it keeps us playing for hours. It’s 
a testament to both the flexibility of 
the mode and its ease of use.  

That simplicity is so important 
because a GM needs to be able to create 
scenarios at the speed of imagination. In 
another campaign, my group ends up 
doing so badly, despite our ingenious idea 
to turn a goblin into a bomb and throw him 
down a well, that Vincke has to conjure up 
a prison for us to be flung in after we lose 
another battle. He’s in such a rush that he 
doesn’t have time to make working doors, 
but it serves its function and creates a 
new stage for our misadventures. 

A campaign is, essentially, a series of 
small areas linked together by maps and 
vignettes, with art and levels either 
grabbed from the roster of Larian-created 
stuff available in the mode or imported at 
the GM’s discretion. This is where the 

separate modding tools should come in 
handy as players will be able to craft their 
own areas and creatures and then add 
them to the GM mode. But this is optional 
and everything you need to put together a 
campaign is available straight away.

Finally, I get the chance to make my 
own campaign. I name it ‘The Chicken 
King’. It’s a terrible story of adventurers 
trying to kill a chicken in a post-apocalyptic 
world where poultry have knocked 
humans off the top of the food chain. I’m 
very proud of it. It’s a campaign with many 
twists and turns (okay, one twist, and 
maybe a turn) but the real surprise is how 
incredibly easy the creation process is.

A feAst for fowls
I start with a map, sticking pins in it and 
writing an introduction that sets the 
scene. Then I start building. First, areas: a 
bridge, an entrance to a dungeon, a throne 
room. In these, I plonk down NPCs, 
enemies and objects. I can even change 
surfaces, adding oil or water that can be 
used to set up traps, either by myself or 
the party. Extra details can also be flung 
in, such as music, ambient sounds and 

changes to the atmosphere.   
All of this is just the stage, 

however, and the real magic only 
happens when the actors, the party 
of adventurers, jump in. That’s when 

these scenes spring to life as I possess 
NPCs or change whole groups of chickens 
into hostile threats on the fly, depending 
on what choices my players make in the 
Choose Your Own Adventure vignettes or 
how they roll. 

Ultimately, all of these tools exist to 
support the two most important elements 
of tabletop shenanigans: imagination and 
improvisation. Even the most elaborate 
campaign needs to allow for player 
agency, which is why being able to go off 
script, something GM mode makes very 
easy, is such a boon.

When I ate a dead wizard in Swen’s 
campaign, none of it was planned. The 
wizard was meant to be an ally. But he was 
able to create a new encounter and then 
another route back to the critical path all 
while we were still playing, never forcing us 
to give up our freedom. In those moments, 
it all started to come together, and GM 
mode proved it was more than a novelty.
Fraser Brown 

D
uring the Kickstarter for Divinity: 
Original Sin II, Larian Studios added a 
stretch goal for a Game Master mode, a 
platform for creating online tabletop 

adventures. It’s been over a year since that goal was 
hit and Swen Vincke, Larian’s founder, asks me to 
roll a d20 to see if I can steal memories from a 
corpse by eating it. I roll a 16 and enjoy a snack. 

  

Hands-on with Larian Studios’ 
digital tabletop system

D i v i n i t y : 
O r i g i n a l  S i n  i i

a GM needs to be able to 
create scenarios at the 
speed of iMaGination

release
2017

Developer
Larian Studios

publisher
In-house

link
www.divinity.game

n e e d  t o  k n o w

p l a y e d  
i t

Game Master mode lets
you make unique scenarios.
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Sacrificing an ally is 
also an option.

Surely the GM wouldn’t 
trap this chest.
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’m happy to be ordering Lizardmen 
around. The first Total War: 
Warhammer zoomed in on the Old 
World’s heartland, which makes 
sense – you can’t do Warhammer 
Fantasy properly without Chaos, 
Dwarfs, Orks and the Empire. Even 

so, I’ve been waiting for Creative Assembly to turn the 
game’s focus to the stranger things that lurk at the 
fringe of the setting: the stuff that defies Tolkien and, 
for me, defines Warhammer.

Creative Assembly’s fantasy battle project enters its 
second phase with ToTal War: Warhammer II. By Chris Thursten



Okay, okay. High Elves are very Tolkien – but let’s talk 
about dinosaurs riding other dinosaurs.

Lizardmen are serious-minded dinosaur people from 
space that live in a jungle continent called Lustria. The 
race and its homeland make up a quarter of 
Warhammer II’s campaign, which also introduces the 
High Elves and their toilet seat-shaped home of Ulthuan, 
the Dark Elves and the wastelands of Naggaroth, and a 
mystery fourth faction in the Southlands that Creative 
Assembly are being coy about. It’s definitely Skaven.

This new map and its inhabitants have been part of the 
Total War: Warhammer plan from the beginning – 
Creative Assembly’s mission, which will span three 
games, is to capture every aspect of the Warhammer 
Fantasy Battle setting in a single sandbox. “There are so 
many races,” says game director Ian Roxburgh. “We want 
to do them all, and we can’t do them in one game. We 
made the decision – before we’d even started on the first 
one – that we had to do three games. Then we designed 
what each instalment of the trilogy would be, knowing 
they’d eventually all come together.”

Total Warhammer II will have a campaign dedicated 
to this new map and its new factions. Shortly after launch, 
however, you’ll be able to bolt both games together to play 
on one gigantic map with every faction released for both 
games. Even then, I will probably play as Lizardmen.

My first hands-on with Warhammer II takes the form 
of a battle between Lizardmen and High Elves in a huge 
jungle temple – a massive staircase, basically, with a 
floating space pyramid at the top. My objective is to stop 
the Elves from completing a ritual, which means either 
wiping them out completely or targeting and killing two 
chariot-riding wizards. The encounter is a scripted quest 
battle, which means that certain objectives kick in – and 
certain parts of my army arrives – at different times.
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m a C r o  P o l o  Exploring the campaign map

T h e  V o r T e x
Complete 
rituals in order 
to control the 
Vortex and, 
ultimately, win 
the campaign. 

h e r o e s
The heroes for 
each faction 
now have 
different 
starting 
positions.

a n C I e n T 
r u I n s
Can be explored 
for treasure, 
and will draw 
the attention of 
other armies.

m I n o r 
P l a y e r s
Vampire Counts 
join Old World 
explorers in the 
list of returning 
forces.

r o g u e 
a r m I e s
One-off armies 
made with no 
restrictions. 
Goblins herding 
dinosaurs!



 A few seconds lAter A pAck 
of cold ones beAm in like A 

stAr trek AwAy teAm

My first task is to shift some High Elf archers and 
spearmen off a narrow bridge, and my own force is geared 
for close combat. My army is led by Kroq-Gar, a swole 
alligator-man riding a Carnosaur (think: T-Rex). He’s 
accompanied by two units of Saurus Warriors, a feral 
Stegadon (ultra triceratops turbo edition) and a Bastiladon 
(the evolutionary precursor to sound-of-2013 soft rockers 
Bastille). The tight confines of the bridge favour the High 
Elves, but I decide to be an optimist about this.

I stop my forces just outside of bow range and divide 
them – dinosaur-men to the left, actual dinosaurs to the 
right. I give the Stegadon and Bastiladon a charge order 
and wait for them to cover half of the distance towards 
the High Elf line, then send 
everything else forward. The 
gambit works: as the Stegadon 
and Bastiladon plough into 
the first line of spearmen – 
and they really do make an 
impact – the centre of the 
High Elf force wheels to 
engage them from the side, exposing their own flank to 
Kroq-Gar and his mates.

They move in herds
Here’s a fact about Stegadons and Bastiladons: they’re 
herbivores, or at the very least inspired by herbivores. 
Carnosaurs? The clue’s in the name.

Kroq-Gar collides with the High Elf flank as a big 
dinosaur riding a bigger, redder dinosaur might be 
expected to. The melee on the bridge is going my way 
decisively, but the archers at the back still have free reign. 
For now, at least.

In addition to the cooldown-dependent special abilities 
wielded by heroes, armies in Warhammer II have abilities 

of their own. These are faction-specific and unlocked by 
meeting specific criteria on the campaign map. If High 
Elves properly fortify a new settlement type called a 
Fortress Gate, for example, they can summon giant eagles 
to help them when they’re defending. My Lizardmen go 
one better: they can summon velociraptors from space.

I’ve got three charges of this spell on a long cooldown, 
but it’s time to use one. I click an area behind the High Elf 
archers and a few seconds later a pack of Cold Ones beam 
in like a Star Trek away team. Unlike a Star Trek away 
team, they then murder everybody. Clever girls.

It’s here that I encounter another of Warhammer II’s 
new features, a state called ‘Out of Control’ that all 

Lizardmen are at risk of to a 
degree, but feral beasts in 
particular. It’s essentially 
reverse routing: instead of 
running away, a unit runs 
amok. You lose precise 
control, but the enemy still 
has a very angry dinosaur to 

deal with. It’s a small thing, but it had an interesting 
impact on all three of my runs through this battle. During 
this first attempt, I lost control of my Cold Ones on the 
bridge. In my second attempt, both my Stegadon and 
Bastiladon went rogue after the bridge and charged the 
bulk of the High Elf army by themselves. This forced me 
to make a decision: do I leave them to it while I wait for 
the rest of my army to catch up, which is what I originally 
planned to do? Or do I take advantage of their enraged 
state and charge with them and hope for the best?

After gaining a good, solid foothold, the next step is 
breaking the High Elf army proper. At this point I’m 
granted the bulk of my army, including loads more Saurus 
Warriors, a couple of groups of Skinks (lizards with 

ABOVE: Dinosaurs 
wearing hats riding 
dinosaurs wearing 
hats: Warhammer.

LEFT: Lizardmen are 
from space and live in 
Aztec-inspired 
temples that are 
actually spaceships.
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RIGHT: It’s the same 
engine as the first 
game, updated with 
new rendering tech.

T h e  I C K e - l y  l a D s  A guide to identifying Lizardmen

s a u r u s
Large alligator-men. 
Some ride Cold  
Ones – basically, 
velociraptors.

s T e g a D o n
A triceratops with 
five horns. Some of 
them carry a 
platform of Skinks.

C a r n o s a u r
A Tyrannosaurus 
with longer arms: 
essentially, the 
perfect creature.

T e r r a D o n s
Skinks riding flying 
dinosaurs that can 
swoop down to drop 
deadly rocks.

we’re not going to  
push too fAr into A  

lineAr route
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blowpipes), some Cold One cavalry and a pair of 
Bastiladons with mounted Solar Engines – crystals that 
fire lasers, obviously. The High Elves also have their own 
reinforcements: cavalry, elite melee units such as White 
Lions and Swordmasters of Hoeth, not to mention a huge, 
orange Sun Dragon.

I commit the bulk of my Saurus Guard to an uphill 
charge into the first line of 
High Elves and send  
Kroq-Gar with the Cold One 
cavalry around the side where 
they’ll face less resistance. 
High Elves are extremely 
potent on defence, particularly 
when given a chance to 
protect their flanks. I want to split them up and surround 
them, rather than get stuck in a war of attrition. Another 
use of my army ability sees more Cold Ones beam in, but 
this time I deploy them behind the entire High Elf army, 
right on the heels of their cavalry. The Cold Ones 
themselves are doomed, but I’ve caught the horsemen 
before they can charge. The delay buys me a bit of time, 
which is useful because the Sun Dragon has just come 
down on the back line of my Saurus Warriors.

I had already committed all of my ranged units – the 
Skinks and Solar Engines – to firing at the dragon, but 
now I need to deal with it. I redirect Kroq-Gar and his 
Carnosaur thunders back through the Elven line, through 
my own troops, and lands a crushing shoulder barge. The 
Sun Dragon is badly wounded and begins to take off, but 
it is blasted out of the sky by the combined fire of the two 

Bastiladon-mounted Solar 
Engines. It is an extremely 
‘Warhammer’ moment.

mage quiT
The Elven Swordmasters and 
White Lions are holding their 
own, however. I’ve succeeded 

in bogging them down, but they are steadily depleting my 
stock of Saurus Guard. Kroq-Gar and his Carnosaur send 
the Elven general to Elf Heaven, but he sends my 
Bastiladon to Dinosaur Heaven, which is better. It’s at this 
point that I gain some Terradon riders – Skinks riding 
pterodactyls that drop rocks on people – which helps, but 
not enough to secure outright victory. Instead, I go 
looking for those wizards. They’re wizarding about on 
chariots at the back – but if I can catch them, I win.



ABOVE: The Slann 
(Lizardmen leaders) 
are frogs that ride 
floating thrones.

BELOW: Lustria is 
littered with ruins 
that can be sacked 
for resources.
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My final batch of teleporting Cold Ones traps one 
wizard for long enough for me to send a free unit of 
Saurus Warriors to surround it, but the other is trickier. I 
extract Kroq-Gar from the tangle again and send him 
charging around the flank, chasing the fleeing mage 
across the back line of his own army. Then, I give the 
Terradon riders a melee charge order, bringing them 
swooping down on top of the wizard and pinning him 
into combat. Kroq-Gar’s Carnosaur smashes into him 
from behind, and the rest is silence. Followed by 
victorious Saurian bellowing.

The ritual I thwarted demonstrates one of the ways 
that factions will try to get ahead in the new campaign. At 
the heart of the map is a vortex of magical energy, which 
is the objective of all four of Warhammer II’s factions. 
Each engages with it in a different way – and each wants 
something else from it – but in a standard campaign, 
victory is a matter of winning the ‘race’ to the vortex. 
Previously, victory conditions have been faction-specific 
and independently pursued. Here, a shared goal is 
provided in order to spur a more exciting endgame.

“We’ve had, for years with Total War, an issue with the 
endgame being an endless march towards inevitable 
victory,” Roxburgh says. “Even us, who are big fans of the 
game, end up starting a new campaign before finishing 
the previous one. We’ve done various things in our history 
games over the years – we’ve had civil war mechanics, 
that sort of thing – but it still boils down to loads of 
armies and auto-resolved battles. We wanted to keep the 
game something that is on a knife-edge as much as 
possible, and that you could lose towards the end. Even in 
the old games with an endgame mechanic, you only lose 

by losing your last settlement – and when you own a third 
of the map, you’re not going to lose! Whereas now you 
can, because of the race and the need to get there first. 
This is a real attempt to solve that endgame thing.” 

It’s also designed to provide players with new ways to 
scupper each other’s plans beyond the Total War stalwarts 
of attritional warfare and chance-based subterfuge. Each 
participant in the race will need to gather specific 
resources in order to perform the necessary rituals. That 
might mean dedicating a settlement to the task, or 
sending out armies to perform missions or raid ancient 
ruins for treasure. If you’re worried about an enemy’s 
progress, you can commit forces to thwarting these 
attempts and secure a long-term advantage for yourself 
beyond what a skirmish might normally yield in a Total 
War game. Placing campaign-spanning importance on 
specific battles will hopefully make players more invested 
in what happens to their armies, and not just fixated on 
whether or not they’ve got the numbers to snowball over 
every settlement in their way.

The AI will seek to thwart your plans, too, but while a 
last-minute loss is possible, Creative Assembly wants to 
make sure that a campaign can’t be brought to a 
premature end without a fight. “You still get a chance to 
resist being beaten suddenly,” Roxburgh says. “You’ll have 
a chance to have a fight to save yourself and carry on. It’s 
not going to be a case of, ‘Oh! You’ve lost.’ There’s plenty 
of chances for players to interact with it and not lose.”

Development manager Sam Millen stresses that the 
sandbox nature of a Total War campaign is still intact. “If 
you want to play through this campaign in a more 
traditional way, expanding out and getting territory, that 
naturally feeds into the race. We’re not going to push too 
far into a linear route where people only have one way to 
win.” Wiping out a faction takes them out of the race, as 
you’d expect, so a pure military victory is still possible for 
players who want to pursue one. The promise of this new 
campaign, however, is of more diverse races engaging 
with a more reactive strategic layer – a Total War game 
more about tactics than territory.

As our interview comes to a close I try to draw the 
identity of that mystery fourth race, obviously Skaven, out 
of Roxburgh and Millen. They’re not having it.

“We will say that the list of races is yet to be… rat-ified” 
Roxburgh says, extremely pleased with himself. 



RPG designers tell us how to 
make the perfect sidequest. 

Off 
the  

beaten 

path
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“From a design standpoint, the most 
important thing for a sidequest is that it 
needs to bring some added value,” 
explains CD Projekt Red quest 
designer, Patrick Mills. “Usually, this 
means exploring a topic, situation or 
theme that’s implicit in the main story, 
but not foregrounded. From a player 
experience perspective, a sidequest 
should give the player something 
different from the main content. 
Sometimes that means a new gameplay 
element, but it could be as simple as 
mixing up the tone of the narrative.”

Hidden inside The Witcher 3’s final 
expansion, Blood and Wine, is one of 

the game’s most memorable quests – 
the Equine Phantoms contract. A 
woman is being plagued by nightmares 
and spectres, leading grouchy Geralt to 
drink a hallucinogenic potion in an 
attempt to get to the root of the 
problem. The result? The itinerant 
monster hunter starts hearing the voice 
of Roach, his horse. It turns out that his 
mare enjoys expletives and is none too 
impressed with Geralt, but it’s only by 
working together that they can figure 
out what’s going on.

The contract manages to contain 
just about every element of the series in 
one single quest. Mystery, magic, 

he typically epic main quests of Western RPGs represent 
only a small portion of an adventure that might last for over 
100 hours. In between these gargantuan set pieces are 
countless sidequests, asides and ancillary diversions with 
the power to flesh out characters and worlds, guiding us 
down the paths less well trodden. Sidequests help define 
their respective RPGs, reinforcing their themes and letting 

us dig even deeper into these elaborate fictional universes when the critical 
path is ignored and deviated from.

By Fraser Brown
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comedy, tragedy, even Geralt relying on 
a strong-willed woman, or in this 
instance a strong-willed mare – it’s all 
there. “It’s impossible to work on 
something like The Witcher 3 for  
years and not internalise those themes 
and tropes to the point where it’s just 
how you do things,” explains Mills. 
“But on the other hand, there was a 
definite attempt on our part to use this 
quest to deconstruct the style of The 
Witcher 3 quests, particularly the 
monster hunts, and to some extent 
subvert them by putting it all in such a 
ludicrous context.”

Equine Phantoms’ origins stem from 
a simple idea: Mills wanted Geralt to 
finally be able to talk with the 
companion who stays with him 
through thick and thin, throughout the 
entire game. And he wanted it to be 
funny. “The most difficult part of 
making a quest like this, particularly in 
an open world game, is trying to 
anticipate what the player might do 
and how to deal with it. For Equine 
Phantoms, the biggest challenge is that 
the player needs to ride on Roach for 
the quest to work. But it needs to be 
logical, and not arbitrary, so I came up 
with a monster that could only be 
caught on horseback. We need to justify 
why it’s not possible for Geralt to brew 
his own talk-to-animals decoction, so 
we establish that the mushrooms used 
to make it are extremely rare. And 
there’s other things like what happens 
if I leave the area, and so on.”

And what does happen if players 
leave the area instead of completing the 
quest? Well, Roach completes the 
monster hunt herself, without Geralt. 
It’s a clever, subversive contingency 

that most players will never see, inside 
a quest that you need to go out of your 
way to find. It’s a reward, then, for 
exploring and charting CD Projekt 
Red’s massive dark fantasy world. And 
Mills doesn’t begrudge the fact that 
players might miss it entirely. 

He likens it to the cult comedy 
series, Mystery Science Theater 3000. 
“One thing I learned from those guys is 
that you shouldn’t ever not tell a joke 
just because someone might not get it. 
If you have a large enough audience, 
someone will get it, and it will be 

it had tO be part Of 
the game wOrld and 
had tO have value

funnier for that person because they 
are the only ones getting it. For me, 
quests like Equine Phantoms are kind 
of like that. If it was something that’s 
on one of the main roads or linked to a 
notice board, everyone would see it. 
Instead, it’s a quest for those players 
who get on Roach and roam around, 
looking for cool stuff and adventures.”

pillOw talk
Larian Studios founder Swen Vincke 
knows a thing or two about making 
heaps of optional conversations and 
quests around talking animals. In 
Divinity: Original Sin, players can pick a 
talent, Pet Pals, that lets them chat to 
every critter in the world, from rats 
who offer sage advice, to lovelorn cats.

“We wanted you to talk to animals 
because you could do that in the 
previous games,” Vincke explains. “But 
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F

Geralt, pretending he’s 
not riding a talking horse.

“We need to talk about 
these monster heads.”



in a game like Original Sin, you have to 
be able to explore gameplay by making 
certain character developments, so we 
hid it behind a talent. The consequence 
of that was we had to put it all over the 
game because we had a rule where if 
you have an ability or talent, it had to 
be part of the game world and had to 
have value, which led us to expand 
heavily on it, and it turned into 
something cool.”

One of the most memorable animal 
encounters, the Kitty Love quest, 
happens early on. Players are asked to 
help a cat, Sam, seduce the Mayor’s pet, 
setting off a series of events that lead to 
a dungeon romp and a tricky battle – as 
well as two happy felines. 

“We first had a cat that was in the 
Mayor’s house,” Vincke recalls. “Then 
we had another cat that was in the 
tavern. They were disconnected. They 
had nothing to do with each other. We 
started expanding on the Pet Pal idea, 
adding more gameplay value, then 
came the idea that we could attach 

rewards to these things and tell players 
secrets. We had a problem at the time, 
and that was getting players to the 
Black Cove, and so we were putting in 
hints to why players should go there, 
and we decided to put in some Pet Pal 
things to create an exploration goal.”

The ultimate objective of not just 
this, but many of Divinity: Original Sin’s 
sidequests, was to give players extra 
incentives to veer off the beaten track. 
It’s one of the pillars of sidequest 
design, according to Vincke. “Typically 
you want to encourage players to 
explore certain types of gameplay. So, 
for instance, you might have a sidequest 
motivating the player to explore a 
certain area of the world they wouldn’t 
naturally go out and explore. We just 
made one this morning [in Divinity: 
Original Sin II] that challenges players 
to explore parts of the systemics that 
they probably haven’t experienced 
before, and in doing so they can  
learn new tricks that they can use in 
further adventures.”

the rOad less travelled
Like Mills, Vincke sees the frustration 
of players missing sidequests or other 
bits and pieces as ultimately worth it in 
the long run. “It’s super important. 
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A v e l l o n e ’ s  p i l l A r s  o f  s i d e q u e s t  d e s i g n
The general principles that make for compelling quests

1
Sidequests should 
inform the lore and 

ambiance of an area 
without obscuring it. 

2
Pace the types of 

quests so it’s not all 
combat, combat, combat 

or puzzle, puzzle, 
puzzle.

3
Sidequests should 

lead to other points of 
interest, or intersect with 

other quests, along 
their path. 

4
Sidequests should 

seek you out based on 
actions that you’ve 
performed in the 

environment.

5
A good sidequest has 

a ‘memorable moment’ 
that sums it up and  

makes the player glad 
they did it.

6
Sidequests should 

have an objective that can 
be accomplished in 

multiple ways.

7
Sidequests involving 

an area should be 
championed by the area 
designer that’s familiar 

with the area.

8
They should be short. 
I don’t like designing 

sidequests that take more 
than 15 minutes to 

complete. 

Nothing weird about 
getting a cat a date. 
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Rewarding a player for player agency is 
always a good thing. Stumbling on 
something that’s very well hidden, 
when you’re doing your first 
playthrough, rewards you for 
exploration. We reward you for 
exploring because it’s an element of 
gameplay that we want to promote. As 
a result of that, we have spent quite a 
lot of time putting in things that you 
will probably never see. It can be very 
frustrating for a designer when they 
know that only 2% of players will see a 
piece of content they spent two or 
three months working on. But those 2% 
of players are going to say, ‘Look what I 
discovered,’ and share the experience.”

Original Sin, and the Divinity series 
in general, is heavily inspired by 
Ultima. Vincke cites the mission to 
build a hot air balloon in an attempt to 
reach the Shrine of Singularity in 
Ultima VII as one of his favourite 
quests, however inspiration can also 
strike from more unexpected places. A 
fan-favourite encounter in Divine 
Divinity sees a pair of existential 
skeletons debating the strangeness of 
their existence, ultimately leading them 
to reason that they shouldn’t exist at all. 
So they don’t. It was actually a visiting 
studio fan who came up with the  
whole idea, when Vincke was 

breaking up the serious, epic nature of 
the main quests, but narrative asides 
and optional content can just as easily 
go in the other direction, exploring 
mature subjects and character trauma 
that the main arc doesn’t have time to 
delve into. 

In Star Wars: Knights of the Old 
Republic II, players have the ability to 
turn almost all of their companions to 
the Dark Side, exploiting their fears and 
desires to corrupt and twist them. 
You’ve got to gain their trust and tear 
down their defences, but there’s 
resistance. They don’t merrily skip 
down the path to the Dark Side – 
they’ve got to be seduced, manipulated 
and occasionally pandered to. 

“Having companions that have real 
agendas in the game world makes the 
player’s actions more significant,” says 
Obsidian alumnus and veteran RPG 
designer Chris Avellone. “The reason 
companion reactivity works so well is 
because you can usually count on a 
selection of companions always being 
with the player, so they can act as an 
immediate sounding board to the 
player’s choices, and the ways you can 
influence your companions turns them 
into another progression path or 
another reactivity path that makes the 
player see they are having an effect in 
the game world. It’s been said your 
hero’s strength is measured by the 
strength of the villain – I’d add that a 
great supporting cast can give both the 
hero and the villain even more strength 
as long as their presence doesn’t 
upstage either one.”

Creating a character that makes 
sense as either a Sith or a Jedi, despite 
being diametrically opposed, isn’t the 
tricky part, explains Avellone. As long 
as the climax of the arc is 
foreshadowed, it can still feel organic. 

struggling at the time to think of 
something to liven up a dungeon. 

“We put it in there and it turned out 
to be one of the moments that everyone 
who plays that game talks about. It’s 
often the very small pieces of 
inspiration that lead to something that 
everybody enjoys.”

Equine Phantoms and Kitty Love 
both have their fair share of levity, 

A  b i t  o n  t h e  s i d e
More great RPGs filled to the brim with memorable missions

p l A n e s c A p e : 
t o r m e n t

While jumping around 
Planes, quests skew to the 

weird, whether you’re 
being paid to let someone 
kill you or digging around 
your own body and mind 

to find answers about 
your past. It’s just as 
gross as it sounds. 

t h e  e l d e r  s c r o l l s 
i v :  o b l i v i o n

It might not be as beloved 
as its predecessor, but 

Oblivion has some of the 
best sidequests in the 

series, not least of which 
are the Dark Brotherhood 

quests. Also, you can 
travel into a painting, and 

it’s lovely. 

p i l l A r s  o f 
e t e r n i t y

With the sequel on its way, 
now’s a good time to get 

stuck into Pillars of 
Eternity. Like the Infinity 

Engine games that inspire 
it, PoE is laden with 

diverting adventures with 
sometimes unexpected 

consequences. 

v A m p i r e :  t h e 
m A s q u e r A d e 

-  b l o o d l i n e s
This has a multitude of 

great sidequests, with the 
best ones turning you into 
a vampire detective. Yes, 
you can pretty much be 
Angel and forget that his 
unlife was cut short when 
the show was cancelled.

Going to the Dark Side is 
better with pals.
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Sidequests

“In Knights of the Old Republic II, I 
think some foreshadowing was more 
successful than others,” he says. “But 
there were a lot of moving parts – 
something as seemingly innocuous as 
even a voiceover line with the wrong 
tone can prevent that arc from being 
fully realised.”

Quality Questing
The games Avellone’s worked on are 
often peppered with thoughtful, 
optional pieces of dialogue that open 
up new paths. He remembers this 
happening a lot in Planescape: Torment 
and the Fallout: New Vegas DLC, Dead 
Money, but Avellone’s tastes are 
diverse. “I have a soft spot for 
exploration quests, new quests that can 
arise from thoroughly and logically 
understanding a quest you’re on and 
quests that aren’t quests at all but are 
logical extensions made from absorbing 
the lore in the environment.”

There’s a Fallout 2 quest that’s stuck 
with him. It’s an assassination mission 
with the well-protected Vice President 
of the NCR as the target. Breaking in 
and gunning him down is a risky, and 
probably fatal, solution. “Observing the 
area, you notice the VP’s son runs back 
and forth to talk to his dad, and you 
suddenly realise rather than walking in 
and gunning the man down, you could 
plant some timed explosives in the kid’s 
backpack and then let him run to his 
dad and explode.” It stands out not just 
because it’s “so incredibly cold-
blooded”, but because it’s a puzzle that 

The real villain is Atton’s 
fashion sense.

or more factions, gain other reputations 
– and you discover that it’s a lot of work 
to make it meaningful and truly 
reactive, then you really have no one to 
blame but yourself.” 

The various ingredients that make a 
great RPG sidequest are much the same 
as they were two decades ago. It’s why 
games like Ultima VII and Fallout 2 
retain their lofty reputations among 
players. It’s much more than rose-
tinted glasses or nostalgia – even a 
game like Divinity: Original Sin, which 
wears its inspirations on its sleeve, 
comes across as thoroughly forward 
facing and novel by building on these 
ideas through, for example, hiding a 
hint system inside the countless rats 
that populate the world. 

rewards observation and an 
understanding of the game’s mechanics.

But can that degree of freedom 
make it challenging to predict how a 
player might react? “For me, not only 
do you get used to it, but accounting for 
that freedom is one of the most fun 
parts of the quest and story design,” 
notes Avellone. “The main reason why 
it’s not frustrating, or why you should 
be frustrated with yourself as a game 
designer or writer, is that if you’ve 
willingly designed systems or a 
plot that allow a player to perform 
certain actions – steal from 
anyone, kill anyone, be good, be 
evil, be a member of one of four 

yOu really have  
nO One tO blame  
but yOurself



Are you happy with how EVE Online’s transition into a 
free-to-play model has gone?
Absolutely, in many, many ways. I am very proud of how 
we have done it. I put a lot of my own personal care into 
it, and we put our trust with the community on the line. 
We thought a lot about how to design it, but also how to 
communicate to people about how it all works. I’m proud 
of the fact that people who read our information first 
about the Clone State system understood what it was and 
didn’t react very badly. They were like, ‘Okay, this is kind 
of exciting.’

But people who read the press headlines first, where it 
just says EVE is going free-to-play, they were like, ‘Nooo! 
Do not want!’ But the more they researched it, the more 
they realised they don’t have a problem with it. In general, 
the community reception has been really good. It helped 
that we told people so early and were able to bring players 
into the feedback process.

I have to pinch myself sometimes. Did we really pull 
this off? Did we really do this to EVE Online and have the 
community go along with it? I think that’s because we did 
it with so much respect for the players. 

EVE Online used to have a 14-day free trial, which I 
never felt was a significant enough amount of time to get 
into such a complex game. The hard subscription wall 
was something that we had to deal with. Once your trial 
ran out, you couldn’t even log back into the game and try 

again. If you wanted your character and their ship back, 
you had to pay the monthly subscription fee. Now 
expectations for online games have changed so much. 
There are so many games to play out there, and the old 
two-week trial period just wasn’t enough for players to 
get into EVE.

It’s not a game that many people just decide to play. 
There are people who signed up for multiple trials with 
multiple accounts, and it took a while for them to get 
stuck in. I think that’s because EVE is more like a hobby 
than a traditional game. You might try cycling or golfing 
and you won’t immediately jump straight into it. Your 
friend might bring you along, then later, if you like it, you 
might consider buying your own bike or racket. It’s a slow 
process but now, thanks to the free-to-play model, people 
finally have that time.

Even with the new model, is keeping hold of new players 
still a challenge?
There’s a lot we can do to make EVE Online more 
accessible for newcomers. There are plenty of  
enjoyable activities in the game, it’s just that they are 
obscure and difficult to find. For experienced players 
they’re a lot of fun, but for new people they can be  
pretty challenging to get into because you have to do a lot 
of extracurricular reading or research on forums and 
wikis and so on.

We are making changes constantly to make the game 
easier to use. For instance, last year we added Fitting 
Simulation. Before, you had to buy all the modules you 
wanted to fit to your ship, however you can now simulate 
it. There are always things we can do better, and we’re 
currently in the process of streamlining a few things that 
have been causing people problems.

A
fter 13 years of requiring a mandatory paid subscription to  
play, EVE Online has switched to a free-to-play model. Free 
accounts have some limitations, while players who pay a 
monthly $10/£7 fee get access to all of the game’s skills and 

spaceships. We spoke to executive producer Andie Nordgren about how 
this has impacted the game.

Nordgren started 
working at CCP Games, 
based in Reykjavik, 
Iceland, back in 2010. 
She joined the team as 
an associate technical 
producer, rising in the 
ranks to become a 
technical producer, a 
senior producer, and 
now she is executive 
producer of EVE  
Online, the company’s 
flagship game.

P R O F I L E
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Andie Nordgren
EVE OnLInE’s executive producer on going free-to-play and keeping players interested.

LEFT: Most players will 
never witness or take 
part in a huge battle like 
this, but they’re only a 
small part of the game.

BELOW: Frequent 
graphic upgrades mean 
EVE always looks great. 
The recently enhanced 
stars are beautiful.



Do you think that EVE Online demands more patience  
and commitment than other games? And is that the way 
you like it?
Most other games are much smaller in scope. They try 
and give you one experience and do it really well. But 
EVE is more like a virtual world with a huge number of 
activities, and this means that there’s a lot more to learn. 
There’s a basic level of competency and things to know 
beforehand that’s required, but once you learn them, you 
can use them for a lot of things in the game. And that’s 
another way EVE is more like a hobby. 

Nobody expects to get into a hobby instantly. You might 
have to go to courses, you’ll start out with entry-level 
equipment. But as you learn more you need better gear. It 
starts mattering which golf club you have, for example. 
And there will always be aspects of EVE Online that are 
like that, and it’s not unlikely that you’ll have to read up on 
some of the higher-level stuff eventually.

Have newbie corporations, such as the likes of Brave 
Newbies and EVE University, become a vital part of the new 
player experience?
That’s the best way to play. If you’re trying to get into a 
sport, you find a sports club. You do it with other people, 
and that’s not like an anomaly or anything. You’re enjoying 
hanging out with the people as much as doing the activity.

But I think we could be better at helping players make 
the connection with these groups. We want to help 
corporations recruit the kind of people they’d like to see in 
their groups. So helping new pilots find a group that they 
would be interested in. We have a corporation finder, but 
you have to find that and learn how that works first. That 
could be integrated better.

If you want to start judo, you don’t try and learn at 
home by watching YouTube videos. You go and find a judo 
club. So there’s stuff we can do to make EVE work more 
like that. But solo players are important too, of course.

What steps are you taking to improve the solo experience?
It should be possible to engage with this world on your 
own terms. It shouldn’t be a mandate to be on comms with 
other players to play EVE Online. You shouldn’t be 
required to join a corporation. There’s still an important 
solo aspect to EVE. It’s not a single-player game. You’re still 
surrounded by other people. But if you’re a market trader 
or a mission runner, you’re interacting with people in a 
different way than you would playing with a group of 
people. But we’re not looking to focus on corporation play 
at the expense of solo pilots.

As long as we’ve been aware of the existence of EVE, it’s 
always looked beautiful. How important is this to CCP?
There’s no version of EVE. It’s the same thing, it just keeps 
evolving. We’ve invested a lot over the last 13 years in 
keeping the game moving along technically. The game 
looks great today, and that’s because we have been 
relentlessly improving and pushing to futureproof it. EVE 
has always looked good, and that’s something we’ve 
worked hard to achieve. 
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Andie Nordgren

It should be possIble to 
engage wIth thIs world on 

your own terms

LEFT: This is what EVE 
can look like when you 
disable the famously 
complicated UI.

RIGHT: The new tutorial 
makes the new player 
experience the best it 
has been since the 
game first launched.



Tim Schafer on making his classic biker 
adventure Full ThroTTle. 

H E AV Y

M E TA L
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n 1995 LucasArts 
released Full 
Throttle, a 
point-and-click 
adventure with a 
difference. You 
weren’t playing as 

a lovable goofball like Bernard 
Bernoulli from Day of the Tentacle or 
Monkey Island’s Guybrush 
Threepwood, you were a tough, gruff 
biker called Ben who used his fists 
and feet as much as his brain.

At the time a LucasArts adventure was 
expected to sell around 100,000 copies, 
but Full Throttle sold over a million. 
And now, 22 years later, the game has 
been re-released with remastered 
graphics and audio. I ask the game’s 
writer/director Tim Schafer what it’s 
like going back to something he made 
when he was in his early 20s.

“It’s been interesting looking at how 
I wrote dialogue back then based on 

my life experiences at the time, and 
how I interpret it differently now that 
I’m older,” he says. “And now that I’ve 
actually been a biker on the run for a 
crime I didn’t commit, that adds a lot of 
depth to it too. I had no idea what that 
was like back then.”

Full Throttle was a huge leap from 
Day of the Tentacle, with fullscreen 
animation, 3D models, and lavish 
production values. “We got a lot more 
ambitious,” says Schafer. “We had all 
these kinetic, cinematic chase scenes 
with 3D vehicles, and that scope really 
hit us hard when we realised how 
much time it would take to make. We 
tried cutting some stuff, but it was still 
a huge, expensive project.”

But he still has fond memories of 
working on the game, particularly how 
encouraging LucasArts was. “We got 
the support we needed to make the 
game great,” he says. “Quality was 
always the number one thing there, and 
that came from the top. George Lucas 
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The Making of Full Throttle

Ben takes shape, from 
an early sketch to the 
finished design.

Ben is not your 
typical adventure 

game hero.

By Andy Kelly



“we’d tape microphones to motorcycles 
and drive them around town”

Schafer. “So with Throttle we wondered 
if we could do cartoony, but for adults.”

Chan looked to Mike Mignola’s 
Hellboy comics for inspiration. “His 
backgrounds are really minimal, with a 
lot of silhouettes and dark spaces that 
draw your eye to the characters and the 
focal point of the scene,” says Schafer. 
“He was definitely one of the biggest 
influences on the look of the game.”

Full Throttle is also unique in the 
sense that there’s no great, looming 
threat the hero has to deal with. It’s a 
small, personal story about a fading 
way of life. “It’s so tempting when 
writing a story to have the world be in 
danger,” says Schafer. “It’s a workable 
plot device. But biker culture’s kind of 
nihilistic, so I thought about what 
would end the world of a biker. And 
that would be if the only maker of 
motorcycles in the country switched 
over to making hovering minivans. It 
would be such an affront to everything 
they believe in.”

The voice acting of the late Roy 
Conrad is part of what makes Ben such 
a memorable and beloved character, 
and I ask Schafer what he remembers 
about casting him. “We had all these 
audition tapes, and a lot of people were 
playing Ben as this over-the-top tough 
guy,” he says. “But Roy didn’t. He was 
stoic, stern, and had this quality of a 
guy who just wants to be left alone. 
He’s almost gentle, but he has this rich, 
deep, resonance to his voice.”

And the music by biker band The 
Gone Jackals, particularly the theme 
song, Legacy, is another important part 
of the game’s magic. “Keith Karloff, the 

and ILM weren’t making B-movies, so 
we couldn’t make B-games. We had 
this idea that we had to be the best and 
that was something George made clear 
in his directives to LucasArts.”

Even though Full Throttle isn’t set 
in a post-apocalyptic world, it has a 
desolate, hopeless quality usually found 
in that kind of fiction. “We were 
definitely inspired by Mad Max, but not 
in the sense that the world’s a 
wasteland. It was mainly the stoicism 
of Max as this tough guy hero. He’s 
capable and smart, but calm and quiet 
too. He’s not looking for trouble, but it 
always finds him.”

The Mad Max influence also 
extends to the direction of the 
cutscenes. “Strapping the camera to 
these outrageous vehicles, low to the 
ground, making everything feel super 
fast.” And the game’s memorable intro 
sequence, which begins with a shot of 
an empty road and a melancholy 
narration, was a tribute to the 
beginning of Mad Max 2, as well as 
biker film The Wild One.

The Akira Kurosawa film Yojimbo 
was another cinematic inspiration, both 
for Ben and the general tone of the 
game. “Toshiro Mifune’s character is an 
out-of-work samurai just looking to get 
by, and he keeps getting stuck in the 
middle of these warring clans and other 
situations that force him to reluctantly 
unsheathe his sword.”

ART AND SOUL
Artistically, Full Throttle still holds up. 
Longtime Schafer collaborator Peter 
Chan, who was also responsible for 
some of the most memorable visuals in 
Grim Fandango, was the lead artist. “We 
loved making Day of the Tentacle look 
like a Chuck Jones cartoon, but a lot of 
people thought it was too childish,” says 
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N e W  l o o K  How the updated graphics compare
The old 4:3 
aspect ratio 
backgrounds 
had to be 
extended to 
make them fill a 
modern 16:9 
display.

REMASTERED

Even though 
everything has 
been repainted, 
Double Fine has 
stayed as true to 
Full Throttle’s 
original art style 
as possible.

Ben’s never 
happier than when 
he’s on the road.

REMASTERED

ORIGINAL

ORIGINAL



band’s founder and frontman, rode up 
on his Harley and handed the tapes to 
composer Peter McConnell, and that 
was it. He knew the culture, he knew 
the sound, and he knew a bunch of 
biker guys. We’d meet his friends and 
tape microphones to their motorcycles 
and ride them around town.”

CLICK STAND
Full Throttle also saw a shift from the 
old ‘wall of verbs’ interface that was  
seen in the likes of Day of the Tentacle to 
something much more streamlined and 
visual. I ask Schafer about the thinking 
behind this. “We wanted to have more 
real estate for the presentation,” he 
begins. “The artists wanted to fill the 
screen with art. Also, looking up and 
down constantly distracts from your 
immersion. So we thought: why can’t 
the verbs just appear right where your 

cursor is? Because that’s where your eye 
is. And that’s where the idea came 
from.” Schafer notes that when The 
Curse of Monkey Island used the same 
interface later, the development team 
used a coin, and now people refer to it as 
a verb coin. “That’s wrong!” he laughs. 
“It’s a verb skull!”

As for remastering Full Throttle for 
a new generation, Schafer says he 
wants to remain true to the original 
game. “It’s a collaboration of a bunch of 
artists coming together. The acting, the 
writing, the sound design, the music. 
All these people worked together to 
make this thing, and we don’t want to 
mess with it. We just want to present it 
in the best way possible, and make it 
more true to the original intentions. 
We’re getting rid of artefacts, 
compression, and old tech to make it 
look like it looked in our minds.” 
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The Making of Full Throttle

1

1 The Mike Mignola 
influence is clear in 

this early pen-and-ink 
drawing of the Kickstand.

2 An early colour test. 
The layout is there, but 

the colour palette changed 
dramatically over time.

3 And the final design. 
Except for the donkey, 

which didn’t make it into the 
finished game, sadly.

2

3

Ben and Mo
forever.
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Our scOring  
system explained
00%-09% Broken or offensively bad; absolutely no value.
Example Leisure Suit Larry: Magna Cum Laude

10%-19% We might be able to find one nice thing to say about 
it, but still not worth anyone’s time or money.
Example Gettysburg: Armored Warfare

20%-29% Completely falls short of its goals. Very few 
redeeming qualities. 
Examples Family Guy: Back to the Multiverse

30%-39% An entirely clumsy or derivative effort. There’s 
little to no reason to play this game over a similar, better one. 
Examples Trials of the Blood Dragon

40%-49% Flawed and disappointing.
Examples Aliens: Colonial Marines

50%-59% Mediocre. Other games probably do it better, or its 
unique qualities aren’t executed well. 
Examples Primordia, Homefront: The Revolution

60%-69% There’s something to like here, but it can only be 
recommended with major caveats. 
Examples No Man’s Sky, Ghost Recon: Wildlands

70%-79% A good game that’s worth playing. We like it. 
Examples Life is Strange, Planet Coaster

80%-89% A great game with exceptional moments or 
features, and touches of brilliance. We love it. 
Examples Overwatch, Mass Effect: Andromeda

90%-94% A compelling recommendation for most PC 
gamers. Important to PC gaming, and likely ahead of its time. 
Examples Forza Horizon 3, Dishonored 2

95%-96% Far and away one of the best games we’ve ever 
played. We recommend it to the entire world. 
Examples Half-Life 2, Kerbal Space Program

97%-100% Advances the human species. Boosts the 
immune systems of nearby children and small animals.

HOw we review 
We review each game on its own merits, and try to match it 
to a reviewer who’s a passionate expert in the field. The main 
aim of reviews is to help you make buying decisions. 

alpHas & betas
This means we’ll review any released alpha, beta or 
otherwise unfinished game that you can currently buy.  
For these games, we won’t assign a score, but we will tell you 
whether they’re worth your time in their current state.

dOwnlOadable cOntent
DLC might be hours-long new missions for a game, or it might 
be a single new item. Either way, if we think you want to know 
about it, we’ll review it.

tHey’re back
Whenever there’s a bargain or re-release of a significant game, 
our expert will revisit it and tell you whether it holds up today. 
With jokes.

The Editor’s Choice award is 
granted in addition to the score, 
at the discretion of the PC Gamer 
staff. It represents exceptional 
quality or innovation.

Find out more
www.bit.ly/pcgreviews
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@PCGamer

they’re  
good games
This month people on the internet 
have been shouting at me for giving 
Prey a 79%. It is a good game, (and 
79% is a good score), but I don’t 
quite love it, despite being a fan of 
Arkane specifically and immersive 
sims more generally. Nonetheless, if 
you can stand a slower pace of 
combat, basic AI, and a seemingly 
neverending procession of cheap 
jump scares, Prey is worth a look. 
Talos I is an amazing setting, and it’s 
filled with environmental puzzles 
that are a pleasure to pick apart.

It seems like Leif had a similarly 
hard time loving the subject of 
this issue’s lead review, Dawn of 
War III. Once again, a score in the 
70s means there’s a lot to like, but 

also some niggling issues that spoil 
the overall enjoyment. They’re good 
games. It’s just a shame they’re not 
slightly better ones. 
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A n d y  k E L L y
Specialist in
All of reality

Currently playing
Everything

This month
Told us about his 
conversation with a 
cake. We smiled and 
backed away.

F r A S E r  B r o w n
Specialist in
Adventure, regret

Currently playing
Syberia 3

This month
Was sent to Syberia 3 
as punishment for 
accepting our 
commission.

P H I L  S A V A G E
Specialist in
FPS, spider jerks

Currently playing
Prey

This month
Endured 30 hours of 
jump scares and still 
can’t turn into a mug. 
Damn you, reality.

S A m u E L 
r o B E r t S
Specialist in
Platforming, sausages

Currently playing
Little Nightmares

This month
Guided an imperiled 
child through a grimy 
kitchen. Felt peckish. 

L E I F  J o H n S o n
Specialist in
Strategy, WAAAGH

Currently playing
Dawn of War III

This month
Built robots and shot 
space lasers. Texas 
must be different from 
how we remember it.

C H r I S 
L I V I n G S t o n
Specialist in
Adventure, time travel

Currently playing
The Sexy Brutale

This month
Got stuck in a time 
loop. And stuck in a 
time loop. And stuck...

J o n  B L y t H
Specialist in
Retro, departures

Currently playing
Vinyl Johnson Cow

This month
Celebrated his final 
edition of They’re 
Back by breaking it. 
You’ll be missed, Log.
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“i admire dawn of war iii for 
Trying To reinvenT iTs formula”



eldar sTrolls
With Dawn of war III, Relic goes back 
to the basics (and bases). By Leif Johnson

with a better 
story, dawn of 

war iii may 
have even been 

magnificent

And oh, how he uses it. That man is 
Gabriel Angelos, commander of the 
Blood Ravens Space Marines, and he 
leaps into piles of Orks and sends 
them flying as effectively as booting a 
Lego Death Star into pieces. I press 
another hotkey and his hammer 
swings 360 degrees, causing Ork 
blood and guts to splatter the turf and 
walls in gruesome 
imitation of Jackson 
Pollock. I may have 
grown weary of other 
elements in the latest 
entry in Relic 
Entertainment’s 
long-running real-time 
strategy franchise, but 
from start to finish I 
admired the gusto of its presentation.

Dawn of War III is all about 
recapturing that classic real-time 
strategy excitement. Much of the 
time it succeeds. It accomplishes it 
not only with larger-than-life Elite 
units like Gabriel, but also by stuffing 
in massive screen-hogging armies, 
limited base-building and squabbles 
over resource nodes. Some good 
elements from the past get lost in the 
process, such as the cover system and 
Diablo-style loot hunts that helped 
make 2009’s Dawn of War II so 
exciting, but nothing shines so 
brightly in this new dawn as the 
emphasis on unrelenting, aggressive 
action. What Dawn of War lacks in 
creative scenarios it makes up for in 
intensity, to the point that I rarely 
found myself bored in both 
multiplayer and the campaign.

Stale tale
With a better story, Dawn of War III 
may have even been magnificent. It 
certainly has the ingredients on hand 
– a dash of old, favourite characters 

Outlandish swagger seeps through every pixel of  
Warhammer 40,000: Dawn of War III, and I can’t help but 
sit back and admire it for what it is. Here we find ourselves 
in a futuristic world so advanced that people flit about in 
spacecraft as easily as we take the bus, and yet despite all of 

the cybernetics and high-tech weaponry one of its greatest heroes is a guy 
wielding a big frickin’ hammer.

like the Eldar’s Farseer Macha and a 
crunchy pinch of the Orkish warboss 
Gorgutz ’Ead ’Unter – but it 
squanders it on an unappetising tale 
about the humans, Orks, and Eldar 
(space elves) brutally bickering over a 
mysterious spear and some business 
about a runaway planet. There’s war! 
There’s betrayal! Wacky alliances 

emerge! In other 
words, well, it’s 
essentially Warhammer 
40K as usual.

The big difference 
this time around is that 
Dawn of War III lets 
you play all three 
factions in the 
17-mission campaign 

rather than limiting yourself to the 
Space Marines. Each bunch feels 
distinct, and I found experimenting 
with each one of the greatest joys 
Dawn of War has to offer. The Space 
Marines may be a straightforward lot 
with swords and guns, but they 
march down that straight path with 
panache, mowing down Orks and 
Eldar with hulking mechs or 
smashing through walls of green 
flesh with Gabriel’s big hammer. The 
Eldar, though, are a band apart. Lithe 
and lean, they dart across the 
battlefield with rechargeable shields 
and an emphasis on strike-and-run 
tactics, and they can teleport almost 

all of their base’s structures across 
the field rather than build a new one.

But it’s the Orks that steal the 
show. They can upgrade themselves 
with the scrap from ruined buildings 
littering the field, and every one of 
their ramshackle structures invites 
admiration. Nothing sets them apart 
quite like their WAAAGH Towers, 
though, which look like things that 
might be loaded on Mad Max: Fury 
Road’s Doof Wagon and which pump 
thumping heavy metal out to the 
green hordes around them. Activate 
one – hell, activate five of them – and 
the music intensifies until the 
surrounding Orks revel in a savage 
ecstasy, gaining enough attack boosts 
and speed to seriously knock some 
hurt into anyone who comes near. It’s 
been a long time since I’ve felt such a 
satisfying buildup in an RTS.

It can get tough to see all these 
units in action, particularly when the 
screen floods with little green men 
(that do drag the framerate down to 
around 40 frames per second or so), 
but the intuitive user interface 
usually smooths out any potential 
issues. Every squad that’s either in 
the field or being prepared gets its 
own little square at the bottom of the 
screen, making it easy to keep track 
of which ones are taking heavy fire 
and need to be directed over to a 
health boost. They also make it easy 
to tell which units need to be 
upgraded, as the icon changes once 
the upgrade is in place to reflect the 
newer look.

Such variety. Such potential. But 
for all of the creativity that went into 
making each faction feel distinct, only 
a little made it into the maps 

n e e D  t o  K n o w
What Is It?

The 40K RTS returns 
with a MOBA-influenced 

multiplayer mode.

EXPECt tO PaY
£40

DEVElOPER
Relic Entertainment

PublIshER
Sega

REVIEWED On
Windows 10, 16GB RAM, 

GeForce GTX 980

MultIPlaYER
Yes, with up to six 

players 

lInk
www.dawnofwar.com

w a a a g h ! The narrative complexity of an Ork mission

2
More 

scrap! 
Let’s build 
something 

with it!

3
Hey, those 
Orks want 
our scrap! 
Let’s fight 

’em!

4
Let’s go 
and beat 
that Ork 
and take 

his scrap!

5
And that 

one!

6
Yeah, now 
we got all 
the scrap.

1
It’s raining 

scrap! 
Let’s go 

and get it, 
boyz!
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The lack of 
creativity 

fortunately 
doesn’t mean a 
lack of content

themselves. A fairly typical mission 
might see me stepping into the 
clanky shoes of an Elite, like Gorgutz, 
and directing my guys to muscle their 
way from one point to another, 
smashing whatever objective was 
there and capturing resource nodes 
throughout the map. I’d then set up a 
few base buildings, such as barracks 
and an advanced vehicle shop, and 
then take the battle to whoever was 
on the other side. And that, sadly, 
would usually be that.

The lack of creativity fortunately 
doesn’t mean a lack of content. At 
least the missions are long, with the 
objectives neatly scattered. It took 
perhaps half an hour to plow through 
the shortest one and the longest one 
took a couple of hours out of me. But 
the pacing isn’t always perfect. Even 
on some of the most intense maps, I 
still found myself in plenty of 
situations where I’d end up waiting 
quietly and awkwardly for resources 
to pick back up so I could enter some 
more units into the queue. Worse, at 
least as far as believable strategy is 
concerned, in almost every one of 
these vulnerable cases the enemy 
showed next to zero interest in taking 
me out. Cover might as well not exist 
at all. Sure, you’ll find a couple of 
circular areas with destructible 
shields across the map, but the battles 
rarely seem to take place near them. 

For better or for worse, it’s usually 
safe to expect a dull campaign from a 
real-time strategy game. After all, the 
joke-that’s-not-a-joke goes that 
they’re really only meant as lengthy 
tutorials for the multiplayer mode, 
and that’s true here. The catch? 
Dawn of War III does a shoddy job of 
it. Rather than sending you through 
multiple missions at a time with a 
single faction, Relic passes you off to 
a different faction every mission. I 
started off with humans, but one 
mission later I was turning up my 
nose along with the Eldar. Another 
mission went by and I was shouting, 
‘WAAAGH!’ with the Orks – that  
was my favourite, by the way. And 
then after that it’s back to ‘hey, 
humies’ all over again. 

Stomaching this kind of thing 
might have been easier if the factions 
played a little more similarly to one 
another (which would bring its own 
set of problems), but the factions play 
so differently that it’s tough to get the 
hang of micromanaging the upgrades 
for squads, the specific abilities for 
three elite heroes and their grunt 
units, and the queues for specific 

buildings. Just as I’m getting 
comfortable with the tactics that are 
associated with a certain faction, I’m 
asked to step into another. The 
narrative suffers a little as a result as 
well – this is mainly because the 
disjointed story does little to foster 
the cohesion that comes from a focus 
on one faction. 

Sometimes, though, the spectacle 
of its set pieces kept my attention. I 
wish there had been more. Early on, 
for instance, the Orks 
cobble together a big 
gun in an inconvenient 
spot and then realise 
moving it might pose a 
few problems. They 
realise after the first 
shot that the gun has a 
massive kickback, so 
the latter part of the 
mission hinges of the Orks fighting 
off Eldar as they warm it up and fire 
it toward the next point on the map. 
Dawn of War III also revels in the 
beauty of carnage. Forums and 
Subreddits leading up to the official 
launch crawled with complaints that 
it looked too ‘cartoony’, but the 
graphical approach here generally 
works well in action. Dawn of 
War III unfortunately doesn’t let you 
zoom in for detail as far as Dawn of 
War II, but from afar the flashy 

animations for Elites make it easy to 
find them in the flood of fighters.

GodS amonG men
Elites are the mighty hero units that 
dominate both Dawn of War III’s 
visuals and its gameplay. A spectre of 
Warcraft III heroes looms over their 
presence, to the point that Gabriel 
himself – standing twice the size of 
his fellow men and toting a  
two-handed mallet – could be 

sculpted into a 
modern-day model for 
Arthas Menethil with 
little effort. He leaps 
into battle with arcs 
perhaps better suited 
to comic books than 
grimdark sci-fi and his 
voice actor clearly 
enjoy yelling out his 

goofy, noble lines with weighty 
conviction – sound design as a whole 
is a great strength throughout. I 
admire the surprising variety in both 
appearance and abilities in all of 
them. Some, like Farseer Macha, who 
tosses her spear across the map and 
unleashes telekinetic blasts, are fairly 
simple. My personal favourite is likely 
the Orks’ Beauty da Morkanaut, a 
building-sized walking metal effigy of 
the Ork god Mork that lumbers 
through the battlefield taking on 

t h e  D e e t s 
o n  e l I t e s
DoW III’s most 
powerful units 
can wage war on 
their own. 
Here’s a look at 
some of our 
favourites

B e a u t y  D a 
M o r K a n a u t

Forget Kratos, we’ve got the 
God of WAAAGH.

I M p e r I a l  K n I g h t 
s o l a r I a

For when you need to bring 
out the big guns.

J a I n  Z a r
Unfortunately, her  

hair apparently isn’t used as 
a weapon.

M a D  D r e a D
Also known as The  

Swiss Army knife of the 
Orkish world.

J o n a h  o r I o n
This guy’s a librarian. He 
doesn’t hit the books, the 

books hit you.
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WThat’s two tanks taking on an
 elite. A boss, but even so.

You can’t switch
out gear anymore.

Smash the enemy’s power
core for great victory.

StarCraft, meet Warcraft.
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RWhen beauty is the beast.

Imperial Knight Solaria brings
out the big guns. Literally.

Got a problem? Throw a
 bunch of Orks at it.

Does anyone actually listen 
at listening posts?

Just call me Mech Lovin’.
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i’m convinced 
elites make the 

battles go on 
far longer than 

they should

entire armies on its own with its 
devastating ‘Rockit Fists’ and ‘Kustom 
Force Shield.’’ 

They’re like unstoppable gods on 
the battlefield, and I can’t shake the 
feeling that they’re too powerful. 
That’s not to say that they’re 
immortal, though, as you could take 
down a melee-focused Elite, such as 
Gabriel, with some smart positioning 
of snipers and other ranged units. 
And to be fair, taking one of the 
giants down is one of the great thrills 
of the game.

But there’s a good chance Gabriel 
could just jump into that pile of 
snipers and scatter them anyway. I 
normally get the most satisfaction 
from real-time strategy games by 
lining up a smart succession of grunts 
troops, but such meticulous efforts 
come off as a waste of time here 
when Elites crush your armies within 
seconds. Elites technically can’t even 
die. You first summon Elites of 
varying power by building Elite 
points from passive play (Da 
Morkanaut takes a hefty nine), but 
after they fall, you only need to wait 
out a short timer before you can set 
them to wreaking havoc again. 
They’re so essential to the strategy, in 
fact, that in the multiplayer maps I’d 
see players just turtling around their 
base until they had enough points to 
throw an elite into the field. I can’t 
even say I blame them.

You also gain ‘Skull’ currency by 
levelling Elites through the campaign, 
but that levelling unfolds at a glacial 
pace. Skulls allow you to buy new 
‘Doctrines’ for your elites, such as one 
that heals all the troops around 
Gabriel when he falls in battle. You’re 
clearly meant to build up most Skull 
points through the 
multiplayer mode, as a 
fully-unlocked stable of 
abilities allows for 
loadouts that give you 
significant edges over 
your opponents.

FiGht it out
And what about that 
multiplayer mode anyway? And, 
unfortunately for now, there is just 
the one and it only comes with eight 
different maps. It, too, harks back to 
real-time strategy’s good old days of 
building bases, scrounging frantically 
for resources, and slapping armies of 
humans, Orks, and elves together into 
a giant, scrappy pile in three-on-
three, two-versus-two, or head-to-
head modes.

But there are more distinctly 
modern elements here, too. The 
battles aren’t really about destroying 
bases. Instead, they’re about taking 
down ‘Power Cores’, but not before 
first taking out sets of shield 
generators and turrets. In short, 
Dawn of War III’s multiplayer mode 
looks a lot like a multiplayer online 
battle arena in the vein of League of 
Legends or Dota 2.  

I initially wasn’t much of a fan of 
the approach, but it’s grown on me. A 
bit, anyway. The presence of Elites 
and escalation timers mean that 

smart players are 
always on the offensive, 
trying to keep the elites 
and bay and trying to 
slap key enemy 
structures with 
permanent damage. 
Most of the best action 
takes place around 
resource nodes, as 

losing them can quickly cripple a 
faction beyond recovery. Playing 
defensively? You’re probably going to 
get a few nasty comments in chat 
from your teammates for not helping 
out. I’ve grown to love the associated 
energy, except perhaps when they 
devolve into what looks like pure 
chaos in the three-on-three mode. 

Still, I’m convinced the Elites 
make the battles go on far longer 

than they should. You can spend 
several minutes building a smart 
selection of troops, but they’re little 
more than wheat before the thresher 
when an Elite stomps on the screen. 
Elites dominate the field so 
thoroughly that I’ve sometimes seen 
matches devolve into two Elites just 
swatting each other in the middle of 
the field, their armies dead all around 
them. It’s in these moments that they 
most resemble a MOBA’s hero units, 
and the look isn’t always flattering. 

Other flaws pepper the 
experience, too, whether it’s the 
absence of autosaves during the  
long campaign missions or the 
mind-boggling inability to reassign 
keybinds. For all this, I can’t say I 
wasn’t usually having fun. I admire 
Dawn of War III for trying to 
reinvent its formula again. It isn’t 
quite the pure RTS of the first game 
or the RPG experiment of the second, 
but it sits somewhere in between. In 
its finest moments, when armies are 
crawling over each other and mechs 
make the ground tremble, it’s a rather 
exciting place to be. 

78
Dawn of War III has 
dominant elites and a 
serviceable campaign, 
but it captures the power 
of mass battles well.

V E R D I C t

a n  e y e  o n  t h e  u I
Dawn of War III’s UI makes it easy to figure out what’s happening onscreen

1 This shows the 
status of elite units.

2 Squads in action 
and in queue.

3 That’s the score, 
simple as that.

4 The ever-helpful 
Battlefield Map.

5 Available abilities 
for elites or squads.

1

2

3

4

5



GroundhoG Slay
Stop a series of grisly murders in time-loop 

adventure The Sexy BruTale. By Christopher Livingston

The challenge 
is that you can’t 

personally 
interfere

You awaken in the mansion during 
the early hours of a costume ball, and 
begin clomping your way back and 
forth through dozens of rooms, 
peering through keyholes, hiding in 
cupboards, and observing the oddball 
guests and masked, murderous staff. 
Catching snatches of conversation 
and collecting bits of 
background 
information, you slowly 
put together the 
circumstances of each 
murder, then begin 
figuring out how to 
stop them from 
happening.

The challenge is 
that you can’t personally interfere. 
You can only indirectly disrupt the 
deadly events by changing some 
element involved in the murder. If 
you walk into a room occupied by a 
guest or staff member you’ll be 

It’s the paradoxical curse of the time traveller: there’s never enough 
time. So it goes in The Sexy Brutale, a stylish adventure game in 
which you must relive the same evening over and over in a time 
loop, hurrying through an elaborate mansion as you attempt to 
stop a series of murders before the clock runs out. Each time you 

rewind the clock to relive the evening’s events, you’re armed with a bit 
more information on how and when the murders take place, and how to 
prevent them from happening.

chased out, though it’s forgiving 
enough (it takes a long time to die 
when caught) to feel like stealth isn’t 
a real factor. In fact, as the game wore 
on I found myself regularly strolling 
through occupied rooms just to avoid 
waiting for characters to leave.

This Groundhog Day-like situation 
is a clever twist, but in 
many ways The Sexy 
Brutale is still a 
standard adventure 
game filled with the 
same standard 
activities: you retrace 
your steps repeatedly, 
revisit the same 
locations and listen to 

the same conversations repeatedly 
and collect items and try to 
determine what their purpose is. The 
difference here is items that you’ve 
collected return to their place of 
origin when the clock is rewound, 

meaning you’ll need to keep 
reacquiring them until you figure out 
their purpose. As you explore and 
observe, each evening gradually turns 
into what is essentially a speedrun. 
Dash to this wing, collect this item, 
slip through this passageway, hide 
from this killer, reach a destination 
and activate some item just before a 
guest arrives. Learning and 
performing the necessary steps 
perfectly to solve a murder case 
ultimately feels pretty satisfying.

Be kind, rewind
Not everything resets when you wind 
the clock back. You’ll retain the 
powers you’ve acquired by saving a 
guest: prevent a blind woman’s 
murder and your hearing will 
improve, allowing you to eavesdrop 
with incredible clarity, save a singer 
and you’ll be able to shatter glass 
with your voice and so on. You also 
retain knowledge of the secrets that 
you have previously discovered,  
such as hidden passages or security 
codes, and they’re added to your map 
of the mansion.

The Sexy Brutale is a beautiful 
game, each chamber and hallway 
interestingly and exquisitely 
decorated. There’s no voice acting, 
and though the writing is engaging 
enough to make me want to read the 
description of every last item in the 
mansion, the story itself is a trifle 
over-indulgent – the final half-hour is 
almost entirely exposition, providing 
players with little to do other than 
click the mouse through a long series 
of text panes. It culminates in a 
conclusion that perhaps would have 
been more surprising if it hadn’t 
taken quite so long to get there, but 
it’s the journey and not the 
destination that makes this temporal 
adventure worth your time. 

N e e d  T o  K N o w
What is it?

An adventure game 
where you live the same 

night over and over 
again, attempting to 

prevent a series of 
murders.

EXPECt tO PaY
£15

DEvElOPEr
Cavalier Game Studios, 

Tequila Works

PublishEr
Tequila Works

rEviEWED On
Intel i5-6600K @ 3.50 
GHz, 8 GB RAM, Nvidia 

GeForce GTX 980

MultiPlaYEr
None

link
www.thesexy 

brutalegame.com

82
A stylish and charming 
adventure with a clever 
time-rewinding hook 
that’ll be sure to hold 
your attention.

v E r D i C t

Games have taught 
us to never attend 
parties: they always 
end in murder and 
they so rarely have 
an open bar! Here are 
some notable video 
game parties that 
end in bloodshed.

d I e  P a r T y
Time to paint 
the town red 

There are three Boyle sisters, 
wearing the same mask. Of 
course, you can kill all three.

Aristocrat 
Lady Boyle

Costume 
ball

Dishonored

TwisTTarGeTParTyGame

Agent 47 just happens to 
closely resemble one of the 
models. Convenient!

Fashion 
mogul/spy 
Viktor Novikov

Fashion 
show

Hitman

To survive a sniper (your 
friend) you have to blend in 
with AI-controlled guests.

YouCocktail 
party

SpyParty

Kill everyone without any of 
them knowing you did it for a 
Dark Brotherhood bonus.

All of the 
guests

House 
party

Oblivion

While you’re hunting one 
guest, another guest is 
hunting you.

One of the 
guests

Boat 
party

The Ship
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The house (almost) 
always wins.

Lavish design, despite all 
the horrible murders.

Save the singer to get a
 glass-shattering power.

Well, everything 
seems normal here.

It’s not a rhetorical question.



POINT AND KICK
Full ThroTTle remasTered is the best way to play 
Tim Schafer’s classic biker adventure. By Andy Kelly

The puzzles are 
a lot simpler, 

the interface is 
more 

streamlined

But the key to the game is that while 
Ben is indeed a hard-ass who can 
handle himself in a fight, he also has 
a heart. Monkey Island is an ode to 
the romantic idea of piracy, and Full 
Throttle does the exactly same for 
bikers. It’s more about freedom, 
authenticity and cool leather jackets 
than the sort of thing you read  
about in Hell’s Angels 
by Hunter S. 
Thompson or watch in 
Sons of Anarchy.

Ben’s world is small 
– he mentions several 
times in the game that 
his bike is his home – 
but it’s still under 
threat. He’s on the run 
for a crime he didn’t commit and, 
worst of all, the last motorcycle 
manufacturer in the country, Corley 
Motors, is ceasing production of bikes 
and moving into making hovering 
minivans. A lot of games deal with 
the end of the world, but Full 
Throttle is about the end of Ben’s 
world. And this makes for a uniquely 
personal story.

TOUGH TALK
Ben’s deep monotone voice, courtesy 
of the late Roy Conrad, is what makes 
the character really special. Conrad 
underplays the role perfectly, and his 
deadpan delivery means the game is 
full of killer lines, and he sounds even 
better in the remaster. Double Fine 
managed to find the tapes from the 
original voice recording sessions and 
it’s a strange sensation hearing all of 
those famous lines without a layer of 
fuzz over the top. Hearing Ben’s voice 
rumble through my speakers again, 
uncompressed, is a delight.

This was the first LucasArts 
adventure released after the Day of 

More than one puzzle in Full Throttle is solved by kicking 
something, which neatly illustrates what makes it 
different from most point-and-click adventures. 
Protagonist Ben is a tough, gruff biker. A burly slab of 
meat stuffed into a leather jacket with a chin you could 

polish stone on, this plays into every aspect of the game, from the puzzles 
and storyline, to the hard rock soundtrack.

the Tentacle and Sam and Max Hit 
the Road, and it couldn’t be more 
different. The puzzles are a lot 
simpler, the interface is more 
streamlined, and the presentation is 
way more lavish and cinematic. 
Instead of the old verb buffet at the 
bottom of the screen, clicking on an 
object brings up a flaming skull with 

a selection of actions 
that reflect Ben’s 
character: the gloved 
fist and the leather 
boot being the most 
utilised.

The downside of 
this simplified design is 
that the game is 
arguably too short, 

taking about five-to-six hours to 
finish depending on how many 
puzzles you get stuck on. I know 
them all inside out and I clocked it in 
just three. But it does mean that it’s 
more fast-paced, dynamic, and 
exciting than most adventure games. 
And, in hindsight, maybe that’s a 
better fit for a game about a guy like 
Ben. If he spent more time 
wandering around solving puzzles 
than tearing off to the next location 

on his hog, he wouldn’t be much of a 
biker, would he? The frequent 
changes of scenery make it feel like 
you’re on a road trip.

ROAD WARRIOR
If you want a satisfying, challenging 
puzzle-solving experience, play Day 
of the Tentacle or Thimbleweed Park. 
Full Throttle’s strengths are its story, 
characters, atmosphere and art, not its 
puzzles. And, hey, sometimes that’s 
fine. I’ve replayed it more times than 
any other adventure game, which is 
likely a result of that sharper focus and 
pared-down interface, but I can totally 
see some people, particularly if they 
have no nostalgia for it, feeling a little 
short-changed at the end.

As for the remastered visuals, it’s 
clear Double Fine has put a lot of 
effort into repainting every location 
and cutscene. It’s handsome enough, 
albeit with a few backgrounds that 
look a bit smudgy and rushed. But, 
honestly, the original pixel art looks 
nicer to me, and I ended up playing 
with the old graphics and the 
remixed audio, which sounds 
fantastic. There are some nice extras 
for fans too, including previously-
unseen concept art by LucasArts 
legend Peter Chan and a fun, 
laid-back developer commentary.

The Mine Road sequence, in 
which you take part in Road 
Rash-style bike fights, has aged fairly 
terribly, and the sluggish mouse 
controls make getting through it a 
chore. But, occasional bad minigame 
aside, I enjoyed returning to Full 
Throttle. Its stylish, Mad Max-
inspired world of tough bikers, 
murderous truckers, and battery-
powered bunnies is full of charm and 
personality, and the story, although 
over far too quickly, is entertaining 
until the bittersweet end. 

N e e d  T o  K N o w
What is it?

A remaster of the 
classic LucasArts 

adventure.

EXPECt tO PaY
£11

DEvElOPEr
Double Fine

PublishEr
In-house

rEviEWED On
Radeon RX 480, Intel 
i7-5820K, 16GB RAM

MultiPlaYEr
None

link
www.fullthrottle. 
doublefine.com

77
A cinematic, high-octane, 
but short-lived 
adventure, lovingly 
remastered for a new 
generation.

v E r D i C t

I N T e r - F a C e 

How to interact in Full Throttle

Look at things, 
or stare 
intimidatingly 
at people.

Grab, punch, 
pick up, rev 
your bike.

Talk, or siphon 
gas. Ben 
doesn’t do 
much kissing.

If all else fails, 
kicking stuff 
usually does 
the job.
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The updated graphics look
great in close-up shots.

Maureen gives Ben’s
bike an upgrade.

The cinematic cutscenes
are incredibly stylish.

Fighting on
the Mine Road.

The Kickstand does not
have a cocktail menu.



Washed up
Despite having plenty going on thematically,  

Rime is a slightly dull puzzle platformer. By Samuel Roberts

Rime took  
me about eight 
hours to finish, 
and it’s oddly 

paced

I usually enjoy all of those things and 
thought I’d like Rime too, but I’ve 
bounced off of it a bit. As a puzzle 
platformer, it’s a bit too easy going, 
rarely offering anything too taxing to 
figure out. I was never dazzled by the 
answer to a puzzle, though a few are 
complex enough that you’ll feel 
satisfied by resolving them. You can 
only jump onto certain 
surfaces marked by 
what looks like seagull 
poo, which is good for 
signposting, but it 
means jumping and 
climbing is pretty basic. 
These interactions 
aren’t fun to do, either. 
Maybe the idea is 
you’re meant to have a sense of the 
boy’s limitations, but platforming 
should still feel nice in a platformer. 

Visually, Rime recalls the 
PlayStation games of Team Ico, as 
well as Wind Waker and Journey, 
although it’s more directly inspired 
by the look of the Mediterranean 
coastline. This sounds harsh, but I 
think it’s a league down from those 
games. I think the characters and 
environments look almost too simple, 
and while I like the colour palette, 

In Rime, a boy washes up on a remote island and potters about. 
You’re guided through this new land by a fox – think a dog, but less 
good – who yaps while signposting where to go next. You climb 
things, push things around, line up shapes and even control light to 
activate switches that open the way. It’s rather Indie Game: The 

Game from there: twee imagery, gentle exploration, nice music, until some 
more thematically interesting stuff emerges later in the story.

the world alone isn’t spectacular 
enough to justify the journey. 

Like the games it resembles, Rime 
wants to show rather than tell with 
its story. You don’t know why the boy 
is on the island, and the game is coy 
about what’s going on throughout his 
journey. I think there’s a limit to how 
little you can show and still have the 

player interested in the 
premise, though. There 
is significance to the 
boy’s adventure and 
the imagery you 
encounter on the 
island, but while being 
thematically clever, this 
stuff emerges far too 
deep into the game to 

maximise its impact.
Some hints of the game’s themes 

can be found via collectables, but 
they’re abstract and I’d be surprised 
if players found too many of them on 
anything but a comprehensive 
playthrough. And I wouldn’t play 
Rime again just to find collectables. 

Of the game’s four main areas, a 
couple feel like they stick around for 
too long. In the second section on a 
dusty part of the island, a giant 
predatory bird hovers overhead, 

meaning the boy has to scramble 
behind bits of shelter to avoid being 
carried away by it. You sense how 
close the bird is getting by reading 
audio and visual clues, and evading 
its gaze is genuinely tense. By the 
time that section crawls to a close, 
though, you feel like you’ve been 
wary of that thing for a couple of 
hours, and you’re ready for it to stop. 

Busted rime 
Rime took me about eight hours to 
finish, and it’s oddly paced. The first 
and second sections feel very long, 
and the third – featuring an AI 
companion of sorts – is just long 
enough. The fourth, more focused on 
climbing puzzles, is extremely brief, 
but it’s also one of the best bits of the 
game. For too long, Rime feels like it’s 
coasting between basic switch-hitting 
and collecting, which made me zone 
out a bit as I plodded through its 
environments. Much better are the 
puzzles where you control light to 
activate platforms or create 
silhouettes, sometimes even shifting 
the time of day on the fly to progress.

The lack of narrative drive is why 
Rime didn’t click with me. I didn’t 
know enough about the boy or his 
journey to care about why he was 
jumping around or following this 
yappy fox, even when I did find 
particular puzzles engaging. When 
the soundtrack swells in a way that 
suggests the game is trying to 
provoke feels – which is frequently 
– it hasn’t earned those emotional 
moments. I’m sad to say I was 
unmoved by most of Rime’s attempts 
to engage me with its premise. I’m 
not made of stone, or anything, and 
plenty of narrative-centric games get 
under my skin. I just think Rime 
waits too long to make you invest in 
what’s going on. 

N e e d  t o  K N o w
What is it?

Slow-paced puzzle 
platformer set on a 
mysterious island. 

EXPECt tO PaY
£30

DEvElOPEr
Tequilaworks

PublishEr
Grey Box

rEviEWED On
Intel I5 

4460@3.20GHz, 8GB 
RAM, Nvidia GeForce 

GTX 780

MultiPlaYEr
None

link
www.tequila 

works.com/en/
projects/rime

62
Rime is a middling puzzle 
platformer with some 
genuine narrative depth, 
but the latter doesn’t 
quite justify the former. 

v E r D i C t

B R a i N t e a s e R s  A few of Rime’s common puzzle types

B i R d  d i c K h e a d
This thing divebombs in to 
grab your character, and 
you’ve got to hide from it 
under shelter.

F e t c h  a N d  p u s h
Push blocks, fetch keys, 
jump over stuff. Familiar and 
a bit boring, I didn’t really 
enjoy any of this.

L i g h t  a N d  d a R K
Manipulate light to raise 
platforms and open doors. 
These are the game’s most 
interesting puzzles.
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It’s pretty, but not 
mind-blowing to look at.

Underwater? Abzu 
did it better, lads.

Like the box opposite 
says, this bird is a dick.

Puzzles mostly take time 
rather than skill.

There’s plenty of 
life on the island.



retro grade
Roguelike FPS Strafe channels the rad 

’90s but falls short on innovation. By Omri Petitte

Small, 
respectful nods 
are everywhere 

in Strafe

Strafe nails the genre’s fascination 
with death, packaging a single 
life-slaying spree with deliberate 
visual anachronisms and a speed 
matching id’s formative titans. I loved 
the efficacy of Strafe’s low-poly look 
plucking at old memories and it 
showed in the sparking bulbs, blocky 
geometry and dynamic lava glows 
peppering each map. 

Small, respectful 
nods are everywhere in 
Strafe: the Doom-like 
screen melt on starting 
a game, wall elevators, 
a dial-up modem 
screech mixed as a 
level exit door sound 
effect and, of course, a 
tracking-smudged FMV training film 
with just enough Z-list schlock to set 
the right mood. 

In spite of its insistence at being a 
roguelike, Strafe’s combat is  
move-and-shoot twitchy simplicity. 
Enemies barrel at me when I get 
close, and I barrel at them in turn 
with, yes, generous strafing. Sticking 
with WASD provides enough control 
to survive with simple sidesteps and 
backpedals. Acrobatics such as 
bunnyhopping and strafejumping are 

Strafe proudly wears its influence on its sleeve… and its other 
sleeve, and its legs, and both jacket pockets. As a shooter, it’s the 
personified desire to convince mum to buy a Voodoo2 card. As a 
roguelike, it’s that one arcade cabinet shoved shrine-like into the 
arcade’s darkest corner and reverently avoided for its  

money-eating reputation. As both, it hooked me into sinking over ten 
hours into it, but as we parted ways I felt I’d retread too-familiar ground.

possible, but I stuck to slapping 
spacebar as a reactive move to avoid 
being cornered instead of using it to 
enhance my movement. I was fond of 
the variety of foes – pipe-swinging 
goons, hooded pistoleers, rock brutes, 
zombie snipers, among plenty others 
– as I improved and braved later 
levels, but that assortment felt wasted 

on the AI’s tendency to 
beeline straight into my 
gun’s barrel.

Still, I enjoyed 
plenty of thrills. Strafe’s 
procedural generation 
carpets each room with 
enemies. Every digit of 
shields or health I lost 
crept me closer to 

permadeath, an interesting 
distillation of roguelike decision-
making into the FPS’s dexterity. I 
savoured the panic of surviving for 
just a few more seconds to sprint to 
an exit door or grab a critical keycard, 
and the clang of a new monster closet 
opening up somewhere left swivel 
tracks on my mousepad. 

My silent companion – one of 
three primary guns, a shotgun, an 
assault rifle, or a railgun – packed 
plenty of punch, but I wished each 

would scream instead of whimper. 
The shotgun, dutifully saluting its 
FPS role as a close-range cleaver, 
sounded like a popping balloon. I 
leaned on the railgun’s headshot 
magic for clearing rooms, but I could 
barely hear its zap. I had to leave the 
assault rifle behind after a few runs  
due to its bullets feeling weak. I 
vastly preferred the pickup weapons 
– pulse guns, SMGs, disc launchers, 
and others – once again, a callback to 
the old days of amassing an arsenal 
and flick-swapping with the mouse.

Lagging behind
There’s no question, then, that Strafe 
is a game about the memory of a 
game made in the ’90s. And it’s hard 
for Strafe’s other aspects to pull away 
from that ‘remember-when’ 
approach. It feels as if Pixel Titans 
expended most of its effort crafting a 
believable simulacrum but lost steam 
past that. Strafe struggles to climb 
above its foundation.

The procedural generation further 
seems at odds with classic shooters’ 
meticulous map layouts and item 
placements. The rooms and areas 
Pixel Titans has fashioned offer 
excellent variety and verticality. 
Functionally, they’re great murder 
boxes, but a large slice of the ’90s 
shooter’s soul was the handcrafted 
maps that would architecturally 
make little sense, but imprint upon a 
player’s mind like a second home 
with fond memories of where to get 
the shotgun or the hidden super 
health. Strafe’s rooms are built by 
hand, but their cohesiveness is less a 
mark of ingenuity and more pieces of 
code Lego-snapping everything from 
a randomised asset pool. If Strafe’s 
objective is indeed a look back at the 
FPS family of old, it does so more 
shallowly than I would’ve liked. 

N e e d  t o  K N o w
What is it?

A roguelike FPS with 
one life, three starter 

weapons and a framed 
picture of John Stamos.

EXPECt tO PaY
£15

DEvElOPEr
 Pixel Titans

PublishEr
Devolver Digital

rEviEWED On
Windows 10, Core i7, 
8GB RAM, GeForce  

GTX 970

MultiPlaYEr
None

link
www.strafe1996.com

72
Strafe recaptures the 
experience of a full-tilt 
twitch ’90s shooter while 
faltering at building upon 
its potential.

v E r D i C t

o N e  m a N ’ S  t r a S h  Five of Strafe’s best weapon pickups

S u p e r h o t 
S h o t g u N
This stylised 
boomstick freezes 
enemies in place, 
unless you move.

r o c K e t 
L a u N c h e r
Put something under 
the crosshairs, click, 
and watch the boom. 
Enough said.

N a i L g u N
Fires homing needles 
ensuring maximum 
bloodsplosions. Pair 
it with your best Tim 
Allen grunt. 

e N e r g y  r i f L e
Its plasma bolts are 
deadly, but it shines 
most as a makeshift 
grenade after its 
magazine runs out.

d i S c  L a u N c h e r
The Disc Launcher 
slices off noggins 
Blade-style and can 
travel through 
multiple mooks.
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Add authenticity by listening to
‘Wannabe’ by the Spice Girls.

The inventive weapons distract
from the lack of fresh ideas.

The ‘90s weren’t that good anyway. Except 
The Simpsons, music and PC gaming.

Which, ironically, 
Strafe does not.



Hell’s kitcHen
LittLe Nightmares is another effective and 

occasionally unsettling horror platformer. By Samuel Roberts

i couldn’t stop 
thinking about 

inside while 
playing little 
nightmares

Playing as a child evokes a natural 
sense of helplessness, of course, 
which is useful in a horror game. In 
Little Nightmares, you play a small 
girl called Six who’s trapped on The 
Maw, a gigantic vessel of damned 
souls, where everyone is clamouring 
desperately for their next meal – 
including you. Tarsier previously 
worked on 
PlayStation’s 
LittleBigPlanet series, 
and a lot of that 
platformer-puzzler 
DNA carries across. 
This is a side-scroller, 
but you move around 
in a 3D space, pulling 
objects around to help 
you reach switches or new areas. 
There’s a stealth element, too, with 
Six having to evade the creatures that 
occupy different areas of the ship. 
The Maw is an impressively-detailed 
horror locale, and I love Little 
Nightmares’ storybook-like visual 
style – every object is perfectly 
modelled and lit to befit that.

The ship is divided into five 
sections, each with a theme, 
including a toy room, a kitchen and 
guest quarters, with a monster type 
to match. The toy room, the game’s 
second chapter, has these freakishly 
long-armed and blind janitors, who 
respond only to the sounds that Six 
makes when walking on creaky 
surfaces. They’re probably the 
scariest creatures in the game, and 
you can throw smashable objects to 
send them scuttling off in other 
directions in order to sneak past, a 
little like the claw guys who chased 
the sounds of bells in Resident Evil 4. 
These sequences are the most tense 
and imaginative in the game, 
meaning I was left with a slight 

The Bad Things Happen To Small Children subgenre is 
currently in a period of growth. Following last year’s 
inventively bleak Inside, Little Nightmares similarly presents 
a young protagonist being killed over and over again by 
monsters and environmental hazards against a grim 

backdrop. Even that young chap in Rime is being harassed by a gigantic 
bird. These kids just can’t catch a break. 

feeling that Little Nightmares peaked 
too early. 

The kitchen, meanwhile, features 
the grotesque chefs. Imagine if the 
victim of the gluttony sin in David 
Fincher’s Seven managed to secure 
work in a filthy diner, and you’re 
there: he’s a gross, unsettling and 
heavy-breathing creature that does a 

creepy high-pitched 
yelp when Six is 
spotted. I’ll leave the 
rest of Six’s enemies for 
you to discover. The art 
style made me expect 
Tim Burton-y things 
from Little Nightmares’ 
presentation, but 
thankfully it’s several 

degrees stranger than that. 
I’m wary of dwelling too much on 

the similarities between the games, 
but I couldn’t stop thinking about 
Inside while playing Little 
Nightmares. I don’t consider this a 
bad thing, nor are they close to being 
identical – I actually think they’re 
perfect companion pieces. Both are 
horror-themed, side-scrolling 
platformers featuring a young 
protagonist in cruel surroundings, 
with little in the way of explanation. 
The chances are they share some 
influences, but they’re much further 
removed from each other than it may 
seem from these screenshots. If 
Inside depicted a horrific version of 
reality, this is more otherworldly, like 
a dark, contemporary fairytale, and it 
even offers fleeting moments of light 
relief, which Inside did not. As the 
name ‘Little Nightmares’ suggests, 
this is something that a troubled 
child has the capacity to dream up.

Like Inside, then, I enjoyed the 
world of Little Nightmares more than 
the game itself, which is impressively 

varied in the way environments are 
themed, but a pretty standard 
platformer. I also didn’t have loads of 
fun navigating the game’s stealth 
systems. The parameters of how you 
get caught by the patrolling monsters 
is clear most of the time, but it 
occasionally feels arbitrary when 
you’re spotted and chased. Likewise, 
when the chefs see Six and come 
chasing after her, they seem to have 
scripted and basic search patterns, 
which meant I stopped finding them 
threatening after a while. 

Grim Galley
I didn’t find Little Nightmares 
particularly scary either, but that’s 
okay. It’s consistently tense, 
atmospheric and disgusting, which is 
just as good for me. The kitchen area 
is smeared in blood and filthy-looking 
meats, with stacked dirty plates, and 
the general feeling that the place 
probably wouldn’t survive a hygiene 
inspection. Just a warning for the 
meat eaters reading this: a sequence 
where you operate a meat grinder in 
The Maw’s kitchen may put you off 
sausages for several months. Then 
again, perhaps it won’t. I genuinely 
came out of that part of the game 
hankering for a sausage sandwich. 

The game’s five hours are 
well-paced and relatively free of 
repetition, but I won’t play Little 
Nightmares again, even knowing 
there are collectables and hidden 
areas on the ship to find. This is a 
terrific world to step into and then 
out of again, a rush of original and 
disconcerting imagery slotted into an 
eerie, isolated setting. I want to 
preserve that initial effect it had on 
me, of underestimating the oddities 
that the developers had in store. This 
is a horror game that genuinely has 
new things to show you. 

N e e d  t o  K N o w
What is it?

A side-scrolling horror 
platformer set on a 

watery prison.

EXPECt tO PaY
£16

DEvElOPEr
Tarsier Studios

PublishEr
Namco Bandai 

rEviEWED On
Intel I5 

4460@3.20GHz,  
8GB RAM, Nvidia 
GeForce GTX 780

MultiPlaYEr
N/A

link
www.little- 

nightmares.com

78
A good platformer set in 
a remarkable world, Little 
Nightmares provokes 
memories of Inside but 
has its own voice.

v E r D i C t
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t h e  m a w :  h e a L t h 
i N s p e c t i o N
These men should not be chefs

r a t i n G

 Fridges occasionally used

 Blood smeared everywhere

 Body bags all over the place

 Chef’s uniform could really use a wash

 Kitchen intruders served as a tasty broth

Intestinal 
problems likely 
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Don’t look at the Trip Advisor
ratings for this place.

These things are the scariest
 enemies in the game.

I’d still eat these sausages. 
What’s wrong with me?

The resident here has an 
aesthetic to maintain.



GREAT AND SMALL
From atoms to galaxies, EvErything 

is an unforgettable journey. By Andy Kelly

Discovery and 
surprise are an 
important part 

of the game’s 
peculiar magic 

I start things off as a snow leopard 
roaming across a peaceful snowfield 
littered with trees, rocks, and other 
wildlife. I see a group of penguins 
ahead and I call out to 
them, and a symbol 
blinks on the screen 
indicating that I can 
now descend. I do so 
and find myself 
controlling one of the 
penguins, waddling and 
squeaking. Then I 
descend further, to a 
tuft of grass poking out of the snow. I 
descend even lower, to a feather lying 
on the ground.

I float around as the feather, and 
can see my penguin in the distance, 
hazy and indistinct, now the size of a 
skyscraper. But I can go deeper. I 
descend to a splinter of wood. Then a 
microbe. I’m now swimming around 
in a microscopic soup of bacteria, 
spores, and tiny organisms.

But now it’s time to ascend. I 
retrace my steps until I’m in control 
of the snow leopard again. I ascend to 
a tall oak tree, then suddenly I’m in 
control of the entire continent, 
drifting across the ocean. I ascend 
even higher, controlling the planet, 
then the sun, then the galaxy it’s in. 
The sense of scale is incredible, and 
the seamless journey from microbe to 
galaxy is both technically impressive 
and strangely humbling.

Everything you inhabit in the 
game, whether it’s an animal, an 
inanimate object, or a subatomic 
particle, can be moved around. And 
as you explore the world around you, 
be it a forest, desert, ocean, or the 
depths of space, you’ll see icons that 
will trigger conversations. Some are 
funny – the game has a charming, 
mischievous sense of humour – while 

A swarm of beetles dance together in swirling concentric 
circles. A blade of grass gets existential. A birthday cake 
regrets not getting to know its father more before he died. A 
trumpet flies through a surreal void playing a distorted tune 
for an audience of floating eyeballs. These are just a few of 

the things I witnessed in Everything, a game that takes you on a surreal, 
dreamlike voyage from the microscopic to the macroscopic.

others are melancholy, reflective, and 
surprisingly emotional.

On your journey you’ll also 
discover audio recordings of the late 

philosopher Alan 
Watts, whose sober, 
thought-provoking 
ruminations on the 
nature of existence give 
the game some 
thematic and 
intellectual weight. 
And there’s something 
serene about the way 

his reassuring voice mingles with the 
dreamy ambient soundtrack as you 
meander through the world.

There’s a collection element to 
Everything, too. Every object you 
control is added to a vast, ever-
growing library, and you can instantly 

transform into anything you’ve 
previously inhabited. In general, 
though, the structure is pretty loose. 
There’s no driving purpose, and it 
doesn’t really need one.

I was content to just float around 
aimlessly, experimenting with the 
simulation and looking for new 
things to take control of. It’s a gentle, 
ambient experience. Something to 
swim peacefully around in. You can 
even sit back and let the game play 
itself. Let go of the controls and the 
AI will take over, with the option to 
choose which activities it focuses on.

DREAM STATE
A few hours in, the game encourages 
you to travel through a portal. You 
don’t have to, but you absolutely 
should. It whisks you away to a 
strange new world where the rules of 
the simulation are rewritten, creating 
some truly bizarre moments. I’ll leave 
it at that. Discovery and surprise are 
an important part of Everything’s 
peculiar magic.

There’s a lot you can do in the 
game that I haven’t mentioned here. 
Objects can interact with each other 
in interesting ways, which you unlock 
as you progress through a 
lightweight, unobtrusive tutorial. It’s 
an odd, bewildering game, but gives 
you space to get to grips with it at 
your own pace.

Honestly, I didn’t like Everything 
much at first. I thought it was slightly 
pretentious and a bit dull and 
ponderous. But after a slow-burning 
first hour, when I started ascending 
through the cosmos and descending 
into the microscopic building blocks 
of life, I fell in love with it. It makes 
you think about life and your place in 
the universe, but it’s silly and playful 
too, which is a combination that 
shouldn’t work as well as it does.  

n E E d  t o  K n o w
What is it?

A game that’s 
impossible to sum up in 

a sentence.

EXPECt tO PaY
£11

DEvElOPEr
David OReilly

PublishEr
Double Fine Presents

rEviEWED On
GTX 970, Intel 

i7-5820K, 16GB RAM

MultiPlaYEr
None

link
www.everything- 

game.com

80
Funny, philosophical,  
and deeply, deeply  
weird, there is nothing 
else quite like Everything 
on PC, or anywhere.

v E r D i C t

F A n t A S t i C  v o y A g E
Six levels of ascension

4  L A n d
Move around the 
world as an entire 
continent.

5  P L A n E t
Take control of the 
planet and drift 
through the cosmos.

6  S P A C E
Or take a galaxy for 
a spin. And this isn’t 
even the end.

1  M i C r o S C o P i C
Bob around in a 
soup of bacteria and 
tiny organisms.

2  i n S E C t
Scuttle around the 
forest floor as a 
humble insect.

3  w i L d L i F E
Roam the land as an 
animal, from rabbits 
to black bears.
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Yes, that bear is
upside down.

The building
blocks of life.

No, I don’t
know either.

If Dali made
videogames.

The wintry continents
are the prettiest.



Frosty reception
Syberia 3’s seven-year delay 

wasn’t long enough. By Fraser Brown

nobody in 
syberia 3 

comes close to 
talking like a 
human being

How do you reintroduce players to a 
series 13 years after the last game? 
Typically, the answer is a quick recap. 
Developer Microids bucks 
convention by… well, not doing 
anything at all. Syberia 3 continues 
Kate Walker’s adventure through 
Russia without a second of 
exposition, necessitating a quick 
browse of Wikipedia.

The previous games 
were driven by the 
mystery of the island of 
Syberia, but that’s all 
behind Kate as she 
embarks on a more 
aimless journey. She’s 
now latched onto the 
plight of the Youkol, 
the nomads introduced in Syberia II.  

Kate’s also on the run from her 
law firm, a private investigator they 
sent after her and sinister military 
forces, each contributing to a mess of 
threads that never transform into 
anything cohesive, hanging on a dull 
story that frequently makes no sense.

Joining the ex-lawyer are an 
assortment of tropes masquerading 
as humans. Evil hypnotists, a 

T he original launch of Syberia 3 was planned by French 
developer Microids for June 2010, a whopping seven years 
ago. It was a different, sparser time for adventure games. In 
that desperate age, when there was a dearth of fantastical 
romps full of puzzles, Syberia 3 could have potentially gotten 

by on novelty alone. Seven years later, however, it simply feels creaky, 
dated and surprisingly rushed.

curmudgeonly inventor, a drunk ship 
captain, a race of noble savages – 
everyone in Syberia 3 feels like they 
were bought from a factory of 
prefabricated NPCs, testing the limits 
of triteness. And while writing can 
elevate even the dullest of clichés, 
here it merely exacerbates things. 

Nobody in Syberia 3 comes close 
to talking like a human 
being. Every sentence 
is a new disaster, full of 
bizarre word choices, 
appalling delivery and 
even wrong 
information. The 
captain, for instance, 
keeps calling the deck 
of his ship the bridge, 

which creates a big problem when 
you’re trying to follow his directions.

It’s a shame because Syberia 3 
tries to do interesting things with 
dialogue, allowing players to choose 
Kate’s tone, sometimes, or pick 
options to manipulate characters. It’s 
a bit like Telltale’s system and it even 
builds on it, revealing Kate’s internal 
monologue as she grapples with the 
choices she can make.

The move to 3D has done the 
game no favours. Gone are the 
gorgeous prerendered scenes of the 
previous games, replaced with ugly  
3D environments. Much of the game 
is spent sauntering around a village 
dominated by a nondescript dock and 
an equally forgettable ferry. Things 
do pick up once Kate hits Baranour, 
an abandoned amusement park that 
evokes Pripyat’s fairground, but even 
that misses the mark, never reaching 
the heights of striking Aralbad or the 
imposing Romansburg monastery of 
the other Syberia games.

Navigating these environments is 
a chore. Regardless of what control 
method you use, Kate moves like a 
tank through mud, struggling to even 
walk up stairs, and that’s when the 
camera isn’t obscuring everything.

On thin ice
The issues even get in the way of the 
one bright spot in this dreary 
adventure: puzzles. Most of them 
involve tinkering with mechanical 
and logical conundrums, all gears, 
levers and buttons. But trying to 
select hot spots, particularly with a 
controller, is a miserable experience. 

It’s the bugs that threaten the 
puzzles, however. In one head-
scratcher, taking too long made half 
of the buttons on my controller stop 
working. In another, I was able to use 
an object I hadn’t even picked up to 
solve part of a puzzle, only to become 
confused when I had to then search 
for it to complete the rest of the task.

There are few places where 
Syberia 3 doesn’t get it wrong, but 
even its high points suffer from 
problems. It would’ve been better if 
the series had ended with Kate 
waving to Hans as he rode off on his 
mammoth at the end of the last game 
instead of this unnecessary sequel. 

N e e d  t o  K N o w
What is it?

The third instalment  
of a cult classic 

adventure series.

EXPECt tO PaY
£30

DEvElOPEr
Microids

PublishEr
PQube

rEviEWED On
Intel i5-3570K @3.40 

GHz, 8 GB of RAM, 
GeForce GTX 970, 

Windows 10

MultiPlaYEr
None

link
www.syberia. 
microids.com

30
Some solid puzzles and 
interesting dialogue 
options can’t rescue 
what is an otherwise 
terrible adventure game.

v E r D i C t

t h e  l o N g e r  j o u r N e y . . .
Retracing Kate Walker’s steps

1 Kate Walker travels to France 
to facilitate the takeover of a 

toy factory.

2 With the help of Oscar the 
automaton, she tracks down 

the factory’s owner, Hans.

3 Kate leaves her old life behind 
to help Hans find the last 

living mammoths.

4 Thanks to some nomads, 
killer penguins and an 

amulet, Kate and Hans reach 
Syberia, where they part ways.
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Time for a long-overdue
 safety inspection.

You can be rude just like a
real lawyer!

Ostriches grow pretty big in
Russia’s chilliest regions.

Eyepatch, no hair, minions 
– yeah, he’s a villain.

Perfect: miserable  weather
 for a miserable game.







EnrapturEd?
Arkane returns with atmospheric immersive sim Prey. 

Is it a BioShock beater? By Phil Savage

there’s a sense 
that this was a 

place where 
people lived 
and worked

I leave and head for a fabrication 
station, and spend resources to create 
a toy crossbow and a pack of foam 
darts. It’s a joke weapon, but, in the 
right circumstances, a legitimately 
useful tool. Returning to the window, 
I shoot a dart at the computer’s 
screen – specifically at a large square 
marked ‘Utility’. Bingo. A menu 
opens, and inside is an 
option to unlock the 
door. I fire off another 
dart, and I’m in.

Prey is at its best in 
these moments of 
creative problem 
solving. Every closed 
door presents a 
multitude of 
possibilities, whether that’s 
transforming into office detritus, 
hacking a lock, or simply stumbling 
upon a keycard – like I did, moments 
later, on a corpse just meters away 
from the door. It’s a first-person 
immersive sim of the kind Arkane 
specialises in, but nevertheless offers 
a very different style and experience 
to the recent Dishonored 2.

You play as Morgan Yu, and I 
don’t really want to divulge much 
more than that. Prey’s confident 
opening sequence is as intriguing as it 
is disorientating. It deserves to be 
experienced first hand, knowing as 
little as possible. Here’s what I can 
say: you’re on a space station infested 
with alien creatures. Luckily for you, 
that space station exists to research 
and produce Neuromods, designed to 
make humans faster, stronger, 
smarter and scientifically magic. So 
that’s going to be a big help.

It’s a little bit BioShock, albeit 
with science instead of Randian 
sociology. Talos I, like Rapture, is an 
idealistic place driven and ultimately 

I want to get into this locked office, and Prey has taught me that 
where there’s a will, there’s a way. The door is unhackable, and its 
keycard could be anywhere. It’s time to get creative. Its windows 
are breakable, but the gap is too small to squeeze through. Also, 
the trick of using the Mimic power to turn into a smaller object 

won’t work. There’s no ledge to perch on, and mugs can’t jump high. There 
is, however, a terminal in view of the window. An idea forms in my mind.

undone by its hubris. But where 
BioShock offered a city made up of 
linear districts, each seemingly a 
mini-fiefdom controlled by a 
deranged king, Talos I is more open 
and more immediately chaotic. The 
disaster is fresh, and the majority of 
the survivors are concerned primarily 
with staying alive. Yu has an 

overarching mission, 
but executing it first 
requires finding a way 
to unlock the various 
areas of the station.

open space
I really like the design 
of Talos I. Just as an 
individual office in 

Prey will offer multiple ways to enter, 
so does the station at large offer 
multiple ways to traverse it. 
Moreover, it’s one of the most 
natural-feeling spaces I’ve crawled 
through in recent memory. In Deus 
Ex: Mankind Divided, you always 
know that there’s a vent that will take 
you closer to your mission objective. 
As such, the environment design, 
while satisfying, feels artificial. Prey 
has vents – or maintenance hatches, 
thus explaining why they’re big 
enough for someone to crawl through 
– but they’re less consistent, and 
sometimes well hidden. They’re a 
bonus if you find one, not a 
guaranteed solution, and the space 
feels more realistic because of it.

I got a great sense of Talos I as a 
functioning place, both through the 
design of the station and the stories 
found within. Everything makes 
sense within the ecosystem, such as 
the crew quarters where people went 
to unwind and play pen-and-paper 
RPGs. There’s an IT department, 
server rooms, medical centre, and 

even an HR office. Away from the 
darker, more foreboding areas 
dedicated to weird science, there’s a 
sense that this was a place where 
people lived and worked. It also looks 
great, with a contemporary Art Deco 
facade that gives way to a more 
traditionally utilitarian space station 
design in restricted areas. 

There’s a somewhat linear critical 
path to follow, which asks you go to 
specific locations, often (at least 
initially) via a specific route. But the 
various sidequests and secrets 
encourage backtracking, and there 
are plenty of shortcuts and alternate 
paths to make that easier and more 
interesting. There’s the central lift, for 
instance, that links the two main 
hubs of the Talos I lobby and the 
beautifully designed Arboretum. Or 
there’s the GUTS, a zero-gravity 
conduit designed to move power and 
air, but which also doubles as 

N e e d  t o  K N o w
What is it?

A first-person shooter 
with a variety of play 

styles and some 
annoying jump scares.

EXPECt tO PaY
£40

DEvElOPEr
Arkane Studios

PublishEr
Bethesda Softworks

rEviEWED On
R9 Fury X, i5-3570K 

CPU, 16GB RAM

MultiPlaYEr
None

link
www.prey.bethesda.net

S y S t e m  S h o c K
How scary are  Prey’s 

aliens?

m i m i c
Look at that 
regular and 

unassuming mug 
that… OH NO IT 

WAS A JUMP 
SCARE!

Scare rating: 20%

P h a N t o m
Technically the 

reanimated matter 
of former 

crewmates, so 
that’s pretty 

spooky.
Scare rating: 20%

t e l e P a t h
Big, floaty tumour 
thing with psychic 

attacks and 
mind-control 

powers.
Scare rating: 50%

w e a v e r
An unknowable, 
tendrilled horror 

that literally casts 
a status effect 

called ‘fear’.
Scare rating: 75%
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P

rThe Q-Beam fires a direct
stream of pure science.

It almost looks
peaceful out here.

The Nightmare is Prey’s
toughest Typhon.

He’s dead drunk! Oh,
wait, he’s just dead.

Cystoids react to movement.
And shotgun blasts.



the presence of 
Mimics make 
prey feel like a 
bit of a chore

transportation for aliens and 
semi-terrified scientists. Alternatively, 
and perhaps best of all, you can head 
to an airlock and float out into the 
space around the station’s exterior. 
Often this is the most relaxing part of 
the game – akin to BioShock 2’s 
underwater sections.

It’s relaxing because there’s a low 
alien density, which is rarely true of 
the station proper. Prey’s aliens – aka, 
Typhons, aka, shadow jerks – are a 
varied bunch, each boasting different 
powers. The most common, 
unfortunately, are Mimics, which 
take on the form of nearby physics 
objects only to attack when you 
approach. It’s a cool idea in theory, 
but in practice it’s an enemy built 
around fairly cheap jump scares – 
loud, generic horror sound effect and 
all. After just a few hours they’re little 
more than a frequent irritant, made 
worse by the fact that they’re also 
annoying to fight.

My dissatisfaction with combat 
was most keenly felt in the opening 
hours, before the Neuromod 
upgrades armed me with the relevant 
passive buffs and active abilities that 
make battles more interesting. But 
even fully armed, combat doesn’t feel 
particularly dynamic. The AI is basic, 
and there’s no variety in how each 
Typhon attacks.

The aliens become 
more creepy the more, 
well, unknowably alien 
they seem. Phantoms 
are a vaguely 
humanoid, and act like 
basic grunts – tough, 
but not terrifying. 
Above them are the 
Telepaths, Technopaths and Weavers, 
all of them weird floating shapes that 
creep me out. The presence of 
Mimics make Prey feel like a bit of a 
chore. But many of the other enemies 
add to the tense atmosphere that 
builds as you explore the station, and 
escalates as the Typhons take root in 
the various areas.

hear Yu scream
The sound design helps sell the eerie 
menace of these creatures. As I 
played, I started to pick up on the 
sound cues that hinted at a nearby 
threat. That also helped alleviate 
another early problem: the pacing. 
When I first played, I never felt like I 
could relax into an area to soak up 
the stories of its emails and audiologs, 
because I was always expecting yet 
another Mimic attack. But once I was 

able to parse the language of its 
sound design, I got a much better feel 
for when I was reasonably safe and 
able to explore without consequence.

You’re free to define your combat 
and play style, based on the available 

tools and weapons, and 
on abilities bought with 
Neuromods. There are 
six broad ability 
categories, three 
human and three alien 
– the latter unlocked by 
scanning Typhons after 
you’ve retrieved a 
‘Psychoscope’ device. 

Human powers are your standard 
immersive sim classics, such as lifting 
heavy objects, repairing turrets, 
hacking, stealthing, sprinting, and 
becoming good at eating – a trait that 
results in an increased health boost 
for consuming food stuffs.

The alien powers are often more 
interesting, although many are simply 
a burst damage attack. One of the 
cheapest to unlock, Kinetic Blast, is 
an area-of-effect blast that does a 
decent chunk of damage and can 
propel physics objects away. Another, 
Psychoshock, lets you disable a 
Typhon’s psi power, leaving them 
temporarily without their most 
dangerous attacks. And, of course, 
there’s Mimic – the titular power of 
the game’s worst enemy, transformed 
here into something invaluable for 
traversal and stealth.

Alien powers do come with a 
trade off, most noticeably that, if you 
take on too many, the station’s turrets 
will mark you as a threat. Still, I think 
it’s worth it. I can’t imagine going 
through the entire game without 
being able to transform into a tray of 
ramen, although such a restriction 
would probably make exploration 
even more of a satisfying challenge. 
Outside of abilities, you also have a 
range of other tools, such as the 
excellent GLOO gun, which fires a 
resin that can be used both for 
traversal and to disable enemies. And 
everything can be further buffed by 
chipsets, passive buffs installed into 
your suit and Psychoscope, that let 
you further focus your build.

My own play style took a broad 
mix of all categories, and was defined 
partly by things I wanted to do, but 
also as a reaction against things I 
didn’t. The weakness of the early 
combat, for instance, pushed me 
towards improved sneaking, and my 
dissatisfaction with the basic guns led 
me to improving the damage buff of 
sneak attacks, as well as unlocking 
some heavy-hitting alien powers. 

I’ve made my peace with Prey’s 
combat, but that acceptance was hard 
won. While I gained satisfaction from 
learning how to take down specific 
enemies without taking damage, I 
was rarely thrilled by the moment-to-
moment action of a fight. That fits 
somewhat with Prey’s slower pace, 

y u ’ v e  g o t  t h e  P o w e r  A guide to Prey’s Neuromods

S c i e N t i S t
Learn to do 
science things, 
like hack keypads, 
increase your 
psychic meter, 
and eat food 
really well.

e N g i N e e r
A more hands-on 
tree, with powers 
for lifting stuff, 
repairing stuff, 
and thwacking 
stuff with your 
wrench.

S e c u r i t y
Your can sprint 
faster, your guns 
will do more 
damage, and your 
crouch walk 
becomes harder 
to see.

e N e r g y
Heavy-hitting 
powers, like the 
Kinetic Blast, 
which can wreck 
Mimics. Also 
electricity  
and fire.

m o r P h
The Morph trait 
line contains 
Mimic, which lets 
you turn into 
mugs. Does it 
even matter what 
else is here?

t e l e P a t h y
Includes 
Psychoshock, 
which disables 
enemy powers. 
Also, telekenesis, 
an immersive sim 
favourite.
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Everything you 
find can be 
turned into 
something  
you need

and how most Typhon variants are 
designed to be difficult to take down 
– with large health bars and powerful 
or debilitating attacks. Prey isn’t a 
stealth game, per se, and it’s possible 
to play it like a BioShock-style 
shooter. But the toughness of the 
enemies makes the standard guns feel 
underwhelming without a lot of 
upgrades and specific abilities, and 
prioritising combat power comes at 
the cost of unlocking the more 
interesting exploration abilities. The 
upshot of this is I was a good chunk 
into the 30 hours Prey took me to 
complete before I’d unlocked enough 
combat options to feel like I could 
satisfyingly resolve a tough fight.

In some respects that’s as it 
should be – the whole point of this 
type of game is I should be pursuing 
the play style that appeals to me. But 
combat is often unavoidable, 
especially thanks to the confusing 
and seemingly arbitrary AI detection. 
Sometimes I was able to crouch walk 
directly in front of a Typhon without 
any response. Other times, one would 
spot me from the other side of the 
room, despite me being hidden under 
a table. I get that stealth isn’t the 
specific focus, but it’s a valid option 
– one that’s hampered by the 
opaqueness of the underlying rules.

While my predilection for 
exploration options left my combat 
abilities undercooked for a significant 
amount of time, I do still appreciate 
Prey’s resource economy, and how 
interconnected it feels. The linchpin 
of this is recycling and fabrication, a 
way to turn your junk into valuable 
resources used to 3D print almost any 
resource in the game. It’s taken 
decades, but I’ve finally found a 
crafting system that I like.

You can use fabrication stations to 
make virtually anything, from 
weapons and ammo to Neuromods 
and health kits. First, you need to find 
a blueprint, which is a welcome 
excuse to explore. Then, you spend 
some of your four resource pools to 
craft what you need. The resource 
cost depends on the usefulness of the 
item. So foam darts are incredibly 
cheap, but Neuromods are not. 

Resources are collected by putting 
items into a recycler, and collecting 
the material deposits it spits out. 
There’s something inherently 
satisfying about this process. More 
than that, though, it’s effective at 
making you consider what you really 
need. You’ll find plenty of junk, from 
scrap to Typhon organs, but a more 

vital source of materials is ammo 
from guns you don’t use. I found the 
Disrupter – a kind of electrocuting 
stun gun – to be incredibly 
situational, and so the majority of  
the ammo that I found for it was 
recycled into more useful 9mm 
rounds. It’s a cool idea, and light 
touch enough to be liberating.

low gravitas
It also means you’re 
always rewarded for 
exploration, as 
everything you find can 
be turned into 
something you need. I 
loved scouring through 
the station for loot, both 
as an excuse to find a 
way into places I 
shouldn’t be, and because there’s also 
some great stories along the way. 
Where the likes of BioShock and 
Deus Ex like to play up the dystopian 
misery, Prey is also careful to include 
touches of humour in its audiologs 
and emails. It feels like a more 
fleshed out and believable place 
because of it.

I recommend taking time to 
complete sidequests you’ll discover as 
a result of some of these past 
communications, as well as those 
offered by the survivors you’ll meet 
along the way. Sometimes it can feel 
like the rewards you gain at the end 
of such quests aren’t worth the effort, 
especially given how much you can 
fabricate. But narratively, many have 
a strong payoff, and certain quests 
feed into the post-credits ending 
sequence, which strings together a lot 
of Prey’s concepts into an audacious, 
if not wholly satisfying, conclusion.

Unfortunately, some sidequests 
don’t quite land, and for a variety of 
reasons. One – a pretty lengthy 
revenge tale – just sort of ends, and in 

some potentially silly ways. Another 
– this time based around a difficult 
moral choice, with fairly heavy 
emotional stakes for both Yu and 
another survivor – was entirely 
undercut by having a separate 
character call in about a critical 
objective. Repositioning to hear what 
the caller was saying, I accidentally 
triggered yet another character’s 
dialogue. In the end, four people 

were talking over each 
other about different 
missions and I was 
forced to reload and 
try again. It was one of 
a few minor bugs I 
encountered. Another 
was the few times a 
Phantom clipped into a 
door just enough to 

attack me through it.
Many of Prey’s issues are a 

consequence of its broad range of 
options. Attempting to cater to a 
variety of play styles is laudable, but 
also means that Prey isn’t as good a 
stealth game as Dishonored, nor as 
good a combat game as BioShock. 
But while the individual parts have 
problems, Prey is nonetheless greater 
than the sum of them. Prey is worth 
playing, mostly thanks to the strength 
of Talos I as a setting, and the 
excellent environment design. It’s fun 
to explore, full of interesting stories, 
and also looks and sounds great. 
Frequently, Prey’s strengths build to 
create a tense and compelling 
atmosphere. And then it usually 
undermines it all with yet another 
goddamn Mimic. 

79
It’s let down by lacklustre 
combat and some 
irritating enemies, but 
Prey is still a compelling, 
beautiful immersive sim.

v E r D i C t

l o c K b o x 
Oh no, the door is locked.  
Try this instead

1 Finding a keycard is the obvious 
solution, but where? Use the Crew 

Finder to locate the owner.

2 By climbing on these boxes, you 
can transform into a mug (or other 

small object) and roll on in.

3Use the toy crossbow to fire foam 
darts at computers. This one has 

a command to unlock the door.

1

2

3
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Time slows as you
aim Psi powers.

These Transtar guys are just
asking for a class action suit.

You’ll meet up with a few
survivors. Will you help them?

These weird lights spread
over the course of the game.

The opening sequence
is stylish and surprising.



IllumInatIng 
Scanner Sombre is a beautiful, brief, and unexpected follow-up from 

the developer of Prison Architect. By Tom Marks

Slowly filling a 
room is both 
exciting and 

slightly 
unnerving

There’s no limit to using the scanner, 
and you can place an infinite number 
of LIDAR dots on the geometry 
around you, all of which will stay 
exactly where they land. Add in a 
rainbow colour scheme to indicate  
distance, and the effect ends up 
making this one of the prettiest 
games I’ve played in a long time.

The LIDAR scanner 
is marvellous. Slowly 
filling out the corners 
of a room is both 
exciting and slightly 
unnerving – you will 
never know what each 
new area will look like. 
I enjoyed revealing 
what I thought would 
be an empty room, only to catch dots 
on a pillar or a rock jutting into the 
middle of it. My new mission then 
became circling that object to map it 
entirely, which felt like carving a 
landscape. And, as I revealed more, I 
started to get pieces of the history 
behind these caves – coupled with 
some onscreen text to explain what 
was in front of me, albeit in a 
somewhat hamfisted way.

It’s a good thing sending out those 
LIDAR dots is so captivating because 

This is the unexpected, and rather sudden, next game from 
Prison Architect developer Introversion Software. It’s a 
short, but sweet, exploration game in which you make your 
way from deep within a pitch black cave all the way up 
towards the surface. The environment is entirely invisible, 

and the only way to find your way around is by shooting out specks of light 
onto the walls with a LIDAR scanner.

it’s the bulk of what Scanner Sombre 
has to offer. Completing the game 
only took me about two-and-a-half 
hours, which left me conflicted. 
Scanning never overstayed its 
welcome, and I enjoyed using it the 
whole way through – if this were a 
ten-hour game, though, I’d have been 
bored with the concept long before it 

was over. On the other 
hand, interesting ideas 
and interactions with 
the concept were only 
briefly touched on and 
left me wanting more.

An idea I’m glad 
was explored well was 
water: LIDAR dots rest 
briefly on liquid 

surfaces before fading away, and they 
reflect hazy versions of the dots that 
you’ve painted on the walls. Wading 
through water messed with my vision 
and stopped me from scanning, 
deepening my unease. 

That said, other interesting ideas 
aren’t given equal attention. Scanner 
Sombre isn’t a horror game, but it 
drifts towards that genre in its first 
half. Being alone in the dark puts me 
on edge, and when Scanner Sombre 
wanted to make my skin crawl it 

succeeded. After a while, though, that 
suspense disappeared like the walls 
around me. I wasn’t looking for it to 
ramp up to jump scares, but Scanner 
Sombre’s opening hour plays the 
discordant tones of a suspense game 
and then never actually becomes one.

Echolocation
One of the reasons that tone is set so 
perfectly is Scanner Sombre’s 
immaculate audio design. I could tell 
things like what type of surface I was 
walking on or how big an area was 
based just on the audio of my 
footsteps. Stone turns to crunchy 
gravel before I slosh through a 
puddle, and I knew the puddle was 
coming because I heard the drips 
from a stalactite above it. Sound 
paints a picture so vivid I forgot I was 
looking at was invisible geometry 
mapped by coloured dots. 

A little detective work arrives 
towards the end, but just once. I 
found an elevator that needed to be 
powered up with cables running out 
from it in opposite directions. To find 
the buttons that would provide 
power, I had to scan and reveal the 
cables and then follow where they 
led. It wasn’t difficult, but it was a 
nice way to let me engage with my 
surroundings. But this was the only 
part of the game that I played with 
this idea, and it came a stone’s throw 
away from the credits.

It’s not scathing criticism to say 
‘there were good sequences that I 
wanted more of’, but it did leave me 
feeling like Scanner Sombre missed 
its full potential. I am glad 
Introversion had the restraint not to 
milk the LIDAR effect throughout an 
overly-long romp filled with puzzles 
and cheap spooks – but it played with 
the idea so well in little variations 
that it left me wanting more. 

n e e d  t o  K n o w
What is it?

A first-person 
spelunker where you 
paint invisible walls 

with dots of light.

EXPECt tO PaY
£9

DEvElOPEr
Introversion Software

PublishEr
In-house

rEviEWED On
Windows 10, 16GB RAM, 

GeForce GTX 980 Ti

MultiPlaYEr
None

link
bit.ly/scansombre

80
A beautiful, but  
ultimately short-lived, 
expedition that left me 
hungry for more of its  
best ideas.

v E r D i C t

LIDAR stands for 
Light Detection 
and Ranging, or 
just ‘light’ and 
‘radar’ mashed 
together. Here’s 
how it works:

w h a t  i S 
L i d a r ?

1 Shoot a rapidly-pulsing laser at 
something! This is how all good 

things begin, and this is typically done 
from aeroplanes.

2 Measure how long the light takes to 
come back (and other data).

3 Use the range data to produce 
hyper-detailed imagery of 

landscapes and objects, which also  
look really cool.

4 Make a moody Radiohead music 
video with it. 
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I’m sure these subterranean 
cages were used responsibly.

I actually felt a little odd 
covering my tent in dots.

Seems an odd pose for a 
statue, but I’m no art critic.

Hello darkness, my old friend.

The burst scanner creates 
pleasant, perfectly-gridded dots.

Scanning the area may reveal
unusual structures.



The STrife AquATic
Nautical-but-nice sailing game Man o’ War: 

Corsair sinks under the weight of its own ambition. By Matt Elliott

At times the 
game is shaky 
to the point of 

collapse

If you’ve lost track of which tie-in 
game this is – in the time it’s taken 
you to read this, three new 
Warhammer games have been 
announced – Man o’ War is a naval 
action game based on an out-of-print 
Games Workshop tabletop title. You 
can play versus battles, but at its 
heart is a campaign mode which sees 
you sailing around the 
jagged shores of the 
Old World, visiting 
places every 
Warhammer fan will 
recognise. It’s lovely to 
explore a coastline only 
glimpsed in the maps 
of tattered army books. 
What you actually do, 
however, is up to you. 

As the captain of an independent 
ship, you can dock, trade goods, and 
complete missions for the factions in 
the game. Or, if you’re feeling 
piratical, you can hunt down cargo 
ships and make your fortune selling 
stolen goods. Your behaviour affects 
your standing with each race. You 
can happily make a living as an 
Empire privateer, for example, 
preying off its political enemies. 
There’s a wonderful sense of 
freedom, and the world has economy 
worth exploiting. Heard a port is 
suffering from famine? Load up with 
food, sail there and sell it at an 
inflated price. 

The variety of missions is decent, 
too, bringing character to a game that 
would otherwise be (ironically) dry. 
In the first few hours I quelled an 
undead plague on my ship, liberated a 
magical hammer from zealots and 
raced a rival captain while drunk. 
The missions are all simply 
presented, with bare text boxes 
rather than grand cinematics, but it 

There’s something Orkish about Man o’ War: Corsair. Despite 
gimcrack construction, it holds together through force of 
will, delivering flashes of brilliance bolstered by a boisterous 
score and vivid setting. But they’re counterbalanced by 
moments of failure, where the game feels unfinished. Even 

then, as you stare at the floating fragments of vessel this could’ve been, it’s 
an oddly endearing wreck. Gork (or maybe Mork) would be proud.

works in the setting. My favourite 
experiences came from getting swept 
up in the simple moments – hearing 
the music flourish while sailing 
through stormy seas, or watching the 
sun rise after a night spent battling a 
massive shark. It’s a game alive with 
anecdotes, and it benefits from a 
generous imagination.

You’ll need to be 
generous, though. At 
times the game is shaky 
to the point of collapse. 
The essential stuff is 
handsomely done but 
everything feels tired. 
Characters resemble 
Warhammer models 
dipped in unthinned 

paint, and move with an absence of 
grace. Aside from the occasional 
shipwright, every port you visit is the 
same, regardless of how large the city 
is. Combat is fine when you’re firing 
cannons into enemy ships, but 

hand-to-hand engagements look 
weary. Despite this, there’s something 
satisfying about making fighting work 
– I love the feeling of connecting a 
hammer with an Ork’s head – but it 
lacks finesse in a Mount and Blade 
sort of way. Elsewhere, it’s a case of 
great ideas done poorly. Encounters 
with sea monsters are brilliant, but 
they become stale when you figure 
out attack patterns. Most are limited 
to specific areas on the map, too, 
which diminishes the sense of an 
omnipresent threat. It’s also worth 
noting that the release version only 
lets you play as one of the four Chaos 
factions (Khorne – the Manchester 
United of Ruinous Powers). 

World of Waaaghships
These problems contribute to the 
sense that Man o’ War is a fun game 
scuppered by ambition. It almost 
delivers on its promise, but it’s 
superficial. You’ll have moments 
when you feel like a dashing captain, 
but after ten hours the gaps between 
the boards begin to show. It’s also 
suspiciously easy. Many encounters 
give you a thrilling sense of being in 
danger, but the threat isn’t real. That 
said, the fact it tries so hard to cram 
in all these ideas is uplifting, and I 
persevered with it despite the faults. 
Aside from the odd glitch – my 
captain once floated off like 
Tzeentch’s chosen – the problems are 
forgivable if you love the setting 
enough, especially given the lack of 
compelling age-of-sail games. 

If you’re forgiving, there’s genuine 
adventure to be found in Man o’ War: 
Corsair, but it’s impossible to 
recommend unconditionally in its 
current state. You get the sense that 
this is a game that will improve, but 
right now, the asking price is steep 
for a game that feels so wobbly. 

n e e d  t o  K n o W
What is it?

Naval action in the 
Warhammer Fantasy 

open world.

EXPECt tO PaY
£23

DEvElOPEr
Evil Twin Artworks

PublishEr
In-house

rEviEWED On
Windows 10,  

16GB RAM, Intel Core 
i7-7700, NVidia GeForce 

GTX 1070

MultiPlaYEr
None

link
www.manowar 

corsair.com

61
Bold and enjoyable at 
times, unplayable at 
others, Man o’ War: 
Corsair is too leaky  
to recommend right now.

v E r D i C t

B o a r d i n g  a C t i o n
Forgotten GW titles you can play on PC 

g o r K a M o r K a
This green-skinned 
tabletop title is Mad 
Max with Orks, set in 
a post-WAAAGH 
Wasteland, and it 
inspired a combat 
racing game on PC 
and Dreamcast. 
Sadly, it never made 
it to release, but it 
didn’t look great.

n e C r o M u n d a 
A skirmish game 
based in one of 
Warhammer 40K’s 
hive cities, this 
specialist game is 
being brought to PC 
by the team that did 
Mordheim: City of 
the Damned. GW is 
also releasing a new 
tabletop version.

i n q u i s i t o r
A grimdark RPG that 
makes tabletop 40K 
look like Sylvanian 
Families. An early 
access campaign is 
available for the 
horrible-sounding 
PC adaptation, 
Warhammer 
40,000: Inquisitor 
– Martyr.
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Those rats bring an 
otherwise tired outfit to life!

“You get the feeling we’re 
being watched, Cap’n?”

Fleets can recruit wyverns
 – basically a chav dragon.

Sunsets shared with your
swarthy First Mate: romantic.



DeaD Diary
Step into another family home in 

What Remains of edith finch. By Andy Chalk

What remains 
of edith Finch 
is a masterful 

piece of 
storytelling

It begins as a Gone Home-like 
exploration into an empty Pacific 
Northwestern home. The most 
striking thing about the Finch manor 
is how normal it is. It 
looks like a house that 
people lived in, built to 
proper proportions and 
furnished in an entirely 
mundane manner, 
albeit with more books 
than you may expect. 
The sealed rooms are 
strange, but in a way 
that speaks of eccentricity rather 
than anything sinister.

Then I discovered the shrine to 
Molly Finch, who died in 1947 at ten 
years of age. My god, what a ride. 
Molly’s story is as out-of-left-field as 
anything I’ve ever encountered in a 
videogame and it ended on a note of 
unexpected, and disturbing, darkness. 
By the time it was over I believed 
that I’d been faked out, and that 
What Remains of Edith Finch was a 
straight-up horror tale about a ‘real’ 
family curse that only comes out at 
night. But that, like so much of the 
game, was a deft bit of misdirection.

The family stories told in What 
Remains of Edith Finch are filtered 
through the lens of time, and the 
closer they come to Edith’s own life 
the less fantastical they seem. Yet 
while their demises grow less fanciful 
as their lives become familiar, the 
impact of their losses strike more 
powerfully. Most of us probably know 
someone like Lewis, a kind young 
man with a keen mind who just 
couldn’t find his way in this world. 
And even when the story moves into 
unambiguously dangerous territory 
– the death of an infant, which you 
will not just witness but participate 
in – it does so with remarkable grace.

My name is Edith Finch, and I’m a 17-year-old girl with a 
problem: my family has a habit of dying young. Only 
Edie, my great-grandmother, bucked the trend. She was 
also the chronicler of the family history, whose strange 
stories are tied with the estate that housed the clan for 

decades. And now, at the beginning of What Remains of Edith Finch, I’m 
the last one left – and I’ve come to learn the truth about the family curse.

Edith Finch is a guided tale with 
few opportunities to explore off the 
beaten path. There’s no inventory or 
choices to be made, and while 

hotspots require a bit 
of exploring nothing is 
really hidden.

But the stories of 
the Finch family that 
are interspersed 
through Edith’s journey 
more than make up for 
that narrow focus. 
Reading each of Edie’s 

memorials to family members took 
me on a unique adventure through 
different first-person formats: I got to 
know Grandpa Sam through the lens 
of a manual-focus camera, I flew a 
kite with Gus over a beach, I even 

became the ruler of a videogame 
kingdom. None of these interludes 
are complex, but it was amazing to 
see so many different styles handled 
so well in a single game.

Close to home
I was frustrated at first by the 
checkpoint save system but they 
come at a decent frequency and 
became irrelevant anyway: What 
Remains of Edith Finch isn’t a long 
game and it was so enthralling that I 
had no interest in stopping.

There are a decent number of 
settings to fiddle with but the options 
to adjust the controls are almost 
nonexistent. Mouse sensitivity can be 
changed, although even at maximum 
it’s sluggish, and the WASD keys 
can’t be remapped. On the upside 
there are no other controls, so you’re 
not likely to break your brain trying 
to figure it out.

As the branches of Edith’s family 
tree grow closer to her own life, it 
enables her to speak more personally 
about them – a shift in perspective 
that gives her words an emotional 
heft that’s lacking when she’s 
reflecting on someone she never met.  

The end of the game was intensely 
sad, not because of the lost family 
members but because of the lost 
family: I could feel the inevitability of 
Edith and Edie’s looming last day 
together and dreaded it. You will feel 
as though you’ve grown to 
understand these generations of the 
Finch family, and you will miss them 
knowing they’re gone. 

What Remains of Edith Finch is a 
masterful piece of storytelling: deftly 
told, uplifting in places and 
devastating in others. Avoid spoilers 
(I can’t think of a game more in need 
of being unspoiled than this one) and 
experience it. 

n e e d  t o  K n o W
What is it?

A first-person 
exploration of a very 
strange family home.

EXPECt tO PaY
£15

DEvElOPEr
Giant Sparrow

PublishEr
Annapurna Interactive

rEviEWED On
Core i5-6600K, 16GB 

RAM, GeForce GTX-980 
Ti, Windows 10

MultiPlaYEr
None

link
www.edithfinch.com

91
Touching, sad, and 
brilliant: a story worth 
forgiving the limited 
interactivity to 
experience. 

v E r D i C t

m e e t  t h e 
f i n c h e s
The Finch family 
has a tendency to 
die young, but 
some of them 
endure into 
adulthood. Across 
four generations, 
these are the five 
Finch ‘elders’.

o d i n 
1 8 8 0 - 1 9 3 7
Maybe the greatest 
dreamer of them 
all. He died in a 
quest to preserve 
the family heritage 
by sailing the Finch 
home to the USA.

e d i e 
1 9 1 7 - 2 0 1 0
The long-lived 
family matriarch. 
Weaver of tales, 
keeper of secrets. 
She knew the truth, 
and she shared 
pieces of it.

s a m 
1 9 5 0 - 1 9 8 3
He sought out 
death, joining the 
army to fight in 
Vietnam. Charging 
at the curse let him 
elude it – for a 
while, at least.

W a l t e R 
1 9 5 2 - 2 0 0 5
Broken by a 
childhood horror, 
he lived longer than 
most of his family. 
His ending may be 
the most tragic of 
them all.

d a W n 
1 9 6 8 - 2 0 1 6
Edith’s mother fled 
halfway around the 
world to escape the 
family curse. In the 
end, it led her back 
to exactly where 
she started.
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An odd joke to tell a six-year-old,
but not entirely untrue.

Lewis, Edith’s brother, was an 
avid gamer with other ‘habits’.

Grandpa Sam’s story is told 
through the lens of a camera.

The Finch Manor is like a
bizarre rickety treehouse.

The kitchen, the first ‘real’
room you’ll see, sets the tone.

Milton’s presence in the 
house is felt strongly.



Cop out
Beat Cop makes parking tickets fun, 

but at what cost? By Ian Birnbaum

 I have no 
control when it 

comes to the 
overarching 

storyline

As a point-and-click adventure game 
depicting the day-to-day grind of an 
NYPD street cop in 1986, Beat Cop is 
pretty good, a little pressure cooker 
full of stress and tough choices. It’s 
stocked with engaging, likeable 
characters, and I was surprised when 
I started to feel proprietorial over my 
beat and the people in it. As a drama 
centred on a larger 
mystery, though, Beat 
Cop struggles with 
structural and writing 
problems that make 
late story beats land 
with a thud.

Beat Cop draws 
unapologetic 
inspiration from 
schlocky ’80s cop dramas: the main 
character, Kelly, was a hard-charging, 
trigger-happy detective, but he got 
busted down to patrol duty after a 
highly-politicised shootout at a 
senator’s mansion. 

Behind the times
The setting and pixel-arty graphics 
are lovely and grim, but Beat Cop’s 
stupid approach to racist and 
misogynist dialogue lacks any 
particular message, with characters 
spewing slurs aimlessly as though 
celebrating simpler times. Decades 
ago, cops could probably get away 
with calling black people ‘darkies’ 
and Asian people ‘slant-eyes’, but 
even in 1986 the targets of those 
words didn’t join in on the laughs. As 
a whole, it’s is like watching Blazing 
Saddles if it had been written by 
someone who didn’t have any kind of 
social commentary in mind. It 
offends everyone equally, but not 
everyone is in on the joke.

I found the game’s mystery and 
action compelling enough that the 

I have written 15 parking tickets – and if I want a bonus, I’ll write a 
few more. I’ve helped the owner of a sex toy store get rid of a body. 
The Italian crime family wants me to make some evidence 
disappear, and the local gang is furious because I arrested two of 
their drug dealers. I haven’t even had time to grab a donut. When a 

car theft call comes over the radio at the other end of the block, I’m so 
exhausted and hungry that I just can’t run there in time.

tone-deaf dialogue didn’t ruin the 
entire game for me – it felt more like 
an annoying off-note. From the day 
Kelly’s new beat starts, he’s got 21 
days to clear his name before the 
senator takes him to court. Each day 
serves as a self-contained chapter, 
and they all begin at the precinct 
station. Daily objectives focus on 

ticket quotas: write ten 
parking tickets, tow 
five cars, cite four 
drivers for broken 
taillights. Kelly hits the 
street to meet his quota 
and keep the peace in 
his corner of New York.

Kelly’s beat is a 
sidescrolling adventure 

game level one block wide. The 
character walks where the mouse 
clicks, spending eight-hour shifts 
talking to citizens, arresting 
criminals, and writing tickets. 
Between his official duties, he fields 
phone calls and investigates his own 
case on the side. The pressure of 
these daily objectives does a great job 
of ramping up stress and adding 
structure to the days. 

The way Beat Cop creates a dozen 
competing priorities and points them 
all straight at Kelly is the key to 
making mundane work like parking 
patrol challenging. Kelly has to make 
arrests and write tickets, or he’ll get 
fired. Arresting the Italians or the 
neighborhood gang makes them 
angry, and if they get too angry, they 
will kill Kelly. Regular alimony 
payments put him under financial 
pressure, so accepting the occasional 
bribe is a necessity. As the clock 
ticked down each shift, juggling all 
these important jobs created a 
relentless, frantic pressure that I 
ultimately found myself enjoying.

Daily challenges aside, the bones of 
the game is Kelly’s experience with 
clearing his name and solving the 
mystery of the shooting at the 
senator’s house. Even though this 
mystery is well-written and 
intriguing for the most part, Beat Cop 
makes some weird design choices 
that really bummed out the fun I’d 
been having.

For all the control I have over the 
ability to falsify tickets and take 
bribes, I have absolutely no control 
when it comes to the overarching 
storyline. All of the main story beats 
happen inside of scripted dialogue 
exchanges, and the sudden loss of 
self-determination was really jarring. 

Game over
Weirdly, one recurring shady 
character comes by every few days to 
offer an escape: for $2,000 he’ll set 
me up with a new ID and a new life 
in Mexico. I was pretty shocked 
when this option simply ended the 
game. I reverted my save to before I 
paid for the ticket, wondering why on 
Earth a game would give me an 
option to Game Over myself halfway 
through a mystery. There’s also a 
truly terrible puzzle late in the game, 
on Day 18, a word salad riddle with 
no clear solution that I had to look up 
just to get the game finished. The 
conclusion wasn’t quite worth it. 
Beat Cop feels like two distinct and 
ill-fitting halves of the same cop 
drama idea. If it were a relatively 
tone-deaf, endless sandbox adventure 
where I maintained my beat, wrote 
my tickets, and solved some crimes, I 
would have enjoyed it a lot more than 
I did. The larger corruption-centred 
story arc wasn’t handled well, and it 
brought a lot of poor design choices 
into an otherwise interesting twist on 
the sidescrolling adventure game. 

N e e d  t o  K N o w
What is it?

Sidescrolling adventure 
starring an NYPD  

neighborhood cop.

EXPECt tO PaY
£12

DEvElOPEr
 Pixel Crow

PublishEr
11 bit studios

rEviEWED On
 Windows 10, i5 4690k, 

8GB RAM,  
Nvidia GTX 970

MultiPlaYEr
None

link
www.beatcop 

game.com

65
Half enjoyable adventure, 
half clunky mess, Beat 
Cop is a talented rookie 
in need of a long talk  
with HR.

v E r D i C t
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Thank you for 
visiting 
Brooklyn, as 
featured in Beat 
Cop. In an effort 
to be inclusive, 
we have 
included all 
demographic 
backgrounds. 
Please choose 
one that best 
describes you 
(Select one).

p r o C e s s i N g  i N f o r m a t i o N

Other

Deli owner

Laundry operator

Mafia don

Drug dealer

Pervert

Fabulous
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Balancing your priorities is
stressful in this game.

Beat Cop alternates between 
endearing and offensive.

The street itself is a pretty
slice of old New York.







You know what, you’re right. Do you 
want to go over to your desk and 
fetch your rule book and throw it at 
me? Fine. I’ll wait here, playing 
Bayonetta, enjoying the relentless 
spectacle of scale, explosion and 
metaphysical 
imagination. All while 
relearning the combos, 
enemy tells and 
dodge-based combat so 
satisfying that it should 
have left this entire 
genre dead from 
perfection. And yes, I’ll 
be laughing at the 
liberating, joyful camp of Bayonetta 
herself: this jubilant porn-addict’s 
idea of an empowered woman. 

What’s the matter? Couldn’t find 
your rule book? That’s because I tore 
it up, when I decided to review 
Bayonetta here. Now excuse me 
while I moonwalk out of your office.

If you’ve been playing Platinum’s 
robot brawler, Nier: Automata, you’ll 

You may say that I shouldn’t write about Bayonetta in They’re 
Back, the pages for re-released games. Critics have been 
having opinions about this brawler for eight years, but this is 
the PC debut of the game. You may sit in a Costa car park, 
drinking your Mocha Cortado, and say that a review here is 

redundant. “It’s been reviewed properly, in the real bit of the magazine,” 
you whisper furiously into the tiny, impotent hole in the coffee cup lid.

recognise the basics of combat – light, 
heavy, gunfire, well-timed dodges. 
But Nier pits you against  
slowly-adapting, slowly-levelling 
machines with lots of running 
around. Bayonetta is tight combat 

corridors and a 
breathless barrage of 
vivid enemies to 
master. In Nier, 
progress seems 
inevitable. In 
Bayonetta, you need to 
learn, or suffer the 
indignity of Easy 
Automatic. Nier asks 

you to think about the nature of free 
will, sentience, and to feel conflicted 
as you murder. Bayonetta wants the 
slaughter-fuelled teenager inside you 
to laugh himself to ejaculating point. 

I know what you’re thinking. “Yes, 
talking about the game is all very well 
and good, but we, the gamers, 
demand an appraisal of Bayonetta’s 
feminist credentials. Because as 

gamers, like we just mentioned, we 
all enjoy a benevolent surplus of 
empathy, and need to study the wider 
cultural impact of our pleasures.” 

Angels And demons
Well, we all retrofit our morality to 
support our gut feelings, and 
Bayonetta is so feelgood that I’m 
willing to say, without analysing 
myself, that Bayonetta is feminist. I 
have read thinkpieces that say she is 
the male gaze incarnate, and 
thinkpieces that say her don’t-need-
no-man mission to look after herself 
is an ouroboros of Bechdel 
compliance. And because this is 2017, 
I’m sure there’s a heavily-upvoted 
article that says Bayonetta is 
anti-men, becuase Enzo and Luka are 
cucks. As for me, all I’ve got is my hot 
male guts, and I can’t shake my belief 
that I don’t have to question my love 
for Bayonetta. So I can sleep easy, 
knowing I am woke. On the other 
hand, there’s instakill QTEs, so 
maybe it is sexist. Who can say? 

N e e d  t o  K N o w
What is it?

A complex and amazing 
action game, finally on 

our PCs. 

EXPECt tO PaY
£15

DEvElOPEr
PlatinumGames

PublishEr
Sega

MultiPlaYEr
None

First rEviEWED
PCG 305, 93%

link
www.bit.ly/
pcbayonetta

93
That’s me, baby. 
Breaking all the rules of 
They’re Back to review 
the games I want to since 
May 2017.

v E r D i C t

LIPSTICK-’EM-UP
BAYoNettA is the unforgiving witch who’ll have you grinding for halos.

Couldn’t find 
your rule book? 
That’s because 

I tore it up
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Kick it in the head
until it falls down.

Realities collapsed by Jon Blyth

Angels take on 
many forms.
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Oh, god. The thematic integrity of 
They’re Back has been 

compromised beyond repair. Games 
are rushing in through cracks in time. 
Half-Life 3 is a heartbreaking 
point-and-click walking simulator 
told from the point of view of an 
Antlion who has returned home to 
discover her family missing. 
Remember the F-Stop gimmick that 
Gabe Newell said was so amazing, all 
those years ago? Turns out it’s just a 
self-censoring minigame where you 
have to press space whenever your 
character goes “fff…”, to stop her 
swearing in front of a baby. Anyway, I 
think this melancholy narrative-
driven puzzler is great 
because I am sensitive and a 
nice boyfriend. 

HALF-LIFe 3

9 9

The density of pure potential 
gameplay has punched a hole 

straight through our tender 
multiverse, like an oily kebab of 
possibility. Everything that is, was, or 
might have been has arrived to be 
reviewed. Vinyl Johnson Cow is a VR 
real-time strategy propaganda 
simulator in which basic resources, 
such as wood, vinyl, health and 
happiness, must be fed into a cow 
using a replica of Boris Johnson’s 
face, until the cow is successfully 
milked. But those vestigial teats flap 
empty in the hot breeze, his blind 
eyes squinting as his cracked lips kiss 
the moistureless air. In an 
unexpected bonus, one of the 
cow’s hoofs contains a 
lockpicking minigame. 

VINYL JoHNSoN Cow 

1 0 0

The brief has been broken. The 
impossible score has been given. 

Adrift in the infinity of every possible 
game, I am at the end of my writing 
career. I can have an opinion on 
everything at once: in this dimension, 
the ego of the critic can be fed to 
fullness. This is the end of my 
six-year tenure at They’re Back, and I 
can get back to running my pub in 
Nottingham. It’s called The King 
Billy, you should come in and say 
hello sometime. Bye bye. Love 
you. No, I’m not crying. It’s… 
duct lube. 

eVeRYtHING

7 2

Just for the internet: 
this is a joke.

Finally, VR’s 
killer app.

But who could step into Jon’s
shoes? Find out next month.

M ad from the 
transgressive thrill of 
that last review, not to 

mention the giddy joy of kicking 
the modern hornet’s nest of 
‘mentioning sexism’, I’ve gone full 
contemporary. This is definitively 
not what They’re Back is about, and 
I don’t care! Flinthook is retro, yes: 
there’s the brilliant driving 
soundtrack, which evokes the best 
of the SID Chip God, Rob Hubbard. 
The pixel art, too, throbs with 
effortless character. Retro, yes: but 
utterly new. And I’m reviewing it 
here, baby! All bets are off! Hoo!

Flinthook is an immediately 
appealing, smooth mover. Just 
grappling your way around rooms is 
entertaining enough, even without 
enemies to deal with or treasure to 
nab. This is why retro is more than 
plain nostalgia. Have you played 
Manic Miner, recently? Try it. You’ll 

realise that everything you enjoyed in 
the past was based in the fact you 
didn’t know any better. Then you’ll 
wonder what amazing games in 2050 
will make you look back in scorn on 
everything you’re doing now. 

Flinthook slaps those excellent 
platforming essentials onto a 
roguelike. A simple and  
brilliantly-paced roguelike where 
your character’s perks and your 
growing competence are casually 
outpaced by the increasingly 
nightmarish acrobatic and combat 
challenges. The intensity is tempered 
with a limited, but quickly recharged, 
ability to slow down time. You slow 
down too, but on the harder rooms 
this breathing space is essential and it 
keeps the game’s balance exquisite. If 
Flinthook is your first platformer, just 
like Manic Miner was 
mine, you’re going to be 
spoiled for a long time. It’s 
effortlessly brilliant. 

9 2

HooK SHoT
FLINtHooK is retro-looking but modern.

EXPECT TO PAY
£11

DEvElOPEr
Tribute Games

PublishEr
In-house

N e e d  t o  K N o w

Time is a 
flat circle.



Get the full 
flight sim 

experience.

REVIEWS
More Ryzen reviewed this 
month, plus two decent 

motherboards.
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We’ve got PCs for all budgets 
here, updated every month for 

your convenience. 
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By Ed Chester
group test

U P G R A D E

Seven of the best flight controllers

FLIGHT  
sTIcks

98    July 2017



With the recent 
resurgence in 
space sims, 
flight sticks 
have become 

an important piece of kit. You can 
get by with a mouse or pad, but 
for the full experience a dedicated 
peripheral is the way to go. 

To see what sort of choice you 
have, we’ve tested seven of the 
most popular flight sticks you can 

buy, which range in price from a 
reasonable £39 to over £300. So, 
whether you’re exploring the far 
reaches of space in Elite 
Dangerous, or safely piloting a 747 
we’ve got you sorted. 

Each is assessed for build 
quality, design and, of course, how 
it feels to use. We also tested 
using a variety of games to see 
which controller was best suited 
to which style of game. 

  July 2017    99
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Group Test

Q&A
How much should I spend?
High-end setups can set you 
back hundreds of pounds 
but you can pick up 
serviceable ones for under 
£50. The more you spend, 
the more buttons and other 
features you get.

Do I need a separate 
throttle controller?
Contrary to what you might 
think, it’s the more realistic 
games that benefit least 
from throttle controls, as the 
slower pace of such games 

means you can easily 
achieve the same effect with 
keyboard shortcuts. It’s the 
likes of dogfighting in 
Battlefront where having 
rapid control of your speed 
gives you an edge. 

How many buttons do  
I need?
Not many. Two or three 
conventional buttons, one 
hat switch and a trigger on 
the joystick, plus a throttle 
control, is enough for most 
combat games. The closer 
you get to sim-oriented 
flying, the more buttons 
you’ll need.

Dictionary 
HOTAS - An acronym for 
‘Hands On Throttle And 
Stick’. These are controllers 
that are designed to have 
one hand resting on the 
joystick and the other on the 
throttle control. 

Hat switch - A 
multidirectional button akin 
to the D-pad on a modern 
controller. Their pointed 
hat-like shape makes them 
easy to push with your 

thumb, without having to 
shift your grip. They come in 
four-way or eight-way 
configurations and are most 
commonly used to control 
your direction of view for 
in-cockpit flying.

Axi - Not of evil. These are 
your directions of 
movement. Normal joysticks 
control pitch (look up and 
down) and roll (tip left and 
right) while the third axis, for 
space simulators, is yaw 
(look left and right).
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A HOTAS system, it combines a throttle control and 
joystick onto a single platform but it’s still spacious 
enough not to feel cramped. You also get a basic 
rudder control conveniently located on the front 
edge of the throttle, leaving the joystick to control 
just pitch and yaw. 

Other than that, it’s fairly bare-bones, with just 
one hat switch on the top of the joystick alongside 
two more buttons. Below these are a single trigger 
and thumb button, while below the throttle are four 
oddly massive extra function buttons. 

It feels very plasticky, and were it just the joystick 
on its own it would be unsteady. However, as the 
system requires two hands, it stays secure. 

The action of the throttle and joystick are also 
surprisingly good, offering an accurate response 
that makes flying a joy. The buttons are mushy, but 
they’re not poor to the point of being frustrating. 

If you’re just starting out with space 
and flight sims, the Black Widow XE is a 
good place to start.

1 2

spEEDLInk BLAck WIDoW XE
www.speedlink.com £39

It’s also ambidextrous, or at least the joystick is. The 
top section is symmetrical, and its sides can be 
removed and swapped out for pieces suitable for 
lefties. The bottom of the joystick isn’t symmetrical 
so it’s not a perfect swap, but it’s better than most. 

That array of buttons at the top consists of a 
front trigger, a hat switch and three more buttons 
that can be thumb-activated. Not a huge selection, 
but enough to get by.

The base of the joystick is also home to a second 
throttle-style control and an array of 12 buttons. 
These aren’t conveniently placed and are a bit hard 
to tell apart by feel alone, so they’re not perfect.

As for throttle, it uses an unusual linear sliding 
action where the whole thing glides forward and 
back on rails, rather than rotating about a point. Its 
not our preferred option but it works well enough. 

The combination works well together, however 
the awkward ambidextrous button 
layout, plastic feel and cheesy glowing 
lights mean it doesn’t fully win us over.

THRusTmAsTER T.1600m Fcs 
HoTAs www.thrustmaster.com £100

 A bargain control system, the Speedlink Black Widow XE is 
the cheapest flight controller featured on our group test. That 
said, it doesn’t cut back on quality: it packs in a admirable set of 
features for its modest price. 

 The Thrustmaster T1600M is a fantastic midrange flight 
control system. It provides the full set of three-axis control in 
the joystick and a separate throttle control, making it perfect 
for all flying scenarios. 

83% 80%

1

3

2
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The joystick offers three-axis movement and is 
festooned with buttons and three hat switches. The 
throttle control offers left and right control, plus a 
mass of buttons and hat switches that all fall nicely 
under your fingers. Then, on the base, are even 
more switches and dials for extra functionality.  

The problem is features per pound isn’t our only 
criteria, and this flight controller has some issues. It 
looks cheesy and feels plasticky, and while it’s 
understandable that you’re not going to get the 
build quality of the Warthog for this price, a slightly 
less ‘gamer’ plastic approach would’ve been nice. 

The biggest problem, though, is the joystick. It 
uses a spring-and-cup tensioning system and lets 
you to swap out the spring for alternatives that are 
included in the box. I didn’t get on with any of them. 

All suffered from the same issue where the stick 
is stiff initially then the resistance drops as the 
spring buckles. Some users may not 
mind this, but none of the other 
controllers on test had the same issue.

sAITEk pRo FLIGHT X56 RHIno 
www.saitek.com £160

Built almost entirely from metal, it weighs a colossal 
amount. Nearly every switch is proper military 
grade, too, with metal levers and the sort of 
reassuring switch action that only well-made 
equipment can manage. 

You also get a mass of controls. The joystick is 
home to index and pinky triggers, three hat 
switches and several buttons, while the throttle has 
more than a dozen other switches. 

The throttle control itself is a downside – 
because its stalks are plastic, it doesn’t feel as tough 
as the rest of the system. Otherwise, the throttle 
and joystick action is superb. The latter, in particular, 
is far above everything else in this test. 

All this and it’s available for a reasonable price in 
the UK. The only other thing letting it down is a lack 
of third-axis control, making it not ideal for space 
sims, without the addition of rudder pedals. 

It also has a steep learning curve, so 
we’d recommend trying others first 
before taking the plunge.

THRusTmAsTER HoTAs 
WARTHoG www.bit.ly/hotaswar £330

 If ‘features per pound’ was the only scoring criteria in this 
test then the X56 Rhino would easily steal the top spot from the 
rest. This two-piece flight control system is absolutely packed 
with features. 

 On the extreme end of the spectrum, this is the biggest, 
heaviest, most expensive joystick on test. Modelled after the 
control system of the A10 aircraft from which this flight system 
gets its name, the Warthog is a serious piece of engineering. 

80% 87%
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sAITEk G pRo FLIGHT  
YokE sYsTEm  www.saitek.com £135

cH pRoDucTs FLIGHT sTIck 
pRo www.chproducts.com £85

65
Despite looking like it could be the cheapest joystick 
here, the flight Stick Pro built is to a standard that 
feels fantastic to use. 

It also helps that the design is almost 
symmetrical. The only non-symmetrical features 
are the trim dials on the base, but considering 
they’re largely a set-and-forget feature it’s no trouble 
having them in a slightly inconvenient position. 

What’s more, the joystick design and button 
layout is comfortable and easy to use. The thumb 
buttons and hat switch are easy to reach, and they 
have a superb click action. Joystick movement is 
also superb, a perfect balance of weighty and 
resistive but not stiff and inaccurate. 

The big downside is the lack of third-axis control 
so you’ll need to use this joystick with a rudder or 
keyboard. Even then, twist joysticks offer a more 
intuitive experience for space sims so this may not 
be the best choice for those games. 

If, however, all you need is a good 
joystick, you can’t go wrong with this.

Rather than a joystick that pivots on a single ball 
point, a yoke is like a steering wheel that also pushes 
in and out to control pitch. This makes for a more 
considered style of input. The two-handled design 
also makes this yoke far more comfortable to use 
for long periods of time. 

The downside is that it’s far more difficult to 
make rapid movements. Try and dogfight using this 
thing and you’ll be a slow-flying duck. You also miss 
out on rudder control so you’ll need to buy foot 
pedals separately – unlike some joysticks, you can’t 
easily rely on your keyboard for rudder control as 
you do need to have two hands on the yoke. 

You do get a few extras, though. There’s a nice 
three-stick throttle control, with rocker switches on 
it, plus the yoke includes a hat switch, trigger and 
several buttons on the left and right sticks. There’s 
also a programmable LCD display in the centre. 

This is a well-put-together controller 
that’s great for flight sims, but its remit 
is a little too specific for most players.

The CH Products Flight Stick Pro is a bare-bones joystick that 
offers just four buttons, one hat switch and two-axis control, yet 
it costs £85. As you may have guessed, though, the controller’s 
secret is in its quality. 

 Now it’s time for something a little different. This particular 
flight controller from Saitek is designed specifically for use with 
classic flight simulators, and especially slower, larger 
commercial aircraft scenarios.

73% 77%
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LoGITEcH EXTREmE 3D pRo 
joYsTIck www.logitech.com £40

stACKeD up

1
2

3
4

5
6

7

Thrustmaster T.1600m FCS Hotas

Speedlink Black Widow XE

Thrustmaster Hotas Warthog

Saitek Flight X-56 Rhino

CH Products Flight Stick Pro 

Saitek Pro Flight Yoke PZ44 

Logitech Extreme 3D Pro joystick

40

12

1

  PRICE (£)   PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLS   HAT SWITCHES

7
As its name suggests, this joystick offers three-axis 
movement via a twisting handle, making it suitable 
for space and terrestrial flight, which is something 
very few alternatives offer at this price. 

All of that movement is joined by a host of other 
buttons and a small but adequate throttle control. 
Meanwhile, on the joystick itself you get a main 
trigger and a thumb button, plus four buttons and a 
hat-switch on the top.

The overall feel of the 3D Pro is good, too. Its 
shape fits nicely in the hand and its movements are 
smooth and precise. It’s a shame the grip design 
isn’t ambidextrous, but, for righties, it is fine.

The major compromise is, of course, build 
quality. The whole unit is plastic and lightweight. 
Crucially, though, it still sits securely on the desk, 
with no tendency to tip over in the heat of battle. 

Overall this is just a great little joystick for a 
decent price. If you’re just dipping your 
feet into flight or space sims, this is an 
ideal place to start.

 Ridiculous as it may seem to put such a cheap joystick at the 
top of our pile, the fact of the matter is that the Logitech G 
Extreme 3D Pro offers loads of features for its price, making it 
an ideal entry level all-rounder. 

90%
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Joystick Axes
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AMD  
Ryzen 5 1600X
www.amd.com £240

 Six cores, and 12 threads makes this a heavy hitter. Well, sort of. It’s hard to ignore just how much of 
an incredible proposition Ryzen is to any looking at joining the ranks of streamers and people who make 
videos across the globe. But what about gaming? That’s Ryzen’s Achilles heel, right? 

The answer isn’t as easy as the majority of fanboys 
would believe. Ryzen has problems. Specifically at 
higher framerates (120+), stuttering in older titles 
that no longer have developer support. Ultimately, 
each Ryzen processor will operate from multiple 
core complexes (two, in fact). Each complex is 
capable of housing four individual cores that can 
communicate with one another. The latencies 
within each complex are low, but as soon as 
Windows starts scheduling processes 
across both complexes, latency increases, 
in turn creating irregularities. 

That said, Ryzen is fine in developer-supported 
titles, at high-res and lower framerates. If you’re 
looking to game at 1440p or 4K, Ryzen is only few 
frames behind its competition. 

The 1600X is a jack of all trades, it presents 12 
threads of power at a phenomenal price. It feels like 
we’d be doing you a disservice suggesting you buy 
anything other than Ryzen today.  

BAse/TuRBo CloCk: 3.6GHz / 4.0GHz  /  CoRes/ThReADs: 6/12  /  

liThogRAphy: 14nm  /  CAChe: 20mB  /  MeMoRy suppoRT: 64GB DDR4 

@ 2666mHz  /  MAX pCie lAnes: 20

C P U

The very best in gaming 
hardware, reviewed
By Zak Storey

REVIEWS

90%

U P G R A D E

1 C o r e  C o U n t
More cores and 

more threads make 
Ryzen the king when it 
comes to Twitch 
streaming and video 
content creation.

2 o v e r C l o C k i n g
The overclocking 

situation is still a little 
lacklustre on this one. 
You can crank all four 
cores up to 4GHz.

3 P r i C e
At £240, the Intel 

equivalent to  
Ryzen is the Core 
i5-7600K, a four-core,  
four-thread processor. 
For a total of a third of 
the processing power. 

4  F U t U r e 
P r o o F i n g

The six cores, solid 
single-core performance, 
and hefty chipset should 
sort you out for the next 
four to five years.
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ROUND-UP

M o B o

M o B o

MSI’s X370 aesthetic may not be for 
everyone, but it’s hard to argue with 
just how well equipped it is. With two 
M.2 PCIe x4 slots, one featuring MSI’s 
heat shield, and reinforced PCIe and 
DDR slots, the list is vast as to what 
this motherboard can support.

Although integrated 
graphics hasn’t been featured 

Msi X370  
gAMing pRo CARBon
www.msi.com £175

Two memory slots allow for dual-
channel DDR4 for a total of 32GB  
of up to 4133 MT/s memory. The 
others are replaced by a DIMM.2 slot, 
usable with Asus’ add-in card, 
allowing you to run two M.2 PCIe x4 
NVMe SSDs via the DRAM bus, 
enabling zero bottlenecks 
outside of thermal throttling.

 I’ve spent the last month combing over all of AMD’s motherboards, trying to 
find out just which offers both the best value. This was the clear winner.

 It’s nice to see AIB manufacturers do something crazy for once, and the 
Apex is a marvel of mechanical engineering and an overclocking masterpiece.

It’s expensive, but it’s still more 
affordable than a Formula or Code. 

ChipseT/soCkeT: z270 / LGA1151  /  FoRM FACToR: ATX  /  

MeMoRy suppoRT: 64GB DDR4 @ 4133 mT/s  / 

 M.2 / u.2 suppoRT: 2X m.2  /  sATA suppoRT: 4X sATA 

6GB/s  /  ReAR i/o: 6X UsB 3.0, 1X UsB 3.1 Type A, 1X 

UsB 3.1 Type C, InTeL GIGABIT eTHeRneT, 5.1 AUDIo, 

opTICAL oUT, HDmI, DIspLAy poRT, 2X ps/2 poRTs.

on the lineup yet, I suspect that the 
Ryzen 3 series may be APUs.

ChipseT/soCkeT: X370 / Am4  /  FoRM FACToR: ATX  /  

MeMoRy suppoRT: 64GB DDR4 @ 3200 mT/s  /  M.2 / u.2 

suppoRT: 2X m.2  /  sATA suppoRT: 6X sATA 6GB/s  /  

ReAR i/o: 2X UsB 2.0, 4X UsB 3.0, 1X UsB 3.1 Type A,  

1X UsB 3.1 Type C, InTeL GIGABIT eTHeRneT, 5.1 AUDIo, 

opTICAL oUT.

Rog glADius ii
Asus £80

 RGB for everyone. The Gladius is 
its own entity now, and a far cry from 
the Deathadder clone we saw with the 
first iteration. The design is 
comfortable and well built, the cable 
dependable and the palm grip 
feels just right. The only 
hiccup? The price.
www.asus.com

g413 CARBon
Logitech £100

 I’ve been using this keyboard for a 
while, and it’s safe to say I’m in love. 
The crisp aluminium finish is lush, the 
no-fuss red backlight is enjoyable, the 
clean design outstanding and the 
USB passthrough just what I need. 
Couple that with Logitech’s own 
Romer G switches, and a 
relatively tidy price tag, and 
you have me sold.
www.msi.com

ARCTis 7
SteelSeries £158

 Wireless headsets with a ski  
band for a headrest, what’s not to love 
about the Arctis 7? It’s comfortable, 
clean-looking and generally a 
well-rounded headset. The 
headphone drivers could use some 
love, widening that soundscape and 
whacking up the bass, but 
otherwise they’re a solid 
pair of cans for the price.
www.steelseries.com

87%

78%

94%

84%95%
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Asus  
MAXiMus iX ApeX
www.asus.com £285



Budget build
PC gaming is for everyone. Pick the parts you want to 

build a new, well-rounded PC for a good price.

Mid-range build
You want to run every new game at 1080p 60fps. This 

recommended build will see you through.

Advanced build
You’re looking for the best PC on the market and 

superior components. But you still want to spend smart.

Build the best PC for your budget

y o u r  n e x t  P C

BUYER’S GUIDE

KEY

B U D G E T

M I D - R A N G E

A D V A N C E D
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T O T A L
£ 8 8 4

BUDGET 
BUILD

Enjoy 1080p gaming without 
breaking the bank

Pentium G4600
Intel £80
Two cores, four threads and a lot of single 
core IPC performance. This core performs 
just as well as an i7-7700K in games.

H270M Bazooka
MSI £84
Kaby Lake has landed and the 270 series 
chipsets with it. MSI’s Bazooka H270M is a 
perfect fit for our new CPU.

Fury Black 8GB @2400
HyperX £64
DDR4 packs higher speeds, better energy 
efficiency, and larger capacities. 8GB is still 
perfect for most games, too.

EVGA 500W 80PLUS Certified 
ATX12V/EPS12V
EVGA £48
A reliable PSU with enough juice to run your 
CPU and a reasonably power-hungry GPU.

CS1311 120GB SSD
PNY £50
It’s a budget offering, but for £50 and with 
sequential reads and writes of 550 and 
520MB/s, it’s hard to argue with.

Caviar Blue 1TB 7200rpm
Western Digital £42
One terabyte of old-fashioned hard storage 
is the perfect home for all of your media, 
backups and AAA titles.

Neos
Bitfenix £37
The Neos provides decent airflow, good 
support for 3.5-inch hard drives, and a fairly 
painless build experience.

Asus VE247H
Asus £110
1080p resolution, 60fps – it’s a monitor 
made for PC gamers. Coupled with the RX 
480, playing on this will be silky smooth.

K30
Corsair £47
It may not be mechanical, but it’s still a 
classy act for any would-be gamer looking to 
build themselves a sweet entry-level rig. 

HyperX Cloud
Kingston £60
Our favourite gaming headset, and it 
happens to be as cheap as plenty of inferior 
cans. A good buy for any gaming rig.

Rival 100
SteelSeries £35
SteelSeries’ Rival lineup is ideal for those 
looking to get a quality gaming mouse at a 
respectable price.

GTX 1060 3GB SC
EVGA £202
The small form factor GTX 1060 packs as 
much power as last gen’s GTX 980, ensuring 
you hit that 60fps sweet spot with ease.

Xbox 360 Wired Controller
Microsoft £25
The king of controllers, and cheap at the 
price. When you’re button-mashing, this USB 
device won’t let you down.

N E W 

E N T R Y

N E W 

E N T R Y
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Savage Black 16GB @2400 MHz 
CAS 12 
HyperX £140
Thanks to insanely low timings, these two 
8GB sticks of DDR4 are more than enough.

MID-RANGE 
BUILD

Our recommended build for 
playing the latest games

T O T A L
£ 1 , 6 7 6

Kraken X31
NZXT £53
To get the most out of a good CPU you need a 
cooler to match. The Kraken X31 is powerful, 
quiet and great for overclocks.

Z270 Gaming M3
MSI £143
Likely the best value-for-money board out 
there, the Gaming M3 comes phenomenally 
well equipped, and with a cool aesthetic.

Core i5-6600K
Intel £201
The 6600K is £20 less than the newer 
7600K, which amounts to a 5% overclock, 
and it’s not locked to Windows 10.

Windforce GTX 1070 8GB
Gigabyte £364
The 1440p killer, Gigabyte’s GeForce GTX 
1070 will run quiet, cool and absolutely keep 
you at 60fps, even at WQHD.

850 EVO 250GB
Samsung £87
Samsung retains its top spot on the SSD pile 
with the fantastically priced, very speedy 
850 EVO. Still the best price/performance.

RMx 650W
Corsair £92
Nothing like having a quality power supply. 
Get a decent cable kit for this one and you 
can easily spice up your rig.

K70 LUX RGB
Corsair £158
Available in red, brown or blue switches, with 
a USB passthrough and all the features we 
loved the original K70 for. Almost perfect.

Castor
Mionix £50
Mionix’s Castor is a dream to use, supportive 
like a glove. With clutter-free software and an 
optical sensor, it’s hard to go wrong.

Eclipse P400S TG
Phanteks £80
The clean lines, intuitive build features and 
fantastic price cements the Eclipse as our 
midrange case of choice.

Caviar Blue 1TB 7200RPM
Western Digital £42
SSDs are great, but they’re still far from 
cheap. This 1TB HDD will hold as many 
games as you can handle.

Q2778VQE
AOC £206
This entry-level 1440p monitor is perfect for 
those looking to upgrade from 1080p. It’s  
cheap and still looks sleek.

HyperX Cloud
Kingston £60
Even for our medium build, we still 
recommend this decently-priced headset. 
There’s nothing better for the money.

Buyer’s Guide
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ADVANCED 
BUILD

Go above and beyond with a PC 
powerful enough to end worlds

T O T A L
£ 3 , 4 0 5

Crosshair VI Hero
Asus £250
The best Ryzen board out now. It provides a 
stable backbone for any early adopter 
looking to join the red core revolution.

Ryzen 5 1600X
AMD £240 
Six cores, 12 threads and powerful single 
core performance makes this ideal for 
gaming, streaming, rendering, you name it.

GTX 1080 Ti Founder’s Edition
MSI £700
The king of high end performance right now. 
Don’t be fooled by its 11GB of VRAM, this will 
crush games at all resolutions. 

Kraken X62
NZXT £150
The Kraken is the culmination of three of our 
favourite things: an infinity mirror, a 280mm 
radiator and slick braided cooling.

Rival 700 
SteelSeries £70
Swappable sensors, back plates, 3D printed 
rear guards and an OLED display. The most 
comfortable, adaptive mouse we’ve used.

MX300 1.1TB SSD
Crucial £256
At 1TB, this SSD from Crucial is fantastic 
value, and more than big enough for all of 
your AAA gaming titles.

AGON AG271QG
AOC £613
It’s £200 cheaper than Asus’s PG279QG, and 
we can’t tell why. 165Hz, IPS, G-Sync, 4ms 
response... this is the perfect screen.

HX750i 80 Plus Platinum
Corsair £132
Modular, custom cable kits, and a platinum 
efficiency rating. What’s not to love about 
this Corsair PSU? Nothing, that’s what.

960 Evo 250GB M.2 PCIe SSD
Samsung £143
A cost-effective OS drive delivering 
sequential read and write speeds of  
3200MB/s and 1500MB/s respectively.

Savage Black (4x8GB) 32GB 
@2666
HyperX £280
Take advantage of that CPU with some 
serious memory. 32GB of DDR4 should do it.

K70 LUX RGB
Corsair £158
Even when money is no object it’s hard to 
argue against Corsair’s latest K70. A no-fuss, 
solid piece of aluminium craftsmanship.

Enthoo Evolv ATX TG
Phanteks £163
The 5mm thick aluminium panels resonate 
with svelte professionalism, and the interior 
makes building inside this a dream.

ATH-AG1X
Audio-technica £240
What’s life without a nice set of cans? The 
ATH-AG1X set is the pinnacle of headphones, 
and it’s super comfy to boot.
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I  
wish I was more excited 
by Bulletstorm’s return. 
It was a ludicrous FPS, 
cruelly rendered 
inoperable by Games for 

Windows Live. The release of the 
remastered Full Clip Edition should be 
cause for celebration. Once again, I can 
steer a bullet into the ballsack of a 
bandit. You don’t get any more capital-v 
Videogames than that.

Full Clip Edition is good, because 
Bulletstorm is good. But sometimes 
being good isn’t enough, especially 
when I’m asked to pay £30 for a working 
version of a game I’d already bought. 
This likely isn’t Gearbox’s fault – it was 
EA who published the original, now 
defective version. That doesn’t lessen 
the sting of having to buy it again.

The other reason I’m souring on 
Bulletstorm is my own fault. I, of my own 
volition, started a playthrough as Duke 
Nukem. I didn’t have to do this. I knew 

going in that I’d hate it, but I couldn’t 
help myself. This is my story.

Duke Nukem is available to owners 
of Duke Nukem’s Bulletstorm Tour – a 
DLC ‘bonus’ given out to preorderers of 
the Full Clip Edition. I’m fascinated by 
this: pointless preorder bonuses are 
nothing new, but this is such a bad idea 
that it seems designed to put people off 
preordering. It’s an anti-bonus, it makes 
the game actively worse.

The problem with Duke Nukem 
being in Bulletstorm is that Duke Nukem 
isn’t a character. At his best – in Duke 
Nukem 3D – he’s a soundboard of 

this is such a bad idea that it 
seems designed to put people 
off preordering

This was a bad idea and they 
shouldn’t have done it. 

  P H I L  S A V A G E
THIS MONTH 
Hashtag ‘busy cringing’.

ALSO PLAYED  
Torment: Tides of Numenera

stolen action movie quotes. And while 
Bulletstorm may have a reputation for 
vulgarity, its language has a purpose. 
Consider the line “cock-fucker-rimjob-
piece-of-shit”, delivered by the actual 
protagonist, Grayson Hunt. It’s a 
beautiful line, delivered with all the 
machismo of an aging soldier trying to 
mask his own sadness. Yes, it’s puerile 
and childish, but that’s sort of the point 
– and, outside of the context, the order 
and rhythm of the words feels poetic.

Pre-order ham
One of my favourite things about 
Bulletstorm is that, despite being filled 
with caustic, hateful characters, it is 

Getting reacquainted with Duke Nukem in BuLLETSTOrM: FuLL CLIP EDITION

“I knew going in that I’d hate it, but I 
couldn’t help myself. This is my story”
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N
ot to get too inside baseball 
about all this making a 
magazine lark, but when a 
game isn’t interesting 

enough for a Reinstall, it’s allowed to go 
here instead if the writer feels they have 
something to say about it. Shadows of 
the Empire is doomed to this tiniest slot 
in Now Playing – I couldn’t live with 
myself if I dedicated four pages to the 
highly-dubious adventures of Dash 
Rendar while we still haven’t done Dark 
Forces, for example. You deserve better, 
and you’re going to get it. 

Here’s a brief history of Star Wars 
hero Dash, as told by this ancient game. 
He’s a blatant Han Solo copy, 
conveniently slotted in the shreds of 
story between The Empire Strikes Back 
and Return of the Jedi, where his 
copycat status isn’t as noticeable since 
actual Han is frozen in Jabba’s palace. 
Dash takes part in the Battle of Hoth, 
becomes pals with Luke Skywalker, 
successfully defeats IG-88 and Boba 
Fett in armed combat, then he blows up 
a pirate space station – the blast of 
which seemingly kills him too, handily 
pushing him out the way before Han 
Solo comes tumbling out of his 
carbonite tomb, all sweaty and 

handsome. Dash is perhaps the 
embodiment of why Star Wars’ current 
caretakers chose to bin the Expanded 
Universe and start again. He basically 
existed for the purposes of this daft 
arcade game from the ’90s, and to sell 
some tie-in novels and action figures.

Fake emPire
Shadows of the Empire is not fondly 
remembered among the very strong 
crop of ‘90s Star Wars games on PC. Yet 
I do think it has a place, as an arcadey 
and superficial contrast to the more 
serious or tricky tie-ins of the time - the 
likes of the X-Wing and Dark Forces 
series were clearly aimed towards 
adults. This lets you jump into a 
snowspeeder then bring an AT-AT down 
within five minutes, or race on a speeder 
bike through Mos Eisley, or navigate an 
asteroid field filled with TIEs. It was a very 
early 3D shooter.

None of it is particularly refined, but 
it’s a nice quick shot of Star Wars, 
superior to most of the later prequel 
trilogy tie-in games. Kids these days 
can’t move for new fiction set in this 
universe, but the ’90s were a fallow 
time, which is why that golden age of 
Star Wars games resonated so strongly. 
They were the primary source of 
starship combat, clashing lightsabers 
and overuse of John Williams’ classic 
score until the films made their return. 
For all of Shadows’ otherwise rough 
elements among that crop, even a 
budget Han Solo, one wearing a terrible 
jacket with a bad beard, was better than 
no Han Solo at all. 

nonetheless likeable and even 
somewhat charming. Duke Nukem is 
neither likeable nor charming, and he has 
no place being here. Moreover, his 
presence feels so awkward. His lines are 
crudely pasted over Grayson’s, meaning 
everyone else still refers to him as 
“Gray”. Sometimes he unfunnily 
comments on this. Other times he 
unfunnily parrots the original dialogue 
(even when it makes no sense for him to 
do so). Most of the time, he unfunnily 
chimes in with a quip or non sequitur, 
always worse than the original dialogue.

Humour is subjective, of course. I’m 
predisposed to not finding Duke funny 
because I think he’s a witless cretin with 
all the charisma of decomposing ham. 
But even I was surprised just how 
mundane his dialogue was here. I lasted 
just over hour, up to the point where, 
apropos of nothing, Duke shouts 
“hashtag ‘busy killing’”. I quit, 
embarrassed and a little sad. 

What’s frustrating is that Duke 
Nukem isn’t unsalvageable. He’s a relic 
of an outdated era, and there’s fun to be 
had in a game that treated him like the 
irrelevance that he is. Gearbox could, for 
the first time in his existence, turn Duke 
into an actual character – not cool or 
badass, but endearingly awkward. But if 
the best they can do is hashtag jokes, 
maybe it’s time he was sent off to the 
big polygonal stripclub in the sky. 

The GOG version easily works
with a controller, too.

The shooting is 
still good though.

He’s not even got the 
same colour palette.

  S A m u E L  r o b E r t S
THIS MONTH 
Pretending to be a man 
pretending to be Han Solo.

ALSO PLAYED  
BioShock Remastered, 
Bayonetta

’90s Star Wars trash in SHADOwS OF THE EMPIrE

“A budget Solo was 
better than no Solo”
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T
he words ‘Giggity, 
giggity, giggity’ and a 
splash of emoji poo icons 
are splashed across my 
Battlefield clan’s Discord 

channel, again. It seems one of our 
three magnificent but demented 
Swedish members, C-West, has logged 
on and said hello. Although he’s only 
been in the clan a couple of years, he’s 
one of our most popular chaps – a real 
bastard to kill in the tank, but a guardian 
angel at reviving squadmates.

Since the release of Battlefield 1 he’s 
taken on something of a celebrity status 
in the clan, appearing on Discord 
perhaps a couple of times a month to 
trade creative insults and remind us that 
the Battlefield he’s playing is still better 
than the Battlefield we’re playing. Each 
time a new game in a series comes out, 
sadly, but inevitably, there are always 
some players who flake away or simply 
get left behind.

The real tragedy is, of course, that 
this time it’s C-West who’s playing the 
new Battlefield 1 and it’s the rest of us 
who have gone back to Battlefield 4.

WW1 was a brilliant gamble that has 
paid off for BF1, but I feel, on PC at least, 
that Battlefield is a modern warfare 
game at heart – choppers support 
tanks, tanks support infantry, and 
infantry support each other in squads. 

Too much of that has been lost behind 
BF1’s flashy filters, bumbling old 
weapons and spray-and-pray combat.

SwediSh legend
But after nearly 2,000 hours of 
Battlefield 4, I still haven’t found a medic 
rifle and attachment combo that I feel 
settled with. Now I think C-West can 
help. For three years it’s been a case of 
trying different guns until I find one I like, 
and sticking with each one until I need a 
change. It’s almost like I’ve been too 
busy playing the game to take a step 
back and look at improving how I play.

I never want to use exactly the same 
setup as another clan member, because 
it feels like many of us have found our 

“The kills are rolling in. I’m kicking 
myself for not stealing his gun sooner”

own niche, (and, unlike in Battlefield 1, 
there are plenty of ways to customise 
weapons and there’s a huge arsenal to 
discover). So the next time C-West 
comes to join us, I ask him what his 
favourite rifle setup is. He’s no longer 
playing Battlefield 4 with us, so there’s 
no problem with him giving up the 
details on what gun he uses, right?

He tells me he’s been using the 
L85A2, with a Coyote red dot sight, a 
flash hider to conceal the gun’s muzzle 
flash without affecting bullet velocity, 
and a stubby grip to combine medium 
weapon control with high accuracy. But 
what’s C-West’s new favourite gun in 
BF1? ’Don’t you guys just throw horse 
shoes at each other?’ I ask.

I boot up BF4 and join my favourite 
rush server. It’s one of just a handful of 
good, active servers, but is always busy. 
Once I’ve figured out how many bullets 
the new gun takes to put an enemy on 
the floor, the kills start rolling in. A few 
more chaps from the clan join and soon 
the opposing team are struggling. I’m 
kicking myself for not stealing his gun 
setup sooner.

While I’m happy with my new gun 
setup, C-West would be the first to 
remind me that I’m not getting more 
kills because of his configuration, but 
because all of the best players have 
moved onto Battlefield 1. 

  J o H N  S t r I K E
THIS MONTH 
Bought ‘sticky toffee cheddar’ 
at a remote cheesemongers. 

ALSO PLAYED  
Command & Conquer

 i still haven’t found a medic 
rifle and attachment combo 
that i feel settled with

This is how Battlefield 4 looks with 
its graphics set to ‘Badger’s Ass’.

BF4’s loadout screens have
more sub-menus than, er, Subway.

‘Borrowing’ a wayward clan-mate’s rifle setup in BATTLEFIELD 4.
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I  
f the Warriors of Chaos 
are the biggest bullies in 
the Warhammer 
playground, Beastmen 
are like the smaller, 

nastier kid who wipes bogies on your 
bag and sniggers when you get shoved 
in the urinals. That’s how I play them in 
Total War: Warhammer, anyway. The 
only problem with this is that they start 
on the opposite side of the map to the 
Bigger Boys of Chaos, and as a horde 
army, it only takes one catastrophic 
defeat to end your game.

Things are going well this time, 
however. I’m stamping north with a full 
stack of braying Gors, flattening towns 
and ambushing feeble Bretonnian 
forces. I strike from nowhere, emerging 
from hidden beast-paths (like public 
bridleways, but more profane) and 
sneak back to my camp every time I’m 
outnumbered. It’s deliciously evil. It’s 
harder to play Beastmen since Creative 
Assembly added prancing Wood Elves 
to the game, because they hate Chaos 
enough to leave the safety of the forest 
home, but I manage to steal a few 
victories. At one point I manage to 
ambush one of their lords while she’s 
alone, but she kills my favourite shaman 
in a heroic last stand. I decide to move 
on. I will miss you, Gruk, Living Filth. 

Spared the attention of the elf-swine, 
my campaign starts to go well. Too well, 
in fact. I roll through the Border Prices 
and Tilea, burning everything, and my 
Chaos brothers in the north flatten the 
Empire. An Ork WAAAGH! wipes out the 
Wood Elves. Bretonnia soon follows. I 
meet the victory conditions for the short 
campaign, but I haven’t sacked enough 
settlements to finish the game. Worse 
still, I’m growing short of people to kill. 

into the badlandS
I push east into the Badlands and take 
my frustrations out on the Dwarfs. 
Sadly, my Chaos buddies have had the 
same idea, and we end up rushing to 

finish them off like the Russians and the 
Americans hurrying to Berlin at the end 
of World War II. I fall out with Archaon 
the Everchosen after I slightly murder 
his ally Kholek Suneater, but we make 
up. But even with the Dwarfs crushed, I 
haven’t razed enough cities to ‘win’. My 
only option is to head to the northern 
wastes and attack the Norscan factions 
of Varg and Skaeling, but I couldn’t do 
that – they’re on my side, right?

I burn the final Norscan city and… it’s 
still not enough. The map is a beige 
wilderness, and I haven’t plundered 
enough places to meet the victory 
conditions. There is a plan C, however. 
My Beastmen accountants have 
managed everything so well that I’m 
fabulously rich, so I start showering the 
remaining Ork tribe with gifts in the 
hope they’ll establish new settlements 
for me to sack. It’s like a savings 
account with ritual sacrifice. It doesn’t 
work. As I stare at the wasteland I’ve 
created, I’m reminded, somewhat 
unusually, of ’80s ballad China in Your 
Hand: “Don’t push too far your dreams 
are china in your hand. Don’t wish too 
hard because they may come true. And 
you can’t help them.” Perhaps if I’d 
listened to T’Pau’s warning, my dreams 
of a victory wouldn’t be shattered like a 
teacup beneath my hoof. 

  m A t t  E L L I o t t
THIS MONTH 
Leaned that power ballads can 
inform us about conquest.

ALSO PLAYED  
Man o’ War: Corsair,  
Dawn of War III

i fall out with archaon the 
everchosen after i slightly 
murder his ally

TFW a pointy-eared elvish princess kills 
your favourite Beastman shaman.

Discovering that chaos needs order to flourish in TOTAL wAr: wArHAMMEr

“As I stare at the wasteland, I’m 
reminded of an ’80s power ballad”

Renaming someone ‘Living Filth’ 
is actually a huge compliment.
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1 �StarCraft

Slow��
Game�Jam
FREEwARE We have all the 
time in the world

B
lizzard’s remastered 
version of StarCraft is 
coming sometime this 
Summer, with 
widescreen and 4K 

support, improved online features 
and higher-definition art assets and 
sound – all of which sound like very 
welcome additions indeed. But if 
you’re impatient – not to mention a 
little light on funds – you can play 
the classic version of StarCraft for 
free right now. In anticipation of 
the re-release, Blizzard has 
removed the price tag from both 
the original game and its sole 
expansion, Brood War. And not for 
just a free weekend, or anything 
like that, but for the foreseeable 
future. While you will need a  
Battle.net account to play online, 
you can enjoy the single-player 
campaigns without going online 
and without having to retrieve the 
game discs from your dusty attic.

S
ometimes you just need 
to slow the heck down in 
life, and to aid with that 
here are three games 

from the recent Slow Jam that are 
going nowhere in a hurry. Explore a 
desert island, ride a train through an 
endless city and experience life as a 
garden creature in these three 
glacially-paced freeware gems.

To coincide with this exciting news, 
Blizzard has put out a fresh patch for its 
19-year-old game which adds a pile of 
welcome features, including a 
windowed fullscreen option, a new 
Observer mode, and compatibility with 
more recent versions of Windows. 
Rather excitingly, you will be able to fight 
online against people playing the 
remastered version of StarCraft when 
that arrives, so you shouldn’t have any 
trouble finding a game.

While StarCraft has largely been 
superseded by its sequel in the West, 
it’s still a national pastime in South 
Korea. So much so that, after Blizzard’s 
game shed its price tag, presidential 
candidate Moon Jae-in released two 
free StarCraft maps, presumably to 
curry favour with younger voters. 
Maybe give them a play after you 
download this, for curiosity’s sake if 
nothing else.

DOWNLOAD AT  bit.ly/StarCraftFree

S n a i l � P a r t y
This inspired survival adventure mirrors the 
snail’s painfully slow, laboured journey 
through life, by having you type out every 
action, repeatedly, including ‘crawl’, ‘hide’, 
‘eat’ and even ‘chew’.

bit.ly/SlowGame3

4 e v e r � t r a n S i t � a u t h o r i t y
Trains can be a pretty zen experience, at 
least on the few occasions when they’re not 
delayed or broken down. Ride through an 
endless city environment in this 
mesmerising transit game.

bit.ly/SlowGame2

C h i l l � a n d � C h a r t
How are you with maps? Dropped on a 
desert island with a sheet of paper and a 
few coloured crayons, Chill and Chart asks 
you to draw a map of your surroundings.

bit.ly/SlowGame1

2
Not too much has changed, so you 
might want to wait for the remaster.

FREEwARE Play Blizzard’s seminal sci-fi RTS for free
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3 ��Great�fire�of�
mineCraft

A
round a year ago, the 
Museum of London 
announced an initiative 
involving Minecraft: an 

undertaking so grand in scale that 
it’s only recently been completed. 
It’s all to do with the Great Fire of 
London (and if any tabloid hacks 
are reading this, it might be a 
stretch to blame that one on 
videogames). The project consists 
of three maps, with the first 
recreating a section of 17th century 
London, encompassing Pudding 
Lane, London Bridge and Saint 

Paul’s Cathedral. There’s treasure 
to find and audio clips relating the 
history of the event.

Stage two is a bit more hectic, 
giving you the unenviable job of 
trying to stop the spread of the fire, 
while finding time to bury Samuel 
Pepys’ famous cheese and wine. 
The third and final stage involves 
strolling through the haunting 
ruins of the city, before rebuilding 
London as you see fit. What a great 
use for Mojang’s crafting game.

DOWNLOAD AT  bit.ly/MinecraftLondon

i’m�Still�here
Y

ou wouldn’t think this was a 
7-Day Roguelike to look at it. 
Instead, it’s more of a 
motorcycle-based 

shoot-’em-up set on an empty, eerie 
moon, with fine-tuned physics that will 
take a while to master. The bike feels 
great to control, with a nice sense of 
weight and acceleration and a nifty 
handbrake move that spins it around on 

the spot. You’ll find yourself zooming 
around the barren desert battling 
hordes of horrible bandits in some of 
the most satisfying vehicular combat 
since Mad Max. Downed foes will reward 
with loot or supplies, which you can use 
to improve your motorcycle, or to keep 
the ruddy thing mobile in the first place.

DOWNLOAD AT  bit.ly/RidersOfRhea

riderS�of�rhea

1 BuRNiNg RuBBeR
Like most bikers in the 

future, you’re equipped with a 
shield, although this can only 
take so many hits.

2 Rogue LegaCy
you’ll need to manage 

your fuel, heat and water to 
stay alive. you can cool your 
bike for better performance.

3 CyCLe paTH
The bikes leave attractive 

trails in the dirt, reminding 
you where you’ve been, and 
leaving reminders of battles.

3

2

1

MAps Remaking history, block by block

T
his is a game about 
turning to the internet for 
help – and if you’ve ever 
done a Google image 

search to investigate medical 
symptoms, you’ll know how unwise 
that can be. Rather than freaking out 
about a new mole, you’re inquiring 
about ghosts in this short and funny 
adventure, as one appears to reside 
in your new house. There’s a bit of 
walking around, but the meat of I’m 
Still Here involves sitting down at 
your laptop and typing things into 
‘Wahoo! Answers’, using 
autocomplete to navigate your way 
to Q&As that match your complaint. 
For a better time, let autocomplete 
lead you astray, down one of the 
weird and worrying rabbit holes that 
also exist in the real world internet.

DOWNLOAD AT  bit.ly/StillHereGame

5

as you can see, it’s an impressive
recreation of London.

4

FREEwARE Tense vehicular combat in a wasteland

FREEwARE Well do you 
mind clearing off?
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6 �a�ClaSh�of�KinGS I
t’s been a while since we last checked in on 
Mount & Blade: Warband mod A Clash of 
Kings, but as it recently hit version 3.1, it’s 
high time for a return visit to the troubled 

realm of Westeros. In the years since the 1.0 release 
lead modder Cozur and others have enlarged this 
Game of Thrones mod considerably, adding plenty of 
major and minor characters from the books and TV 
series, while increasing the scope of the world with 
extra factions, settlements, lords, troops and so on. 
Notable additions include the Night’s Watch and its 
wintry fortress Castle Black, roaming horsemen the 
Dothraki and piles of lore-appropriate troops and 
weapons to wield. More importantly, if you’ve not 
played the mod since version 1.0, the ever-entertaining 
Tyrion Lannister is now included in here somewhere.

Alas, dragons and White Walkers are not on the 
cards for the future – for logistical and lore reasons 
– but perhaps Cozur will consider them for A Clash of 
Kings II, which will be developed for TaleWorlds’ 
Mount & Blade II: Bannerlord. In the meantime, 
there’s more than enough to keep you occupied. Along 
with Crusader Kings II’s A Game of Thrones mod, this 
is a must-have download for Thrones fans.

DOWNLOAD AT  bit.ly/WarbandClash

Mod  It’s reigning men in this Warband mod

T
hey are calling it a demo, 
but really this is the return 
of shareware – Bethesda 
and Arkane having sliced off 

a portion from their delectable 
immersive knife-’em-up and released it, 
somewhat surprisingly, for free. We say 
‘surprisingly’ because the game has 
been out for ages, but also because this 
trial is massive, encompassing three of 
the game’s nine missions, or in terms of 
length about a fifth of the game. Playing 
as either Corvo or Emily, you’ll first 

escape from Dunwall Tower, before 
exploring the sun-bleached city of 
Karnaca and embarking upon a mission 
in the creepy Addermire Institute. If 
you’re anything like me, you’ll spend 
hours rinsing each location for secrets, 
and it’ll hardly be a wasted effort, as 
you’re able to import your save into the 
full game. If the rough launch put you 
off, this is the perfect way to find out if 
Dishonored 2 will run on your PC.

DOWNLOAD AT  bit.ly/Dishonored2Demo

8 �diShonored�2�trial
dEMo Corvo blimey, play three missions for nowt

haPPy�Birthday,�
from�Stardew�
valley

A
fter saving up to buy gifts 
for your friends and 
paramours in the hit life 
sim, you’ll finally be able 

to enjoy the same thanks to this 
long-overdue mod. Happy Birthday 
lets you pick, well, a birthday for your 
farming socialite: a date that will be 
remembered by your chums. Not 
only will they wish you a happy 
birthday when the day comes, but 
some will even provide you with gifts. 
The loveliness of each present will 
depend on your relationship to the 
person in question: if you don’t know 
them from Adam, then expect, say, a 
charred potato.  
DOWNLOAD AT  bit.ly/StardewBirthday

7

Not pictured: eye-gouging
and Walks of Shame.

it’s a huge demo, that ends
when things get interesting. 

Mod Finally, those idiots 
will give you gifts for once
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1001�roGueS

Overclicked
Three highlights from 
1-Bit Clicker Jam

R
oguelikes are already 
near-endless, as they 
reconfigure the world 
every time you kick the 

bucket, shuffling items, tiles and 
enemies about. But browser-based 
death labyrinth 1001 Rogues takes 
things a step further, by generating a 
fresh story every day. Play this today 
and you might be a space marine 
slaughtering mutants, play it 

tomorrow and you’ll be battling 
mythological creatures. While it will 
play similarly each time, the sprites, 
item names and colour palette will 
shift about. It’s unclear how many 
stories there are – 1001, perhaps? – 
but given the game’s brevity, and pile 
of scenarios, don’t be surprised to find 
yourself returning to this daily.

DOWNLOAD AT   bit.ly/1001Rogues

9 �1-Bit�CliCKer�GameS

H
ere’s a jam with an 
unusual set of 
restrictions, but that 
nevertheless resulted 
in a bunch of 

engaging games. If you’re 
wondering what the ‘1-Bit’ part of 
the 1-Bit Clicker Jam means, 
exactly, it’s come to be recognised 
as a term for monochrome pixel 
art, so expect lots of white and 
black from the entries, along with a 
vague ‘clicking’ theme.

There are more than a few great 
entries, but the standout is probably 
Fairy Song: a beautiful exploration 
platformer starring an adorable fairy. 
You’ll fly around a minimalist, yet 
sumptuously-illustrated, world, 
interacting with strange creatures and 
solving the odd puzzle, as you figure out 
why you’re there and what your goal 
could be. It’s a peaceful game that won’t 
take too much of your time. When 
you’ve played it, be sure to try the 
following entries too.

3 � C i t y � C l i C K e r S
a detailed SimCity clone with a gorgeous 
aesthetic, and a mildly annoying use of the 
clicking theme. you have to hammer a 
mouse button each time you build a house.

bit.ly/ClickerJam3

2 � l i B r a
a MacVenture-style point-and-click that 
sees you exploring a creepy house. it’s not 
quite finished, and the interface is a little 
fiddly, but the atmosphere’s on point.

bit.ly/ClickerJam2

1 � C l i C K � t o � S u r v i v e
one of the few games to take the theme to 
heart, you’ll loot post-apocalyptic houses in 
this wonderfully presented survival game 
by clicking over and over and over again.

bit.ly/ClickerJam1

10

FREEwARE You might need a new mouse after this lot

wEBGAME Here today, gone tomorrow
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ADVENTURE GAMES
The very best pointing and clicking on PC. By Andy Kelly

ThE SEcRET of  
MoNkEy ISlAND

 Guybrush Threepwood is a charming, 
eager, and slightly foolish young lad who 
wants to become a pirate, a dream you’ll 
help him realise. This classic adventure 
from Lucasfilm Games is full of colourful 
characters, absurd puzzles, and 
quotable dialogue, and is considered by 
many to be one of the finest examples 
of the genre. The insult swordfighting 
minigame, which sees you exchanging 
ludicrous insults with rival pirates, is a 
particular highlight.

BRokEN SwoRD: ThE 
ShADow of ThE TEMplARS

GABRIEl kNIGhT:  
SINS of ThE fAThERS

 While there is some humour in this, the first Gabriel 
Knight adventure, it’s more serious than the other games 
I’ve mentioned so far. Playing as the titular Knight, voiced by 
Tim Curry, you investigate a series of sinister occult-like 
murders in New Orleans. It has a wonderfully dark neo-noir 
atmosphere, and the deeper Knight digs, the stranger 
things get. Just avoid the remake and play the original.

S  ome of the most 
beloved and fondly 
remembered games 
on PC are graphic 
adventures. They 

come in many forms, and vary 
wildly in quality, but storytelling, 

puzzle-solving, and a sense of 
humour are almost always at the 
forefront. The following games are 
great examples of all three, whether 
you’re solving a sinister occult 
murder in New Orleans or chasing 
a killer clown through Paris.

T h E  c l A S S I c

c h A l l E N G E  y o U R S E l f

S o l V E  A  M y S T E R y

S T A R T  h E R E

G   
eorge Stobbart, an 
American tourist in Paris, 
is almost killed in a cafe 
bombing. He takes it upon 

himself to catch the culprit and, along 
with journalist Nicole Collard, gets 
caught up in a conspiracy involving an 

ancient cult. This atmospheric 
adventure brilliantly weaves 
fascinating real-world history into its 
compelling story, with smart puzzles, 
a likeable hero, and a genuinely funny 
script. Broken Sword is an ideal entry 
point for the genre.

DAy of ThE TENTAclE
 This adventure is set across three 

distinct time periods – colonial 
America, the ‘present’ day (circa 1993), 
and a far future ruled by evil tentacles –
which factors into the puzzle design. 
The three playable characters can 
change things in the past to alter the 
future and trade items across time. But 

be warned: the game can be 
maddeningly difficult, and will have 

you reaching for a guide. But the 
humour does a good job of 

keeping the rage at bay.
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S  
et on the Orient Express 
in 1914, days before the 
beginning of WW1, this 
adventure is like 

stepping back in time. It captures the 
political and social issues of the 
period and also provides you with an 
intriguing mystery to solve. The 
interface and the way you navigate 
the train are a little confusing, and 
the real-time structure occasionally 
makes it feel a little too stressful, so 
this is one for seasoned adventurers.

T  
here’s some gold in Sierra’s Police Quest 
series, which cleverly places you in the shoes 
of a cop, but Open Season is the one to avoid. 
Despite having an interesting premise – you’re 

a LA detective investigating a series of murders in the city 
– it’s ponderous, badly designed, and horribly written. The 
idea of following police procedure is fun at first, but quickly 
forgotten about. Not worth it, even as a novelty.

polIcE QUEST:  
opEN SEASoN

ThE lAST ExpRESS

1 V E R B  w A l l
Actions are chosen from a long list of 

verbs. The sheer number of options can 
make games with this interface more 
challenging, but also more interactive. Seen 
in Monkey Island and Day of the Tentacle.

TOP TIPS
Three interface types

lIfE IS 
STRANGE

 This adventure is light on puzzles, but 
tells one of the best videogame stories 
of recent years. It follows a girl with the 
ability to rewind time, which she uses for 
simple things, like reversing an 
embarrassing mistake, to bigger things, 
like saving her town from annihilation.

ThIMBlEwEED pARk
 Developed by adventure game veteran Ron Gilbert, this 

multi-character epic is set entirely in the fictional town of 
Thimbleweed Park. Its open structure means you can easily 
drift away from a puzzle that’s causing you trouble and try 
another one, which gives it an enjoyably leisurely pace. And 
the puzzles are incredibly satisfying to solve, avoiding the 
infuriating leaps of logic that plague many early adventure 
games – even the good ones.

T A k E  y o U R  T I M E

G E T  E M o T I o N A l

p U R I S T ’ S  c h o I c E
2 c o N T E x T U A l

A super simple interface favoured by 
modern adventures. When you click on an 
interaction point, the character does one 
prescribed thing. Sometimes you can look 
too. Seen in Broken Age, Life is Strange.

3 V E R B  c o I N
A limited selection of verbs appears 

over an object. A lot more streamlined than 
the verb wall, but still gives you more 
options than a contextual interface. Seen in 
Full Throttle and Curse of Monkey Island.

A V o I D  T h I S
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B
etween the fantastic 
exploration of the 
early game and the 
good-when-it-worked 
galactic crisis of the 

endgame, Stellaris tended to lose its 
momentum. Players would hit a 
point where, once they’d carved out 
a decent sized empire, they’d sit 
and wait, unsure whether to try to 
make peace or war. Whichever they 
chose, it was on their terms. Rare 
was the time when you were 
provoked into action.

The first thing that struck me about 
Stellaris 1.5 is that all that has 
changed. The AI is far more 
aggressive. Only a few hours into my 
game the local Hive Mind had taken 
the homeworld of a neighbouring 
technocratic empire and had eaten 
every man, woman and child it could 
find. Not to be outdone, the 
technocrats forged a new federation 
of local xenophiles and within a 
generation had retaliated and 
destroyed the Hive Mind completely.

Later, a planet of slaves from a 
nearby autocracy revolted, took over 
their planet and pledged allegiance to 
my empire. This forced me to scrap 
what I was working on as new 
worlds opened up for my arctic-
loving buddies to colonise. Only 
things weren’t so simple, because 
their former masters had geared up 
for war. This event, spurred by unrest 
within an AI empire, had completely 
changed the direction of my game. 
Perhaps I was lucky – there is always 
an element of randomness in these 
games, but every time I found myself 
settling into a routine, the political 
situation would suddenly flare up 
and I’d change direction.

A lot of that is down to the 
revamped internal diplomacy system. 

Those unhappy slaves had formed an 
egalitarian faction which demanded 
freedom. When denied, they rose up 
using their superior numbers to free 
themselves by force. Similarly I’d 
started as egalitarian xenophiles, but 
found myself relying on a faction of 
fiscal conservatives to prop up my 
political influence.

Internal governance is the main 
theme of Stellaris’ 1.5 update. One of 
the key features is Civics, which lets 
you customise your government style. 
Civics are a thinly-disguised stat buff, 
yet they feel characterful. A military 
republic where only those who have 
served in uniform can vote feels 
different from a tribal warrior 
culture, even though the difference is 
merely that one has a better navy and 
the other a better army. Like the best 
parts of Stellaris, they exude a sci-fi 
feel that eclipses their overall 
mechanical significance.

better worlds
For those who pick up the Utopia 
DLC there are also specific 
government types that change the 
game significantly. Unfortunately 
they do this by removing options, 
rather than adding them. The Hive 
Minds are never unhappy, meaning 
you never need to worry about 
factions and rebellions. This seems to 
mark them out as a beginner option, 
but does so by removing one of the 
game’s most entertaining features. 
Meanwhile the Fanatical Purifier 
Civic removes the option to conduct 
diplomacy in exchange for a military 
boost. This may seem simpler still, 
but it’s really Stellaris on hard mode 
as all empires despise you so utterly 
that you’re constantly fighting wars. 

Another addition in 1.5 is a new 
resource called Unity, which has its 
own tech tree named Traditions. 
These are cheaper the fewer planets 
you have, which means that smaller, 
more co-ordinated empires can stay 
competitive with their sprawling 
neighbours. It’s a nice shakeup that 
allows for more approaches. The only 
downside is that Unity is plentiful 
and things to spend it on are not, so 

even pacifist xenophiles find 
themselves unlocking improved 
orbital bombardments.

If you have Utopia, buying 
Traditions will also unlock even more 
powerful boosts called Ascension 
Perks. By far the most interesting of 
these is Psionic Ascension, which not 
only gives you stat boosts to your 
people, but also allows you to enter a 
realm known as ‘The Shroud’. 
Essentially it’s a big text adventure, 
which presumably represents group 
meditation. During these blissed-out 
adventures you can make bargains, 
leading to new technologies, 
empire-wide buffs and occasionally 
accidentally spawning giant killer 
energy beings. It’s great.

The second best thing you can do 
with Ascension Perks is build stuff. 

They open up a variety of classic feats 
of sci-fi engineering, from habitable 
space stations, to giant resource 
generators such as the Dyson Sphere. 
These structures help provoke 
conflict in themselves, in that all 
Empires will be warned if you build 
one, and it is possible to capture one 
by moving your borders around it.

Beyond this the perks remain 
powerful, but not game changing. 
Turning a species into robots seems 
cool, but isn’t too different from 
genetic engineering, and neither of 
these paths offers anything as cool as 
Shroud adventures.

Utopia isn’t perfect, but it shakes 
up boring parts of the game, which is 
what Stellaris needed. No longer am I 
leaving games after a dozen hours out 
of boredom. Instead I’m scrambling 
to react to emerging situations, or 
being murdered by bird fascists. 
Utopia is Stellaris’ first essential DLC. 
Here’s to many more. 

StellariS

It Isn’t perfect, 
but It shakes up 

borIng parts of the 
game, whIch Is what 
stellarIs needed

  n e e d  t o  k n o w
release
April 2017

PuBlIsHer
Paradox Interactive

DeVelOPer
Paradox Development

lINK
www.stellarisgame.com

Utopia is anything but, which is what makes it so fun. By Tom Hatfield
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a  t o u r i S t ’ S  G u i d e  t o  t h e  S h r o u d  Three things to do in the deep purple

1Buy some new engines that 
might tear a psychedelic hole 

between dimensions, opening up 
new possibilities.

2  Stumble 
across a 

prophesied 
immortal god 
emperor.

3End galactic civilisation as we know it. 
Seriously, don’t do this.
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An extra planet? 
Don’t mind if I do.

Ringworlds are one of many
wonders you can construct.

Megastructures take a 
while to build.



“Allied Assault feels old fashioned, 
and not because it’s 15 years old”
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J
une 6, 1944. Omaha. 
You’re in a landing 
craft, waiting. Behind 
you, a crude 
representation of a 

face somehow manages to convey 
terror. A mortar explodes, hitting 
the adjacent craft and sending its 
occupants into the sea. You reach 
the land. The craft stops and, for a 
moment, everything is peaceful. 
Then the whistle blows and the 
guns start to fire. You run, die and 
reload, over and over again.

Medal of Honor: Allied Assault is one 
of the highest-scoring FPSes of PC 
Gamer’s history. Our reviewer, Steve 

Brown, praised its confident plot and 
outstanding level design, calling it 
“the best FPS we’ve seen since 
Half-Life”. I, too, have fond memories 
of the best entry in EA’s Medal of 
Honor series, and particularly of the 
atmospheric beach landing sequence. 
And yet, going back, it’s not quite the 
standout sequence I remember. It’s 
not bad, but… well, as painful as it is 

  n e e d  t o  k n o w
releaseD
2002

PUBlisHer
EA

DeVelOPer
2015, Inc.

linK
www.bit.ly/alliedassault

Medal of Honor: 
allied assault

to say given everything the series has 
become, Call of Duty did it better.

June 6, 1944. Three miles west of 
Omaha, and three years after Allied 
Assault. You’re in a landing craft, 
waiting. A more realistic-looking 
soldier empties his stomach over the 
floor. A mortar explodes. A stray 
bullet hits one of your squadmates 
and everybody takes cover. There’s 
no peace, just escalation. The whistle 
blows and… you fall. You watch, 
helpless, as your comrades run and 
die. Someone is shouting at you, but 
you can’t hear them over the sound 
of your beating heart.

Day of Days
Allied Assault feels old fashioned, and 
not just because it’s 15 years old. The 
Call of Duty series has changed how 
war is portrayed in an FPS. The 
opening of Call of Duty 2’s American 
campaign, a beach landing on Pointe 
du Hoc, is directly comparable to 
Allied Assault’s Omaha mission. Such 
similarities are unsurprising – Vince 
Zampella and Jason West were both 
part of the 2015, Inc. team, and would 
go on to found Infinity Ward. But 
what sets Pointe du Hoc apart is 
Infinity Ward’s talent for set piece 
design, and an eye for memorable 

How World War 2 felt before the Call of Duty. By phil savage
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It’s like a war movie,
but more polygonal.



directed experiences that would 
forever change the genre.

Much of Allied Assault is drawn 
from Saving Private Ryan, with 
settings and scenarios recreated from 
the film. But ironically, despite 
Spielberg’s involvement with the 
Medal of Honor series, it’s Call of 
Duty that feels more cinematic. That 
moment when you’re lying injured in 
Pointe du Hoc is drawn directly from 
the language of film. It’s essentially a 
Band of Brothers sequence – all 
excitement and melodrama. It’s also 
exactly as interactive as a Band of 

Brothers sequence, by which I mean 
it isn’t at all. It’s a series of moving 
images, constructed to not be ruined 
by a player enacting their agency.

Allied Assault is arguably the 
better approach, because its design 
favours playable scenarios over fixed 
camera placement. Its beach landing 
is harrowing not because of the 
scripted deaths of your comrades, but 
because it’s difficult to play. Making it 
across the beach requires using the 
Czech hedgehogs for cover, however 
they’re an awkward shape – forcing 
you to jostle squadmates to avoid 

being pushed out into the gunfire. It’s 
a loud, tense and disorienting 
sequence, even though age has 
stripped away much of its sense of 
scale. Even playing now, I died a lot.

Call of Duty 2’s set piece sequence 
has, alas, aged better, and offers a 
more consistent and less frustrating 
experience. Allied Assault’s attempt 
to craft an atmosphere primarily 
through interaction is laudable, and 
feels preferable to CoD’s more 
directorial approach. But my many 
Omaha deaths didn’t make me think 
about the tragedy of war, so much as 
the annoyance of quicksaving in a 
location far away from the one medic 
hiding across the beach. It worked at 
the time, but I’m looking back 
through the lens of over a decade of 
Call of Duty-influenced design. Put 
simply: CoD won the war, and this is 
history as written by the victor.

Incidentally, EA’s other war series, 
Battlefield, produced an affecting 
sequence about the endless brutality 
of war that is conveyed through play. 
Battlefield 1’s prologue switches 
character on every death, hammering 
home the relentless churn of lives 
through the war machine. It’s great, 
by which I mean it’s very sad.

The sniping is pretty basic,
unfortunately for this guy’s head.

The first of many
turret sections.

d i s H o n o u r a b l e  d i s c H a r g e  what the MoH series became

M e d a l  o f 
H o n o r :  a l l i e d 
a s s a u l t
Released: 2002
PCG Score: 95%
The good one. Like 
Saving Private 
Ryan, but a game.

M e d a l  o f 
H o n o r : 
P a c i f i c 
a s s a u l t
Released: 2004
PCG Score: 83%
Great set pieces, 
but not a classic.

M e d a l  o f 
H o n o r : 
a i r b o r n e
Released: 2007
PCG Score: 88%
Lets you parachute 
anywhere in a level. 
Surprisingly good.

M e d a l  o f 
H o n o r
Released: 2010
PCG Score: 75%
EA’s answer to 
Modern Warfare, 
only it was not  
as good.

M e d a l  o f 
H o n o r : 
w a r f i g H t e r
Released: 2012
PCG Score: 35%
Boring and ethically 
suspect, Warfighter 
killed the series.
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described as smug constipation.



Much of Allied AssAult  
is drAwn froM sAving 
PrivAte ryAn

Despite time not being kind to its 
presentation, Allied Assault is still a 
good shooter. It feels precise, with a 
focus on longer range combat. If 
you’re caught by surprise, the enemy 
can be deadly, and so there’s an 
emphasis on scouting, particularly in 
the open areas. Fortunately, Allied 
Assault features a recreation of the 
M1 Garand that still holds up. It’s a 
fantastic gun that’s crisp to fire and 
has more personality than many of 
the game’s characters. Allied Assault 
is no simulation, but a nice quirk is 
your inability to reload the Garand 
mid-clip – something considered too 
awkward to be worth attempting in 
the middle of a firefight.

Allied Assault is still an 
entertaining war shooter, and a 
fascinating step in the journey from 
Wolfenstein 3D to the upcoming Call 
of Duty: WW2. That the Medal of 
Honor series would destroy itself 
trying to mimic CoD is a shame, 
because Allied Assault proves that 
effective systems design can shine 
outside of Hollywood set pieces. This 
is, at times, a subtle representation of 
war, with a lightness of scripting that 
creates a distinct, now almost 
unrecognisable tone. 

Many Nazis died so I could
bring you this screenshot.

Across the board, Allied Assault is 
a product of its time, unaware of the 
lessons of both Call of Duty and 
Half-Life 2. But where Omaha is a 
messy attempt at creating an 
ambitious, singular experience, 
elsewhere the lack of heavy direction 
is a boon. The opening is classic war 
drama, effectively expressed. You 
hide in the back of a truck as part of a 
convoy that’s infiltrating a Nazi camp 
in North Africa. A guard checks the 
documentation of the truck behind 
you, and your squadmates wonder 
whether he’s buying the ruse. It’s a 
short introduction that sets the tone, 
giving the scant justification needed 
to shoot up a level full of Nazis.

These opening missions feel like a 
way to bridge the original Medal of 
Honor games with Allied Assault’s 
later focus on being the unofficial 
companion to Saving Private Ryan. 
Both sections feature excellent 
mission design and variety. There are 

stealth sections, sniper sections, solo 
infiltrations and full-scale invasions. 
There’s also some turret sections, 
because, despite everything else, 
Allied Assault is still a ’00s FPS. 
There’s a brilliant early mission that 
involves walking disguised through 
an enemy base, using a false ID to 
bypass checkpoints. Still, the lack of a 
cohesive through line does make the 
campaign feel scattershot.

Why We fight
The protagonist, Lt Mike Powell – 
yes, I had to look that up – has no 
real personality. He’s a cipher for a 
collection of war experiences, with 
no story to link them. Neither are his 
comrades noteworthy. Powell works 
as part of a squad, but his allies are 
disposable and quickly killed off. By 
Omaha, which doesn’t occur until the 
third chapter, I was desensitised to 
the plight of the basic AI.

In the years since, FPS campaigns 
have done more to characterise 
squadmates, and often use multiple 
protagonists to justify the whistle 
stop tour of different war scenarios. 
It’s easier to connect to characters 
facing impossible odds than with the 
vague terror of a terrible war.
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Team ForTress 2’s 
cp_badlands
Paying tribute to the most chaotic map of 
Valve’s team shooter. By Sam Horti

RIGHT: The map’s 
open areas each have 
multiple entry points, 
so there’s always 
three or four fights 
going on at one time. 
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N
ine years. That’s how 
long I’ve been 
running around  
cp_badlands, and it’s 
never once felt stale. 

Added to Team Fortress 2 in 2008, 
it quickly became a staple of the 
Control Point mode, where teams 
are tasked with sequentially 
capturing five areas of the map and 
pushing the enemy team back 
towards their own spawn building.

It’s a remake of a Capture The Flag 
map from Team Fortress Classic and 
it shows, retaining two large bases at 
either end. Between them lies 
everything you could ever want as a 
TF2 player: long sight lines for the 
Sniper, vantage points for the 
rocket-jumping Soldier, and  
hidey-holes where a Spy can lurk in 
wait of a wandering opponent’s back.

That’s pretty standard for official 
maps, which are fairly well designed, 
but there are a couple of things that 
set Badlands apart. On most maps, it 
feels as if the control points have 
been plonked down and the terrain 
built around them. In Badlands, they 
feel almost incidental parts of a wider 
arena, itself designed to give combat 
as much variety as possible. 

Take the area around the central 
point: the point is on a bridge, and 
below lies a wide valley where 
players can fight around and between 
the supports. To the left and right of 
the bridge are safe houses, with 
balconies that overlook the area.

It’s a vast space, and at any one 
time you can expect three or four 
secondary fights alongside the main 
battle for the point. Scouts duke it out 
with their Scatterguns for control of 
the area below, snipers camp in their 
buildings trying to take each other’s 
heads off, and, inevitably, a flanking 
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RIGHT:  Badlands is 
packed full of raised 
areas that give depth 
to team skirmishes 
– there’s bridges, 
mounds of earth and 
rock spires.

1  p o i n T
Get on it

2  H o u s e
A safe haven, filled with 
health and ammo
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Best name ever, likely 
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An ideal vantage point 
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Yep, it’s a window

6  V a l l e Y
Here be Scouts
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Ideal for hiding behind
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These open areas mean Badlands 
avoids tight chokepoints that the 
defensive team can spam with 
explosives. Even its most 
claustrophobic zone – the final 
control point – has multiple access 
points and a fast capture time, so you 
don’t have to grind down the enemy 
team in order to win. 

Sadly, Badlands has fallen out of 
favour. Last year Valve removed it 
from the rotation for the public 
competitive mode and community 
servers now running it are usually 
empty. If I want to get my Badlands 
fix, I have to watch the pros. It’s part 
of the rotation for a lot of serious 
competitions, and it shows the map 
at its best. There’s nothing like 
watching a well-oiled team push all 
the way out of last point – avoiding a 
back capture from a sneaky Scout – 
onto Spire, through Mid, and then 
rolling through the enemy team. 
Tactics have been tried, improved 
and bested, and watching new tactics 
put into practice is always a thrill.

As the TF2 competitive scene 
wanes or moves onto shinier maps, 
Badlands will die out. That will be a 
sad day indeed, and I fear it could 
come sooner rather than later. This is 
my chance to publicly declare my 
love for it before it fades away.

cp_badlands: gone – almost – but 
never forgotten. 

Heavy wraps around to come at the 
opposition from behind, being as 
sneaky as a giant Russian with a 
minigun can be. It’s manic, and 
utterly brilliant.

The same is true of the second 
point. Once you’ve captured ‘Mid’ 
you push on to ‘Yard’, another open 
area with plenty of peaks and 
troughs. There are three ways to get 
there, providing plenty of flanking 
routes, and you’re never sure where 
your opponent may come from next.

The control point itself sits close 
to the defending team’s base, on a 
towering spike of rock called ‘Spire’. 
It’s easy enough to reach the top if 
you’re a double-jumping Scout, 
rocket-jumping Soldier, or a crafty 
sticky-jumping Demoman. The rest 
of team is forced onto a snaking path. 
It’s a long climb, and the defenders 
have battlements from which they 
can rain down hell. 

Run the gauntlet
Some people loathe this, but 

dodging rockets and bullets on my 
hike up the path never fails to get my 
adrenaline going. And once you 
reach the top, it’s your turn to have 
the high ground. I play mainly as a 
medic, and some of my best TF2 
moments have come on the top of 
Spire, barely keeping teammates alive 
as I tiptoe around its peak. 
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S A M U E L 
R O B E R T S

As the world ends 
outside my door, I 
merely shrug and 
summon another 
orbital laser to 
eradicate tiny men.

STORiES UnTOLd
www.storiesuntoldgame.com

 A horror-themed anthology that’s 
clearly inspired by ‘80s movies and 
TV shows, this is one of my favourites 
from this year. At under a tenner for 
four very different episodes that 
slowly construct a larger arc, it’s 
great value. Stories Untold partly 
comes from Jon McKellan, who 
created Alien: Isolation’s UI.

R E A d  A n d  B E  S c A R E d

PEggLE
www.popcap.com/peggle-1

 This comforting and simple puzzle 
game is about firing balls at different 
coloured pegs, to get the highest 
score possible and clear each stage. 
Statistically, you’ve probably played 
Peggle. It’s brought to life with 
contrived but endearing 
anthropomorphic animals, who grant 
different abilities to your balls. 

T i c k L E  S O M E  P E g S

BAyOnETTA
www.bayonetta.com

 Finally on released PC, Bayonetta 
is about using guns and melee 
weapons to destroy freaky variations 
of angels, including a giant baby face 
on the end of a large tentacle. It’s 
confidently weird and beautiful to 
play, plus it’s reasonably priced for a 
remaster – you can get it for £15 on 
Steam now. It’s a masterpiece.

M U R d E R  A n g E L S

dAwn Of wAR iii
www.dawnofwar.com

 It’s been a while since I got deep 
into a real-time strategy game, but 
the mix of colossal scale and more 
specific hero control in Dawn of 
War III appeals to me a lot, providing 
I’m not playing against anyone who’s 
especially good at the game. Looks 
like it’ll just be matches with the AI for 
me, then.

c A L L  i n  R O B O T S

BiOShOck REMASTEREd
www.bioshock.com

 I’ve returned to this for the first 
time in eight years, and the colour 
palette and stylised character 
models means it’s unsurprisingly 
held up well visually. It’s the writing in 
the audiotapes that’s impressing me 
again, though – it’s easy to forget 
how great those were before the idea 
was borrowed and overdone.

T O R T U R E  B y  w A T E R

fURi
www.thegamebakers.com

 A game so hard I can only play it 
after at least seven hours of sleep, 
this mix of twin-stick shooting and 
third-person duelling is set to a 
pumping new wave soundtrack. You 
know the music I mean, right? The 
kind that sounds like it’s been ripped 
straight from the ’80s but actually 
isn’t. Hotline Miami ‘80s.

B E  c O n T i n U A L L y  c R U S h E d

JAzzPUnk
www.jazzpunk.net

 An offbeat first-person comedy 
game with a spy theme and where 
the environments are packed with 
jokes for you to seek out. This one is 
appropriately published by Adult 
Swim, and if you enjoy any of its 
animated series, you will probably 
like this too. I can’t wait for 
Necrophone’s next game.

L A U g h ,  w h i L E  c O n f U S E d

REd fAcTiOn: gUERRiLLA 
www.redfaction.com

 An average open world action 
game, but with a brilliant 
environmental destruction element 
that’s not been replicated 
successfully anywhere – for shame, I 
say. Even its sequel, Armageddon, 
got it wrong. The score attack 
destruction mode in this is a terrific 
pass-the-pad party game, too. 

B R i n g  T h E  h O U S E  d O w n

M U S T 

P L A Y
A personAl list 

of the best 
gAmes you cAn 

plAy right now
by samuel roberts
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BIANCA GOODWIN // EMAIL

BACK

Where’s my mug?

Talos I Secret Santa

RE: Talos I bants

0451: We get it, alright?

From:  Talos I HR department
To:      All
CC:

RE: Talos I bants

Stop vaping GLOO canisters

Support ticket: I’ve recycled my dog

Hi all,

It’s come to the attention of Talos I’s HR department that the level of banter, 
office pranks and other forms of humour on this station is severely below 
the standard laid out in our corporate charter.

For example: putting a Post-it note that says ‘not a mimic’ on either yourself 
or someone’s computer doesn’t itself qualify as a joke. As a one-off, this 
sort of thing was funny or charming, but when everyone does it, it merely 
adds to the pervading sadness of being in a working environment 
otherwise occupied by alien life forms.

Furthermore, consider what would happen in the event of a Typhon 
outbreak, if you died to a Mimic who’d Mimicked as a ‘not a mimic’ note. 
You’d look like a right chump, and you’d deserve it, too.

Please ensure your bants fulfil the following criteria:

A) At least one other member of the crew finds it funny (excluding yourself).
B) It doesn’t involve any Post-it notes containing the words ‘not a mimic’.

Remember: we have advanced 3D printers capable of fabricating just 
about anything. If the funniest thing you can think of is Post-it notes, it’s time 
to have a good, hard look at yourself.

Regards,
Talos I HR department

17:30
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